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Abstract
This project documents the 18-month reentry trajectory of nine (including the author) United
States Air Force Reservists returning home from a six-month deployment to Afghanistan in
2009 and 2010. Compared with their Active Component peers, members of the Reserve
Component are more likely to be diagnosed with adaptive disorders and have an elevated risk
of unemployment, substance abuse, and suicide. Since a critical difference between Active
and Reserve Component members is the dual-status of reservists as both military members
and civilians, this project sought to better understand this duality within the context of nonpathological reentry. This required an interdisciplinary approach that included medical
perspectives (psychological trauma), political science, economics, and sociology (the
adjustment approach), research by change and transition theorists, and literature on cultural
crossings. The author used interpretive phenomenology to a) foreground his own experiences
with return, b) explore existing theories relevant to reentry, and c) conduct a deep exploration
of reentry over time. Semi-structured interviews occurred six, 12, and 18 months after return.
Three main findings emerged from this project. First, participants paradoxically experienced
the combat zone as ordered and predictable compared to their civilian lives in which
competing demands overwhelmed depleted adaptive capacities. Second, the longitudinal
design revealed participants gradually became less certain about their own reintegration
prospects. Finally, the method created reflective space for the participants during a period
when opportunities for reflection were especially rare. Several potential guidelines for policy
merit consideration in light of the data. First, reservist reentry is sudden and spent among
civilians, employers, and family members who find it difficult to understand the reservist’s
experiences. By ramping reentry and making the return more gradual some of the turmoil
and isolation experienced after returning from the combat zone can be avoided. The more
intractable issue identified in this dissertation concerns the widening gap between the two
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domains (military and civilian) reservists occupy and broader levels of mutual engagement
are needed to reverse this trend. The electronic version of this dissertation is at the OhioLink
ETD Center, www.ohiolink.edu/etd
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Chapter I: Introduction
Chapter I of this dissertation situates the researcher, provides background
information, briefly reviews existing literature, states the study’s purpose and justification,
formally presents the research question, defines the scope and limitations of the study and
criteria upon which I hope to be judged, and concludes with a brief summary of each of the
dissertation chapters.
Situating the Researcher
My interest in working on behalf of the community of men and women who serve the
military on a part-time basis is a product of my own experience. I was an active duty Air
Force officer for eight years and left full-time service in 1999 intent on providing a stable
home life for my family. I became an Air Force Reservist1 in 2000 because I missed being
part of the military community. Immediately after the terrorist attacks on September 11,
2001, I was mobilized for 18 months and deployed to command a Security Forces unit at a
staging base near Afghanistan for four months. After returning to the United States I
performed security and law enforcement duties at a base near my home. I deployed again six
months later and served in Afghanistan as a staff member assigned to the headquarters
responsible for conducting the war. After this three-month tour I returned home,
demobilized, and resumed my civilian career in information technology marketing. I focused
on rebuilding my civilian career between 2004 and 2007, attended graduate school, and
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Reservists are part-time service members who belong to one of seven Reserve
Components: the Army National Guard, the Army Reserve, the Air National Guard, the Air
Force Reserve, the Navy Reserve, the Marine Corps Reserve, or the Coast Guard Reserve.
Thirty seven percent (856,731) of the 2,315,490 men and women in the military belong to the
Reserve Component and are collectively called reservists although they may belong to the
National Guard or Reserve (US DOD Defense Manpower Data Center, 2010). Reservists
normally serve between 30 and 40 days per year, typically one weekend a month and two
weeks per year.
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performed required military duties to stay in good standing. I mobilized for six months in
2007 in order to command a large stateside active duty unit while its commander was
deployed. Although this was an excellent assignment, it meant suspending my civilian career
and living 1,300 miles away from my family. I returned home in late 2007, reintegrated back
into civilian life, and did periodic military duty for the next two years. I was mobilized again
in 2009 for nine months in order to serve as the chief of police at Kandahar Airfield in
Afghanistan. I returned home in 2010, resumed my career with the same civilian company I
have been with for the last 13 years, and I continue to be a participating reservist.
Background
World events and our nation’s heavy reliance on reservists have personally meant 36
months worth of absences from my civilian career, three departures and returns to the same
civilian company, and 22 months of family separation. This summary is not a complaint; I
am enormously proud of my service and I point out these facts because my experiences are
not unusual. Nearly a million other men and women serving in the Reserve Component
could tell a similar story. However, when these experiences are positioned against the
backdrop of 200 years of American military history, we find them to be quite unusual, an
artifact of a particular set of circumstances that emerged in the late 20th century.
Policymakers had little choice but the massive mobilization of reservists in order to fight two
simultaneous conflicts. These protracted wars have required multiple mobilizations for
individual reservists. The scope and frequency of these deployments is terra incognita for
reservists, their families, their employers, our government, and even our society.
Over 800,000 reservists have been activated as of this writing (US DOD Public
Affairs, 2011b). If the current mobilization pace continues, by late 2012 more reservists will
be activated for Iraq and Afghanistan than those mobilized for the Vietnam War, the Korean
War, and World War II combined (Binkin & Kaufmann, 1989). At the peak of mobilization
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nearly 40% of service members in Afghanistan and Iraq have been reservists (Moskos, 2005;
US DOD Reserve Affairs, 2008). As of 2010, a fifth of US personnel in Iraq and
Afghanistan were reservists, a third were active duty military, and half were contractors
(Schwartz & Swain, 2010). Deployment rates among reservists rival those among Active
Component members. Nearly half (47%) of currently serving reservists have deployed at
least once between 2001 and 2010 and 19% have multiple deployments (US DOD Defense
Manpower Data Center, 2010). By comparison, 61% of active duty members have deployed
at least once since 2001 and 33% have multiple deployments (US DOD Defense Manpower
Data Center, 2010).
The long-term impact of recurring deployments for citizen-soldiers2 is difficult to
discern, although there is mounting evidence of strain within the reserve community. Few
reservists voluntarily deploy. Seventy four percent (74%) of the 90,903 reservists mobilized
as of February 2011 were involuntarily activated (US DOD Public Affairs, 2011a). While the
structural issues contributing to this phenomenon are explored more fully in Chapter II,
mobilization does not appear to be a preferred choice for the majority of reservists, leading
observers to comment that reservists are, for practical purposes, modern day conscripts
(Musheno & Ross, 2008).
Furthermore, a growing body of empirical research finds reservists have higher rates
of suicide and mental illness after deployments than their Active Component counterparts
(Kang, Natelson, Mahan, Lee, & Murphy, 2003; Litz & Schlenger, 2009; Rybak, Leary, &
Marui, 2001; Samuels, 2006; Wolfe, Erickson, Sharkansky, King, & King, 1999). The
suicide rate among Army National Guard members and Army Reservists nearly doubled from
80 suicides in 2009 to 145 suicides in 2010 while active duty suicides declined during the
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Citizen-soldier is synonymous with the term reservists. The term refers to their dual
status as both civilian citizens and military soldiers.
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same period from 162 to 156 (Jaffe, 2011). Posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) rates also
highlight sharp differences between active and reserve forces. During the First Gulf War
(1990-1991), we learned “reservists and National Guard soldiers were almost 3 times more
likely to exceed the cut point [for PTSD] than were active-duty soldiers” (Wolfe et al., 1999,
p. 524). Differences in PTSD rates also became apparent during Operation Enduring
Freedom in Afghanistan and Operation Iraqi Freedom in Iraq. Milliken, Auchterlonie, and
Hoge (2007) found Army reservists returning from Iraq screened positive for PTSD
symptoms at a slightly higher rate than active members immediately upon return (12.7% for
reservists, 11.8% for active members), but reservists fared much worse in testing done three
to six months after their return (24.5% for reservists, 16.7% for active members). They
further concluded that 42.4% of reservists in their study required mental health treatment
(based on their survey responses) as opposed to 20.3% of active duty members (Milliken et
al., 2007). In 2008, researchers conducted telephone interviews with 1,938 veterans and
found reserve component members returning from Iraq and Afghanistan were nearly twice as
likely to be suffering from PTSD than their full-time peers (Schell & Marshall, 2008).
Unemployment rates also indicate the reserve community is having difficulty
adjusting to post-9/11 circumstances. Recent Bureau of Labor statistics indicate reservists
who have served in Iraq and Afghanistan are more likely to be unemployed versus their
active duty peers (14% unemployment for reservists versus 12.1% for active duty veterans of
Iraq and Afghanistan) and nearly 50% more likely to be unemployed versus the population at
large (9.4% unemployment rate) (US DOL Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2010).
Despite the risks associated with the over-use of part-time military members, the
Department of Defense plans on continuing to use reservists even after current conflicts end.
This strategy is a dramatic departure from Cold-War policies that used reservists as a force of
last resort to held in abeyance until a major crisis occurred (hence the term reserve) and
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fundamentally alters the nature of serving by requiring reservists to mobilize one out of every
six years (US DOD Reserve Affairs, 2008). Since adding more active troops is cost
prohibitive, increased use of contractors is unlikely, and reinstating the draft is unrealistic, the
only way the Department of Defense can meet its global personnel commitments is to rely
heavily on reserve components. Growing the active component directly is too costly because
the annual cost of the average active duty member is four times more than the cost of a nonmobilized Reservist (US Commission on the National Guard and Reserve, 2008, p. 9). As of
May 2010, 43% of the military are reservists, yet the reserves represent only 9% of the
Department of Defense budget (US DOD Reserve Affairs, 2010).
Indeed, “from a cost perspective, the reserve components remain a significant
bargain” (US Commission on the National Guard and Reserve, 2008, p. 9), leading the
Commission on the National Guard and Reserves to comment that reliance on reservists is
essential because the nation has “no reasonable alternative” (US Commission on the National
Guard and Reserve, 2008, p. 5). The senior Army reservist, Lieutenant General Jack C.
Stultz, explained the situation more plainly when he compared reservists to seasonal workers
who are used only when needed (Miles, 2010). This unfortunate analogy underscores the
instrumentality with which reservists are viewed and hints at their disposable nature (as
compared to full-time military members).
To summarize the background material presented thus far, the context for this
dissertation is a) the sharp increase in reserve use over the past decade, b) the uncertain
impact of repeat deployments, and c) the continued use of reservists into the foreseeable
future.
Overview of the Literature
The preponderance of the literature about reservists comes from discrete perspectives
representing functional, economic, psychological, or organizational development viewpoints.
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Expanded use of reservists has attracted the attention of Congress, researchers, and thinktanks who have collectively questioned the implications of the operational reserve on a) the
relationship between active and reserve forces, b) appropriate funding levels for manning and
equipment, c) the psychological toll on reservists and their families, d) maintaining employer
support during frequent mobilizations, e) pay, medical, retirement, and educational benefits
for reservists, and f) allowing more predictability for future mobilizations (Moskos, 2005;
Nagl & Sharp, 2010a; US Commission on the National Guard and Reserve, 2008; Wormuth,
Flournoy, Henry, & Murdock, 2006).
Driven by the pragmatic requirements of policymakers and epidemiological needs of
the health care community, our primary way of understanding the reserve community is
through quantitative research. Few researchers (including McNutt, 2005, and Musheno &
Ross, 2008) have attempted to understand the unique vantage point of individual reservists
struggling to balance civilian, military, and family obligations. Unlike their active duty
counterparts, reservists depart from their civilian world in order to deploy overseas and return
back to their civilian status once they demobilize. This reintegration process is the defining
characteristic of post-deployment reserve service, yet the process itself has been underexamined. Previous qualitative studies are cross-sectional and as such may fail to adequately
capture the nuances of the return home as they happen over time.
Furthermore, reservist reintegration has not been adequately placed into contact with
scholarly work. I believe a synthesis of five sets of existing knowledge is needed to fully
appreciate modern reservists, specifically theories of adjustment, theory related to
posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD), research related to cultural crossings, theories of
change, and recent research and commentary regarding an interpretive turn.
The first two sets of theories—those concerning adjustment and PTSD—encompass
the majority of writing and research surrounding reservists. Practitioners concerned with the
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policymaking dimensions of reserve transitions use an adjustment approach to help change
social and economic conditions in favor of reservists (Moskos, 2005; Nagl & Sharp, 2010a;
US Commission on the National Guard and Reserve, 2008; Wormuth et al., 2006).
Interestingly, the adjustment approach also dominates the discourse among criminal justice
scholars concerned with prisoner release and reentry into the community (Austin, 2001;
Hochstetler, DeLisi, & Pratt, 2010; Petersilia, 2003; Travis & Petersilia, 2001). The second
way of thinking about reentry addresses posttraumatic stress disorder within the reserve
community. Multiple studies have presenting findings about elevated rates of PTSD among
reservists (Kang et al., 2003; Milliken et al., 2007; Schell & Marshall, 2008; Wolfe et al.,
1999), and at least two perspectives attempt to explain these findings. Samuels (2006) offers
an anthropological perspective she calls liminality and Griffith (2010) offers an
organizational behavior perspective based on the fit between job characteristics and
individual factors.
Cultural crossing studies offer an informative perspective regarding the constant
travel of reservists between military and civilian life. Theories from this perspective broadly
fit under the umbrella of acculturation (Adler, 1975; Berry, 1990, 2009; Church, 1982;
Uehara, 1986) and can be organized based on their relationship to the reservist’s physical
location or situatedness. Reservists alternate between military and civilian spheres so
bicultural theories and concepts about translocational positionality, the marginal man, and
sojourners offer insight into notions of multilocal identity management, belonging,
acceptance, and the meaning of ‘home.’ Reentry theory, a subset of cultural crossing studies,
appears to apply directly to a reservist’s return home. However, a recent literature review of
150 scholarly works on reentry found no research included military participants (Szkudlarek,
2010).
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Most theories of change suggest change is a three-step process of letting go,
transforming, and returning in a different state (Bridges, 1991, 2004; Bridges & Mitchell,
2000; Campbell, 1949; Turner, 1974). Bridge’s (1991, 2004) work on the psychological
adjustment that accompanies situational change directly relates to the reintegration
experience, as does Ebaugh’s (1988) theory of role exit and the difficulty of integrating past,
present, and future identities. The explanatory power of change theory is promising but
uncertain given that it does not account for the cyclic nature of reserve deployments nor do
these theories directly consider military populations.
The overall lack of fit for any one of the previously discussed four sets of theories to
fully account for the situation of reservists calls out for new ways of understanding and, as
Bhatia and Ram (2009) and Chirkov (2009) point out, undermines any presumption that
reentry is a universally experienced process. I believe the need for new understandings
creates a fifth perspective called the interpretive turn. The interpretive turn is not a cluster of
theories as much as strategy to push the conversation on reservists and reentry forward. This
category includes new perspectives on acculturation (Bhatia & Ram, 2009; Chirkov, 2009)
and qualitative inquiry into the experiences of reservists recently home from Iraq (Musheno
& Ross, 2008).
In summation, I have argued thus far that the literature and discourse surrounding
modern reservists is a) parochial in that it often represents the perspective of policymakers,
clinicians, or economists, b) the research culture is predominately quantitative and crosssectional, a mismatch for reintegration as a localized phenomenon that occurs over time, and
c) has yet to be placed adjacent to a sprawling set of existing and related theory.
Purpose of the Study
The nature of serving in Reserve Component has changed radically since 2001. The
frequency and duration of mobilizations is not expected to subside. Empirical evidence
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suggests the reserve community is struggling to cope with these changes. Only 27% of
reservists deploy voluntarily. Reservists are two to three times more likely to develop PTSD
relative to their active duty peers. Reservists are more likely to be unemployed than former
active duty members and the population at large. Additionally, suicides rates among
reservists are increasing faster than active member suicide rates.
These complex issues defy single factor explanations, but we know the critical
difference between reservists and active members is their structural duality as citizensoldiers. Their dual membership in military and civilian communities further implies
returning home is a compound reentry for reservists. They simultaneously leave combat for
home and leave the military to resume civilian life. Reservists return to civilian communities,
occupations, and social systems where they may be appreciated but not fully understood.
This dissertation attempts to explore this duality by documenting the reentry experiences of a
group of recently returned reservists over an 18-month period. Their reentry is the central
phenomenon under investigation. The particular type of reentry reservists experience is
under-represented in existing literature.
Research Question
The research question is as follows:
How do United States Air Force Reservists experience reintegration after returning to their
civilian homes from Afghanistan?
An explanation of terms used within the research question is warranted. The “United
States Air Force Reservists” involved in this study share membership in the United States Air
Force Reserve (distinct from the United States Air Force and Air National Guard) and are
serving as Individual Mobilization Augmentees (IMAs) assigned to work part-time with
active duty units. This participation is both voluntary and off-duty. The justification for
studying IMAs is discussed in Chapter III in the Participant Selection section.
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“Reintegration” refers to the period following an individual’s release (de-mobilization) from
temporary active service. The word reintegration is imperfect because it assumes participants
were integrated in their civilian communities prior to mobilization and that post-deployment
integration is even possible. However, the term successfully conveys my interest in
adaptation and sense-making after an extended absence. “Afghanistan” refers to the United
States Department of Defense security and stabilization efforts in the Islamic Republic of
Afghanistan as part of Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF). “Home” may appear self-evident
as a familiar place, space, and cluster of relationships (Mallett, 2004) one returns to after
being away, but home is a subjective and multidimensional concept that deserves unpacking.
Home within the context of departure and return is discussed more fully in Chapter II’s
section on Cultural Crossings.
Design, Methods, and Analysis
This inquiry fundamentally asks, “What is it like to return home?” for a particular
group of people who have the shared circumstance of a deployment to Afghanistan. My
intent is not to globally explain reservist reentry. In order to move the scholarship on both
reservists and reentry forward, I believe a deep understanding of the reintegration experiences
of a small group of people is necessary. These intentions and attributes align my inquiry with
in the qualitative tradition and, more specifically, philosophically concordant with
interpretivism (Bentz & Shapiro, 1998; Creswell & Plano Clark, 2007; Schwandt, 2000).
Furthermore, Heidegger’s (1962) interpretive phenomenology is methodologically suited for
exploring a phenomenon so heavily mediated by social, cultural, economic variables.
Interpretive phenomenology is used to explore the life-world of individuals and uncover
“what the individual’s narratives imply about what he or she experiences every day” (Lopez
& Willis, 2004, p. 729). Lopez and Willis (2004) espouse the pragmatic merits of
interpretive phenomenology by suggesting the researcher’s interpretation of the data must
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consider the impact on policy, practice, education, and further research. I used an interpretive
phenomenological approach to link reservist experiences to existing theory while remaining
pragmatically focused on the potential policy implications of this research.
If we assume reintegration is a process rather than an event, a short longitudinal
design seems more epistemologically appropriate than a cross-sectional approach. To meet
this objective I collected data in three waves, the first at six months from return, the second at
12 months from return, and the last at 18 months from return. Due to the time sensitive
nature of this inquiry, Antioch’s Institutional Review Board approval was received in
October, 2010, and the first wave of interviews was completed in November, 2010. The
second wave occurred in May, 2011. The final round of interviews occurred in November,
2011.
Participants are former members of a unit I led in Afghanistan in 2009 and 2010.
Eight of the 45 eligible participants committed to three interviews each over an 18-month
period. The eight participants live in different parts of the country and are assigned to
different military units. We were brought together for the first time in November, 2009, to
participate in pre-deployment training. We arrived together in Afghanistan in December,
2009, and provided security and law enforcement on Kandahar Airfield from December,
2009 through May, 2010. Participants returned home in May, spent a short time
outprocessing their respective units, and were released from active service. The participants
were either current or former members of the Air Force Reserve and range in age from 25 to
50 years old. Four participants are Caucasian males, three are Latino men, and one is a
Caucasian woman. Six participants are married with children. Half of the participants are
law enforcement officers serving at federal, state, and local levels. One participant is
employed in the information technology sector, one manages a heavy equipment repair shop,
one is a teacher, and one participant is unemployed. There is one military officer
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participating, five non-commissioned officers, and two participants separated from the
military after returning from Afghanistan. The nine participants (including myself) have
been collectively mobilized to serve on stateside bases nine times, deployed to Southwest
Asia (excluding Iraq and Afghanistan) seven times, deployed to Iraq twice, and deployed to
Afghanistan twice. Three members have not been mobilized as reservists prior to 2009
because they were serving on active duty. Three (of nine) participants have previously
served at least one tour in Iraq or Afghanistan. Five have experienced extended absences
from home since 9/11. All eight participants were junior to me in rank although none were in
my chain of command during the study nor were they part of my current 13,000-person
organization. The probability of participants falling under my chain of command in the
future is highly unlikely.
Interviews follow a semi-structured line of questioning related to their transition from
serving in combat to resuming their civilian lives. During the first interview, participants
were asked to recall their emotional and attitudinal state as they prepared to return home.
This included discussing low points during the deployment in order to gauge their level of
perceived strain. Recurring questions asked participants to describe their reintegration
experiences, their perceived levels of acceptance, and their perception of the quality of their
health and relationships. During each interview participants were asked to recount their
entire return experience thus offering insight into how their perceptions changed over time.
In addition to the eight sets of data provided by participants, a ninth set of data was created
through my own bracketing process and these results are included in the study.
My own proximity to their experiences gives me an insider perspective but this
feature was accompanied by several risks. Although my experiences cannot be fully
bracketed, it was important confront my own biases and experiences with return. I conducted
self-interviews in order to foreground (Gadamer, 1975/2004) my own experiences related to
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reentry and included these findings in the dissertation. During data collection participants
shared stories about difficult events and self-reported difficulties encountered during the
reintegration process, including symptoms of depression. Each participant was advised on
the confidential nature of their responses and received contact information for a variety of
mental health resources. The risks of the study were offset by the benefits of contributing to
a broader understanding of reservist difficulties following extended deployments and
ultimately benefit a community of hundreds of thousands of military members and their
families.
Thematic analysis was guided by the principles of interpretive phenomenological
analysis (IPA) and methods as described by Smith, Flowers, and Larkin (2009) with several
justified variations. The IPA data analysis method suggests researchers convert transcripts
into a three-column format so the researcher can make initial descriptive, conceptual, or
linguistic notes in column two next to the original text in column one. The next step of
analysis was more interpretive than descriptive; by focusing on the researcher’s initial notes
rather than the participant’s text, I identified themes and noted them in column three. These
emergent themes were then organized until a final list of superordinate themes had been
developed for the case at hand. These themes were set off to the side and the process began
anew for the next case; once superordinate themes have been developed for each case the
process of developing cross-case themes began. Interview excerpts are presented in Chapter
IV in order to “make the evidentiary base transparent” (Smith, Flowers, & Larkin, 2009,
p. 110) and to allow readers to make their own meaning of the interviews, thus contributing
to the hermeneutic spiral.
Validity within interpretive phenomenology is measured largely on the basis of
fidelity to the accounts of participants. Researchers “must reflect the realities of the study
participants” (Lopez & Willis, 2004, p, 730). The specific validity criteria I would like
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applied to this dissertation is based on de Witt and Ploeg’s (2006) five “expressions of
rigour” (p. 224). de Witt and Ploeg synthesized the work of van Manen, Madison, and 13
peer-reviewed articles on theoretical interpretive phenomenological research within nursing
in order to derive a set of guidelines specifically applicable to interpretive phenomenology.
They propose interpretive phenomenological research should contain “balanced integration,
openness, concreteness, resonance, and actualization” (de Witt & Ploeg, 2006, p. 224).
Balanced integration refers to the on-going relationship between the study and the
philosophy underlying the methodology. It should be clear to readers how interpretive
phenomenology impacts each stage of the research process. Openness should allow for the
reader to understand the research process and, if necessary, audit the researcher’s decisions.
Concreteness and resonance are related concepts referring to the way in which the reader
experiences the study. The findings in a study are considered concrete if the reader can
identify and relate their own experiences to the participant’s experiences. Furthermore, the
findings should resonate with readers on an emotional level, helping them vicariously
experience or feel the participant’s situation. Finally, actualization is future resonance as
readers continue to interpret in their own ways, thus contributing to ongoing knowledge
creation.
Relevance to Practice
The gap between the military and society has grown wider since the end of the draft.
This work attempts to bridge that chasm. I am interested in developing a new appreciation of
the subjective experiences of our newest combat veterans. This work takes on increased
urgency given the promise of continued deployment cycles. In addition to the intrinsic value
of illuminating the challenges of being a post-9/11 reservist, I believe research in this area
can impact change theory, especially theories concerning the movement between cultural
spaces, adaptation, acceptance, and marginalization. The findings of this study contribute to
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our understanding of the dynamics of crossing culture boundaries and specifically to reentering one’s home community. Additionally, this dissertation adds to our knowledge about
the psychology of change and transition. From a pragmatic perspective, the findings are
relevant to policymakers concerned with striking the right balance between active duty and
reserve force use. This research is also relevant to mental health practitioners who offer
services to reservists and their family members. Lastly, this work is valuable to returning
reservists, their families, their communities, and their employers as they collectively adjust to
life after a deployment.
Summary of Chapters
In Chapter I of this dissertation I situated the researcher, provided background
information, briefly reviewed existing literature, stated the study’s purpose and justification,
formally presented the research question, and defined the scope and limitations of the study
and criteria upon which I hope to be judged.
In Chapter II, I present a short history of American reserve forces and explain how
current policies of ongoing access to reservists justify my research. I then present findings
from a literature search and cover the five constructs used to understand reservists and reentry
(a PTSD approach, the adjustment approach, cultural crossing theories, change theory, and
the interpretive turn).
In Chapter III, I describe the rationale for choosing phenomenology as a method,
present the method itself, and describe the bracketing procedure I used in order to prevent my
own experiences with return from intruding upon the data. The application of the method is
discussed. I also call attention to the ethical considerations of working with a population who
may be experiencing adjustment difficulties.
In Chapter IV, I summarize the key events that occurred during the deployment to
help the reader understand interview data. This is followed by a discussion of the bracketing
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process. Interview data is presented in alignment with three major categories: physical and
mental health, post-deployment social interactions, and participant self-reflections on the
return process.
In Chapter V, I discuss the major themes that emerged from the data and associate
these themes with our current understanding of reentry.
In Chapter VI, I offer general recommendations for policymakers and recommend
areas for further research.
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Chapter II: Literature Review
Chapter II begins with a brief history of the Air Force Reserve program and describes
the use of American reserve forces during crises. While this section will be helpful to readers
unfamiliar with the military reserve, my intent is to develop an argument demonstrating the
constant deployment of reservists is a) a new phenomenon, b) an unwelcome consequence of
the all-volunteer military, and c) likely to continue indefinitely. The uncertainty created by
these factors heightens the importance of looking to existing scholarship for clues to help us
better appreciate the complexities of being a modern reservist.
I then present findings from a literature search designed to identify peer-reviewed
articles and dissertations concerning reservist reentry after service in Afghanistan. The
majority of the research found in my search concerns posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD).
This underscores the dominance of the medical perspective as way to understand veterans
and further implies returnees are, to some extent, abnormal. The PTSD approach is only one
of the five major constructs useful to understanding reservists and the return process. The
other four ways include an adjustment approach, cultural crossing theory, change theory,
and the interpretive turn.
The second major approach to returnees concerns the government response (or nonresponse) to reintegration. Policymakers use an adjustment approach primarily to help
improve economic conditions in favor of reservists. Since policies related to adjustment are
influenced by our national experiences with returnees from previous conflicts, I review
policies related to veterans throughout American history. The adjustment approach also
dominates the literature concerning prisoner reentry and I offer a brief overview of these
theories as they relate to reservist reentry.
A third approach, cultural crossing theory, calls attention to the difficulty of spanning
cultural boundaries. Boundary spanning relates to the transient dimensions of reserve service
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as reservists continuously commute between military and civilian life. This perspective calls
attention to the cultural divide between military and civilian domains and topics of belonging
and acceptance. The majority of work in this field is related to acculturation processes that
occur while living abroad for extended periods. A subset of cultural crossing theory
specifically addresses reentry into one’s home culture but little research has been done on
military populations.
A fourth approach, change theory, addresses adaptation and the psychological
transitions during the planned or unplanned upheaval of one’s circumstances. This section
also describes the difficulty of integrating past, present, and future role-based identities.
Finally, the interpretive turn offers a critique of certain approaches to acculturation
and suggests more contextual qualitative and mixed-methods research is needed before we
can assert reentry (as it is currently understood) is a universally experienced process. In this
section I discuss findings from an exemplary application of the interpretive turn to research
done with Army Reservists returning from Iraq.
Reserve History
Seventeenth century to World War II. The origins of reserve service can be traced
back to the protection of the first colonies in the early 17th century (Galvin, 1967). The use
of local militias was codified in the United States Constitution and militias retained their local
and voluntary character through much of the 19th century. As America emerged onto the
world stage in the late 1800s, strengthening the National Guard and Reserve system became
way to establish international credibility and legitimacy (Crossland & Currie, 1984). The
Spanish American War (1898-1902) revealed shortcomings in military preparedness and
motivated a series of legislative acts during the first two decades of the 20th century designed
to strengthen the reserve system.
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The Militia Act of 1903 (the Dick Act) gave federal support to National Guard units
and, in return, these units were required to train more frequently and became eligible for
overseas deployments (Brayton, 1972; Crossland & Currie, 1984). The federal government
also wanted a part-time force that could be more accessible than the National Guard and thus
created the Medical Reserve Corps in 1908. This program became model for the Army
Reserve program which was established in 1912 (Brayton, 1972; Crossland & Currie, 1984).
Reserve and National Guard programs languished until the National Defense Act of 1920
increased funding and personnel authorizations (Brayton, 1972; Crossland & Currie, 1984).
The National Defense Act of 1920 had substantial impact; by 1939 nearly two-thirds of
American military strength was assigned to the National Guard and Reserve (Brayton, 1972).
After the conclusion of World War II (1942-1945), the nation had a massive pool of
experienced service members but they were inaccessible for emergency recall due to poor
record keeping. This led to significant reform including the creation of our modern reserve
system through the establishment of a Ready Reserve (actively participating reservists), a
Stand-by Reserve (non-participating reservists who were required to check in periodically),
and a Retired Reserve (Brayton, 1972). This dissertation focuses on members of the Ready
Reserve.
The development of the Air National Guard and Air Force Reserve paralleled the
growth of the Army National Guard and Army Reserve. The Air National Guard was
established in 1915 and created a pool of trained aviators to be used during national
emergencies (Cantwell, 1997). By 1920 active duty aviators and Air National Guard
members shared aircraft and runways and this tradition continues today through the Air Force
Reserve Associate program (Cantwell, 1997). The Air Corps Reserve was established in
1926 and the National Defense Act of 1947 created what we now refer to as the Air Force
Reserve (Cantwell, 1997).
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The modern reserve system. The reserve system has historically been a strategic
force used to augment standing military forces during emergencies. Realizing this vision has
been challenging because reserve components were poorly funded, inadequately equipped,
improperly trained, and lacked credibility due to political decisions. The first test of the
modern reserve system occurred during the American response to the Berlin Crisis (1961)
wherein unstable relations between the Soviet Union and the United States precipitated a
military response. President John F. Kennedy mobilized 115,000 Army reservists and 5,600
Air Force reservists in order to signal America’s resolve (Binkin & Kaufmann, 1989;
Cantwell, 1997). While Air Force members had a clear mission to ferry critical supplies to
Berlin (Cantwell, 1997), Army Reservists were uneasy with the mobilization (Binkin, 1993;
Binkin & Kaufmann, 1989; Crossland & Currie, 1984). Army Reservists were not convinced
the crisis was a national emergency nor did they agree with a decision to recall 40,000 nonparticipating reservists (Binkin, 1993; Binkin & Kaufmann, 1989; Crossland & Currie, 1984).
The “discontent among reservists received widespread attention from the media” (Binkin &
Kaufmann, 1989, p. 44) and ultimately taught politicians that reserve mobilization entailed
political risk.
Lessons from this experience influenced the decision to sideline the Reserve
Component during the Vietnam War (1965-1975). President Lyndon B. Johnson’s desire to
keep both China and the American public away from the Vietnam War meant avoiding the
type of signaling and commitment reserve mobilization would engender (Binkin, 1993). This
drove a wedge of mistrust between the Active Component and the Reserve Component and
damaged the credibility of the reserve program in terms of public opinion. Becoming a
reservist was perceived as a way to avoid the draft (Binkin, 1993), effectively making the
reserves “a sanctuary to escape from hazardous consequences” (Buckman, 2006, p. 4).
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Sidelining reservists during Vietnam jeopardized the existence of the reserve
program. Military planners responded to this threat with a strategy designed to increase
active and reserve integration called total force policy (Correll, 2011). Total force policy
required “the concurrent consideration of the Total Force, both regular and reserve, to
determine the most effective mix which will support the strategy and meet the threat”
(Cantwell, 1997, p. 250). The Air Force implemented total force policy in 1968 and it
quickly spread to the other services as a way to offset personnel shortages anticipated by the
termination of the draft (Cantwell, 1997). Total force policy also facilitated the end of the
draft; conscription could be safely abandoned if the reserve program became a viable
alternative and “compensation could replace compulsion” (Duncan, 1997, p. 139).
Reserve and active integration was also seen as a way of promoting democracy and
avoiding entanglement in wars that lacked popular support (Binkin, 1993). Army Chief of
Staff General Creighton Abrams believed future conflicts fought by a combination of active
and reserve forces would guarantee “the will of the people is brought into the fight” (US
DOD Reserve Affairs, 2008, p. 7). His theory, known as the Abrams Doctrine, assumed
reserve mobilization acted as a referendum on the war itself, reducing “the risk that the Army
would become politically and socially isolated in a war” (Binkin, 1993, pp. 110-111). The
practical effects of the doctrine made “it difficult, if not impossible, for a president to use any
significant military force without calling up the reserves” (Duncan, 1997, p. 219).
Total force policy had its maiden voyage during Operation Desert Storm (1990-1991).
A quarter million reservists were mobilized in response to the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait, and
for most reservists this would be the only activation of their careers (Cantwell, 1997; US
Army Center for Lesson Learned, 1992; US General Accounting Office, 1991). Results were
mixed. Army Reserve and National Guard combat support units successfully deployed and
contributed to the effort, but Army National Guard combat units were unable to deploy
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because they could not earn readiness certification from active duty evaluators (Binkin, 1993;
Duncan, 1997). The National Guard claimed the Active Component’s unwillingness to grant
certification represented an institutional bias and exposed a deep fissure between active and
reserve forces. Walker (1992) believes the root cause of the fissure is caused by “the
warriors who dominate the regular Army [who] seem unable to extricate themselves from
their conviction that they are professional soldiers and the reserves are simply amateurs”
(p. 315). Although Operation Desert Storm shook the confidence of total force policy
advocates, the debate over the use of reservists tapered during the 1990s as America
participated in a series of low-intensity conflicts. This would change with the terrorist attacks
on September 11, 2001.
Reserve use after 9/11. Over 5,000 Reservists would be mobilized within two weeks
of September 11, 2001 (US DOD Public Affairs, 2001a). By the end of 2001, over 60,000
reservists were mobilized to perform a homeland defense mission (Operation Noble Eagle) or
serve in support of the conflict in Afghanistan (Operation Enduring Freedom) (US DOD
Public Affairs, 2001b). The peak of mobilization occurred shortly after the beginning of the
war in Iraq (Operation Iraqi Freedom) and by April of 2003, 224,528 reservists were serving
on active duty, nearly the total amount mobilized for Operation Desert Storm (Cantwell,
1997; US Army Center for Lesson Learned, 1992; US DOD Public Affairs, 2003; US
General Accounting Office, 1991). Based on Department of Defense press releases,
mobilization levels fluctuated between 150,000 and 200,000 reservists serving at any given
time from 2003 to 2005, decreased to 100,000 reservists serving at any given time between
2006 and 2009, and would climb up to 130,000 mobilized as part of the troop surge in 2009.
By late 2010 and early 2011 the number of mobilized reservists would dip below 100,000.
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On average, 124,428 reservists would be on duty at any given time over the 40 quarters
spanning September, 2001, through September, 2011.3
Reservists provided 27% of the total uniformed4 strength in Iraq and Afghanistan,
underscoring the nation’s reliance on the reserve and bringing total force policy to fruition
(Waterhouse & O’Bryant, 2008). The American reserve system has never been so heavily
relied upon. In order to meet current national security obligations, reservists are deploying
multiple times. Few are volunteers. Nearly half (47%) of all currently serving reservists
have deployed once since 2001 (as compared to 62% of active members) and 19% of all
reservists have deployed at least twice (US DOD Defense Manpower Data Center, 2010).
Over 840,000 members of the National Guard and Reserve have been activated as of
February, 2012 (US DOD Public Affairs, 2012). At current mobilization rates, it will take 12
to 18 months to eclipse mobilization figures (approximately one million) for the Vietnam
War, the Berlin Crisis, the Korean War, and World War II combined (Binkin & Kaufmann,
1989).
Seventy-four percent (67,540) of the 90,903 currently mobilized reservists have been
involuntarily activated (US DOD Public Affairs, 2011a). It should be noted that asserting
only a quarter of reservists choose to deploy is only partially true. Each service has to
navigate structural issues in order fill requirements. For example, the Army is more likely to
mobilize brigade size elements (up to 1,500 people) than the Air Force because the Air Force
uses smaller and more modular deployment packages.5 This partially explains why

3

Based on monthly Department of Defense press releases from 2001 to 2011. I selected
one month from each quarter (usually the middle month) to calculate mobilization levels over
time.
4
Uniformed strength refers to active and reserve military personnel but does not include
personnel not authorized to wear military uniforms (contractors or DoD civilians).
5
For example, if there is a requirement in Afghanistan for 70 Air Force security forces
members, it is likely to be filled by five thirteen-person squads and a five-person
headquarters element. Each would come from different home station bases; six units would
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volunteerism varies by service; two percent of mobilized Navy Reservists are serving
voluntarily as compared to 65% of mobilized Air Reserve and Air National Guard members
(US DOD Public Affairs, 2011a). Army Reserve Components provide the preponderance of
forces and constitute approximately 76% of all currently mobilized reservists (US DOD
Public Affairs, 2011a). The volunteer rate for Army Reservists is three times that of the
National Guard; 32% of mobilized Army Reservists are serving voluntarily compared to 12%
of mobilized Army National Guard (US DOD Public Affairs, 2011a). Only the Air Force and
the Marine Corps (with 47% of mobilized Marines serving voluntarily) can claim that they
are able to meet many of their requirements through volunteerism (US DOD Public Affairs,
2011a).
Structural issues aside, low rates of volunteerism have caused concerns about
overusing reserve forces. The Commission on the National Guard and Reserves (chartered
by Congress) commented, “the current pattern of using the reserves is endangering this
valuable national asset” (US Commission on the National Guard and Reserve, 2008, p. 5).
Musheno and Ross (2008) believe these deployment patterns represent the “harsh irony of
total force policy—those who volunteered as citizen-soldiers for part-time military service
have become the conscripts of the war in Iraq and Afghanistan” (p. 139). In a further irony,
policymakers are compelled to compel Reservists. The Commission on the National Guard
and Reserves found “there is no reasonable alternative” (US Commission on the National
Guard and Reserve, 2008, p. 5) to heavy reliance on reservists. The commission also

be involved in sourcing the requirement. Since the deployed unit is sourced from six
different places, the pool of potential volunteers is larger. Assuming each base has 200
security people assigned, this approach means 70 people can be sourced from a pool of 1,200
candidates rather than sourcing all 70 from one 200-person unit. One of the consequences of
this approach is more volunteerism simply because the eligible population of potential
candidates is larger.
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concluded reserve mobilization for Iraq and Afghanistan met operational needs but ignored
the overall needs of reserve forces:
The notion of an operational reserve occurred almost by default, in response to current
and projected needs for forces greater than were available from the active component.
DOD has taken several years to define an operational reserve, and the definition it has
drafted offers little guidance to policymakers. Because the nation backed into this
major decision, the needs of the reserve forces were not considered; nor were
consequences of the change—such as the impact on reserve readiness, and the strain
on individual reservists as well as their families and employers—taken into account.
(US Commission on the National Guard and Reserve, 2008, p. 55)
Increasing the size of active forces is too expensive. The annual cost of an average active
duty member is more than $126,000, four times more than a non-mobilized reservist (US
Commission on the National Guard and Reserve, 2008, p. 9). Indeed, “from a cost
perspective, the reserve components remain a significant bargain” (US Commission on the
National Guard and Reserve, 2008, p. 9). As of May 2010, 43% of Department of Defense
personnel are reservists yet they represent nine percent of the defense budget (US DOD
Reserve Affairs, 2010). Contractors are an alternative to meeting requirements in the combat
zone, but their capacities may be fully extended barring the transfer of inherently military
capabilities to the private sector. The privatization of base operating support, security,
interpreters, and logistics functions has resulted in almost as many contractors in Iraq and
Afghanistan as uniformed service members (Schwartz & Swain, 2010). While relying on
contractors circumvents the political stigma associated with mobilizing reservists, Cupp and
Latham (2011) argue the price of this convenience is decreased transparency, degraded
cohesion on the battlefield, and the possibility creating an irreversible reliance on contractors
because of the transfer of core competencies “no longer found within the US military force
structure” (p. 145). Since adding more active troops is cost prohibitive, increased use of
contractors is unlikely, and reinstating the draft is unrealistic, the Department of Defense is
planning to use reserve forces even after the conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan end.
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This new approach attempts to ensure continued and predictable access to reservists
by including them in routine operations. Operational reserve policy was announced publicly
in 2004 and became the official stance of the Department of Defense in 2008 (US DOD
Reserve Forces Policy Board, 2004; US DOD Office of the Secretary of Defense, 2008; US
DOD Reserve Affairs, 2008). The operational reserve concept fundamentally changes the
nature of serving in the Reserve Component by requiring reservists to serve on active duty for
one year out of every six years in service (US DOD Reserve Affairs, 2008). Over a twentyyear career, a reservist will spend 15% of his or her time mobilized in addition to serving one
weekend a month and two weeks a year. The net effect of this policy causes 16% of
reservists (between 100,000 and 200,000) to be on active duty at any given time. Operational
reserve policy is a departure from the strategic reserve paradigm prevalent throughout the
20th century. A strategic reserve is used sparingly and held in abeyance until a national crisis
occurs. The operational reserve concept changes the Reserve Component from a crisis
response force to an element present during the everyday business of providing national
security. This new paradigm merits both caution and careful consideration. President Ronald
W. Reagan issued a stern warning about changing what it means to be a citizen-soldier in a
1987 speech: “we must exercise care to avoid making demands on our personnel that would
fundamentally alter the nature of service in the reserves” (Duncan, 1997, p. 152). The
Department of Defense admits the strategy is a “fundamental shift from the past” (US DOD
Reserve Affairs, 2008, p. 2), and it is difficult to anticipate the long-term consequences of
this new approach.
Summary of reserve history. In summary, military reserves have been part of
national security strategy since the earliest days in American history. During the 20th
century the modern reserve program came into existence but political controversy during the
Berlin Crisis and reluctance to commit forces led to decisions not to use the Reserve
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Component during the Vietnam War. The discontinuation of the draft was enabled by
increased reliance on the reserve but Operation Desert Storm both revealed and created
fissures between Active and Reserve Components. The American response to the attacks of
9/11 relied heavily on reserve participation because of a lack of alternatives. Nearly 125,000
reservists have served on active duty at any given time between 2001 and 2011. The primary
mechanism to achieve this level of participation has been involuntary mobilization. The
situation is unlikely to change because operational reserve strategy assures continued access
to reservists. Even after operations in Iraq and Afghanistan end, reservists can expect to
serve one year out of every six years. They will enact the deployment and return cycle at
least four times over a twenty-year career. Ready access to reservists means research to
understand their return experiences will remain relevant into the foreseeable future.
Literature Search and Review
In order to understand what the literature tells us about the return experiences of
reservists, I conducted a search for existing empirical (qualitative and quantitative) research.
The search for peer reviewed publications on the return experiences of reservists began by
searching EBSCOhost contents across 60 databases that include the PsychINFO collection,
Academic Search Complete, MEDLINE, and SocINDEX. Search terms for reservists
included reserve, military reserve, armed forces and reserve, and National Guard. Search
terms for return included return, returnee, re-entry, reentry, reintegration, adaptation, redeployment, redeployment, and deployment. Limiters were placed on the search to include
only peer-reviewed articles and publication dates between 2002 and 2011 in order to find
studies on Operation Enduring Freedom and Operation Iraqi Freedom veterans. A table of
search terms can be found at Appendix A. The initial yield of 58 articles was reduced to 30
after eliminating articles about reservists from the United Kingdom, articles addressing predeployment and deployment but not post-deployment, and articles that were not empirical. I
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used the same search terms to find dissertations available in the OhioLink Electronic Theses
and Dissertation (ETD) Center and the ProQuest Dissertation and Theses database. This
resulted in three more additions and brought the full set of literature to 33 articles and
dissertations.
Overview of search findings. By categorizing the literature by the type of
participant (reservist or family member), main themes (mental health, physical health,
substance abuse, intervention methods, and settings of work, home, or school), and research
method (quantitative, qualitative, or mixed methods), several features became apparent.
First, the majority of the research (75%, or 25 out of 33 articles) concerns posttraumatic
stress disorder (PTSD) and its prevalence, co-occurrence with risk factors like injury, alcohol
abuse, and multiple deployments, PTSD’s impact on family members, and barriers to care.
Second, research participants are overwhelmingly Army Reservists or National Guard
members who have returned from Operation Iraqi Freedom. Although the Army deploys
more people than other services and Iraq was a larger effort than Afghanistan, other branches
and Operation Enduring Freedom participants are underrepresented. Third, the
preponderance of work is cross-sectional and studies purporting to be longitudinal usually
span less than a year. This ignores the processual dimension of reintegration. Fourth,
reservists are most often examined through their relationship to self or their family
relationships; only two studies explored alternative settings such as the workplace (McNutt,
2005) or a university environment (Rumann & Hamrick, 2010). Fifth, 26 (79%) of the 33
articles use quantitative methods. Twenty-five used correlational design and one used quasiexperimental design (Blevins, Roca, & Spencer, 2011). Four researchers (excluding
Griffith’s literature review, 2010, and theoretical essay, 2011) used qualitative methods.
These include phenomenology (Lapp et al., 2010; Rumann & Hamrick, 2010), case study
(Slone, Pomerantz, & Friedman, 2009), and qualitative description (Faber, Willerton,
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Clymer, MacDermid, & Weiss, 2008). Kehle, Ferrier-Auerbach et al. (2011) used a mixedmethods design by conducting follow up interviews with soldiers who had reported high rates
of alcohol use on a previous survey.
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services have distinctive cultures, practices, and policies that shape the entire deployment
process. Finally, Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF) is a different combat environment
from Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF). Most of the research done on Afghanistan veterans was
conducted before troop levels increased and violence surged in 2009, Afghanistan offers a
different set of environmental and combat stressors, and the American public understands
Afghanistan differently than it understood Iraq.
PTSD rates among reservists. Research efforts to date have not been fruitless.
Indeed, we know more now about combat related stress than ever before and reservists have
rarely, if ever, been subject to so much scrutiny. From Operation Desert Storm (1990-1991)
we learned “reservists and National Guard soldiers were almost 3 times more likely to exceed
the cut point [for PTSD] than were active-duty soldiers” (Wolfe et al., 1999, p. 524). Seven
percent of reservists deployed during Operation Desert Storm (ODS) returned with PTSD;
this rate tripled (to 22%) for those that witnessed death (Kang et al., 2003). Research on
OIF/OEF by Milliken et al. (2007) found Army reservists returning from deployments had
PTSD at a slightly higher rate than active members immediately upon return (12.7% for
reservists, 11.8% for active members), but reservists fared much worse in testing done three
to six months after return (24.5% for reservists, 16.7% for active members). They further
concluded that 42.4% of reservists in their study required mental health treatment (based on
survey responses) as opposed to 20.3% of active duty members (Milliken et al., 2007). The
Milliken et al. findings demonstrate PTSD rates among OIF/OEF reservists are much higher
than those who participated in ODS and these findings are supported by numerous studies
(Allison-Aipa et al., 2010; Arbisi et al., 2011; Gorman, Blow, Ames, & Reed, 2011; Helmer
et al., 2007; Kehle, Reddy et al., 2011; Renshaw et al., 2009; Tackett, 2011; Thomas et al.,
2010).
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The research also shows spouses, significant others, parents, and children are
negatively effected by deployments. Living with a person who is suffering from an adaptive
disorder can cause secondary trauma (Caska & Renshaw, 2011) as well as marital and
parenting difficulties (Gewirtz et al., 2010; Meis et al., 2010; Renshaw et al., 2009).
Causes of PTSD. Theories about high PTSD rates are found in several studies.
Allison et al. (2010) found deployments lasting more than six months caused significantly
higher rates of psychological distress. Multiple deployments were shown to triple the
likelihood of PTSD (Kline et al., 2010; Polusny et al., 2009). Hawthorne (2006) suggests
deployments deplete the adaptive resources of reservists such that no energy is left to
accomplish the adaptive demands of resuming civilian life. Renshaw (2010) offers a
different perspective; he believes reservists are preoccupied with career and family concerns
while they are deployed and this contributes to higher levels of anxiety and PTSD. Griffith
(2010) believes higher PTSD rates among reservists are attributable to demographics (older,
life history), reserve unit characteristics (types of missions), reservist expectations of service
(e.g., ‘I didn’t think I would be called’), poor training, and the belief that reservists, their
families, and their employers are unaccustomed to separations. Griffith is operating from an
organizational behavior paradigm and views PTSD as at least partially produced by a poor
person-to-job fit wherein the expectations and desires of the individual reservist fail to match
the demands of mobilization and deployment. Few of these theories are empirically
supported (aside from deployment length and frequency), an indicator of the inherent
difficulty of understanding a complex phenomenon like PTSD.
Interventions and coping. The literature also describes the methods reservists, their
families, and mental health providers are using to cope with deployments and the return
home. Reservists are more likely than active duty members to use alcohol as a postdeployment coping mechanism (Jacobson et al., 2008; Kehle, Ferrier-Auerbach et al., 2011).
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Although reservists were more likely to seek professional help than active members, the
barriers to receiving care (costs, difficulty in scheduling, getting time off work) remain
significant (Gorman et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2010). Family also plays a critical role in the
adjustment process; reservists prefer family based interventions versus individual therapy
(Khaylis et al., 2011). Although spousal support was linked to higher levels of help-seeking
behavior (Gorman et al., 2011), spouses feel underequipped and reported a desire to learn a
wider range of coping skills (Lapp et al., 2010). The relationship a reservist has with his or
her civilian employer is also an intervening factor in the readjustment process. Faber et al.
(2008) found reserve families returned to normalcy upon “the reservist’s return to work at his
of her civilian job, which helped to establish a more familiar routine for the family” (p. 228).
Furthermore, McNutt (2005) found the most valued types of organizational support included
extra time off and formal reorientation training. The least valuable support included
recognition ceremonies upon return. While this offers insight into the tactics employers can
use to smooth the reentry process, McNutt notes the “overall perception of organizational
support is more central than any particular form of support practice” (2005, p. 76).
Summary of the initial literature review. In summary, research on reservists
returning from Iraq and Afghanistan clearly demonstrates reservists, their families, and their
communities are under considerable strain. While reservists are likely to seek help under the
right set of conditions, the support systems surrounding them show signs of distress and
require more resources to facilitate the adaptation process. Multiple theories attempt to
explain the prevalence of reservist PTSD including Hawthorne’s (2006) depleted adaptive
reservoir theory, Renshaw’s (2010) preoccupation with civilian life theory, and Griffith’s
(2010) poor person-to-job fit theory. Few theories are empirically supported. Existing
literature does not address non-pathological reentry, nor do current studies explore the
reintegration process over periods longer than a year. While quantitative methods gathered a
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significant amount of data concerning the psychological characteristics of reservists, these
methods have thus far been unable to holistically capture the nature of non-pathological
reentry.
Adjustment Approach
Non-empirical literature about reservists tends to focus on facilitating smooth and
frequent transitions between civilian and military status. Policymakers, legislators, and
advocacy groups have strengthened job and debtor protection laws, improved medical
services, developed transition programs for reservists and their families, increased education
benefits, and improved access to educational and retirement benefits (Moskos, 2005; Nagl &
Sharp, 2010b; US Commission on the National Guard and Reserve, 2008; Wormuth et al.,
2006). Since government policies reflect the ways reservists are understood (or
misunderstood), underlying power dynamics, social conditions, and economic circumstances,
they are valid forms of knowledge outside of the traditional peer-reviewed empirical research
usually contained in a literature review (Bacchi, 2000). Government policies toward veterans
are one dimension of a larger set of knowledge and practices Chirkov (2009) identifies as an
adjustment approach to reentry. Chirkov (2009) distinguishes two main types of research
focused on people returning home, a) studies about the internal (psychological) aspects of
reentry, and b) adjustment studies that are externally focused “descriptive multidisciplinary
(including sociological, economical, and political sciences) investigations of how migrants
adjust to and function in a new environment, with regard to their social status, economic
prosperity, education, health and psychological well-being” (p. 94).
Examining the return experiences of veterans from previous wars expands our
understanding of reservist reentry and illuminates how the adjustment approach is typically
applied. Three major themes emerge from studying these return episodes. First, the return
home is a period of uncertainty for combatants, their families, and society at large. Second,
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the government response to the employment and medical needs of returnees is generally
inadequate and veterans exercised their political power in order to receive consideration.
Third, government policies reflect the way society views its obligations toward service
members. These views have been subject to considerable modification and amendment over
the past 150 years.
The return as a period of uncertainty. The return home has historically been a
period of uncertainty for soldiers, their families, and society. Uncertainty about the veteran’s
ability to adjust is captured in the observation that, despite the military’s ability to rapidly
transform civilians into soldiers, “no manual has been written for changing him back into a
civilian” (Severo & Milford, 1989, p. 292). Although soldiers returning from World War I
(1917-1918) were met with major celebrations, the initial outpouring of support gave way to
the difficult realities of reintegration, where “civilians saw changes in the doughboys, didn’t
understand them, and mostly left them alone” (Taylor & Taylor, 2007, p. 88). The influx of
nearly 16 million veterans following World War II ignited fears that their reentry into the
labor force and the simultaneous decline of the wartime economy would cause Depressionera conditions (Gambone, 2005). There is also evidence of fear that veterans who had
experienced the horrors of war would morally pollute society. After the Civil War (18611865) employers “viewed [veterans] askance since they had killed and might be dangerous”
(Taylor & Taylor, 2007, p. 52) and headlines after World War II asked “Will Your Boy Be A
Killer When He Returns?” (Childers, 2009, p. 6).
Public perception of the war significantly influences the reintegration process. After
the Civil War, victorious Union veterans were greeted with boisterous celebrations along the
path of their march home while their Confederate counterparts were met with silence (Taylor
& Taylor, 2007). The ambiguous outcome of the Spanish-American War (1898-1902) and
the perception soldiers had committed atrocities resulted in treatment of veterans so cruel “it
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became an un-cleansed stain on history” (Taylor & Taylor, 2007, p. 88). Returnees from the
Korean War (1950-1953) were met with “silent relief” (Taylor & Taylor, 2007, p. 117).
Vietnam veterans were treated as “objects of scorn” (Severo & Milford, 1989, p. 127) and
paradoxically judged as “both barbaric and weak by the society that so thoughtlessly sent
them into battle” (p. 352). It is remarkable that public support for Iraq veterans remains high
considering given public opinion polls found disapproval ratings for Operation Iraqi Freedom
that rivaled the Vietnam War (Gallup, 2010; Newport, 2009; Newport & Carroll, 2005).
Inadequate medical and economic responses. Although the time before, during,
and after the return home is characterized by uncertainty, we can be reasonably certain the
medical and employment needs of veterans will overwhelm the nation’s capacity to respond
adequately. Employment has been a significant problem for veterans after every major
conflict (Childers, 2009; Severo & Milford, 1989; Schram, 2008). Given this historical
precedent, it is not be surprising that reservists returning from Iraq and Afghanistan are more
likely to be unemployed than their active duty peers (14% unemployment for reservists
versus 12.1% for active duty veterans of Iraq and Afghanistan) and nearly 50% more likely to
be unemployed versus the population at large (US DOL Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2010).
The federal government created a veteran’s preference program for civil service employment
after the Civil War, and after WWI a marginally successful re-training program was created
(Severo & Milford, 1989; Taylor & Taylor, 2007). WWII veterans were paid a readjustment
allowance of $20 per week for 52 weeks ($12,380 per year in 2008 dollars) (US DOL Bureau
of Labor Statistics, 2011). In 1944, Congress passed the Servicemen’s Readjustment (the GI
Bill) to encourage veterans to enroll in college and re-training programs. Nearly eight
million WWII veterans took advantage of this program and almost half of all university
students in 1947 were veterans (Gambone, 2005). Education benefits declined in the decades
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that followed WWII, and in 2008 Congress updated and enhanced the program for OEF/OIF
veterans (US Executive Office of the President, 2008).
Despite retraining efforts and economic support, unemployment and substance abuse
among veterans has led to high rates of incarceration among veterans (Allison-Aipa et al.,
2010; Childers, 2009; Gambone, 2005; Jacobson et al., 2008; Kehle, Ferrier-Auerbach et al.,
2011; Scott, 1993; Taylor & Taylor, 2007). After the Civil War, over 80% of the state prison
populations were veterans. One in five prisoners were veterans shortly after WWI (Severo &
Milford, 1989). As of 2004, ten percent of the federal and state prison populations were
veterans, of whom the majority were Vietnam veterans, 20% were Operation Desert Storm
era veterans, and four percent were OEF/OIF era veterans (Noonan & Mumola, 2007).
Federally administered healthcare programs have historically been ill prepared to
handle the psychological and physical trauma suffered by veterans. After WWII, demand for
services far exceeded the capacity of the Veteran’s Administration (VA, now called the
Department of Veterans Affairs) to process claims and provide care. Rampant overcrowding
in VA facilities was exacerbated by high staff turnover rates and a shortage of doctors
(Gambone, 2005). Following the Vietnam War, the VA received and denied claims from
33,272 veterans who were developing aggressive forms of cancer as a result of exposure to a
defoliant called Agent Orange (Scott, 1993). Symptoms caused by Agent Orange exposure
were delayed, often not apparent until after the VA’s statute of limitations for service
connected disabilities had expired. The VA placed the burden of proof for an Agent Orange
connected disability on veterans, and this proved to be a difficult task considering the
research community was not in agreement about the defoliant’s toxicity (Scott, 1993). It took
years for the issue to be resolved and many veterans died while waiting for resolution.
Claims were treated with skepticism and claimants were seen as either attention starved or
greedy (Severo & Milford, 1989). The VA finally acquiesced 15 years after the official end
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of the Vietnam War by giving the benefit of doubt to service members seeking help for Agent
Orange related illnesses (Schram, 2008). This scenario was repeated after Operation Desert
Storm. Although less than 500 service members were wounded in the conflict, over a quarter
million (a third of those deployed to the region) exhibited symptoms related to an
unexplained phenomenon that is popularly known as Gulf War Syndrome and officially
referred to as a multi-symptom illness (Schram, 2008). Gulf War Syndrome includes
“psychiatric disorders such as posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD), gastrointestinal
disorders, skin disorders, joint pain, and respiratory disorders” (Institute of Medicine of the
National Academies, 2009, p. 255). Schram (2008) argues the VA was unable and unwilling
to recognize the legitimacy of ODS veteran’s claims as part of an intentional pattern to limit
the government’s liability for service connected disabilities. After nearly 20 years of
indecision, the VA announced in 2010 that ODS veterans displaying chronic multi-symptom
illnesses would be granted presumptive medical benefits and this presumption would also be
granted to OEF/OIF veterans (US Department of Veterans Affairs, 2010b).
The signature physical injury of OEF/OIF is traumatic brain injury (TBI), primarily
the result of improvised explosive devices. A RAND study estimated nearly a fifth of
veterans experienced some form TBI while deployed (Tanielian & Jaycox, 2008, p. 112) and
a third of all OEF/OIF injuries were to the head and neck as compared to 16% during
Vietnam (Taber & Hurley, 2010). The implications of caring for thousands of veterans with
brain injury are not fully apparent, although it seems obvious that the complex nature of TBI
will demand significant resources over the course of a victim’s life. The government’s
response to physical casualties has been mixed. Investigative reporting by Dana Priest and
Anne Hull revealed wounded soldiers were being mistreated during extended stays at the
Army’s Walter Reed Medical Hospital (Priest & Hull, 2007).
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While rates of psychological trauma among Iraq and Afghanistan veterans have been
covered previously, it is important to note Vietnam veterans fought hard to legitimize PTSD
as a diagnosis. The medical community had difficulty understanding the delayed nature of
Vietnam veteran’s psychological trauma. Scott (1993) suggests predefined tour lengths in
Vietnam allowed soldiers to suppress trauma until returning. Upon return, the public’s
hostile reaction further suppressed and most likely worsened their stress. This resulted in
delayed onset stress reactions that included “guilt, rage, the feeling of being scapegoated,
psychic numbing, and alienation” (Scott, 1993, p. 43) and nearly a fifth of Vietnam veterans
exhibited at least some symptoms of posttraumatic stress disorder (Price, 2007). A debate
raged within the American Psychological Association concerning how to appropriately
classify these stress reactions and a new diagnostic category was ultimately created in 1980
(Scott, 1993).
Advocacy and obligations toward service members. Government services
provided to veterans—education benefits, retirement programs, medical services, psychiatric
care—are usually the product of veterans organizing to advocate for their own needs.
Veterans have traditionally represented a powerful constituency. Following WWII, one out
of every nine people in America was a veteran and after the Civil War one out of every 11
people had served in uniform (US Department of Veterans Affairs, 2010a; US Bureau of the
Census, 2011). By banding together, veterans have asserted themselves on public policy
decisions in the form of the Grand Army of the Republic, the Veterans of Foreign Wars,
WWI’s Bonus Marchers, the American Legion, Vietnam Veterans Against the War, and,
more recently, the Iraq and Afghanistan Veterans of America (Gambone, 2005; Iraq and
Afghanistan Veterans of America, 2009; Scott, 1993; Severo & Milford, 1989; Taylor &
Taylor, 2007). The opportunity to assemble veterans as a voting block has diminished during
recent conflicts due to low population participation rates, increased use of technology on the
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battlefield, and a heavy reliance on contractors (who constitute nearly half of US personnel in
Iraq and Afghanistan) (Schwartz & Swain, 2010). Only one out of every 150 Americans are
OEF/OIF veterans (US Department of Veterans Affairs, 2010a; US Bureau of the Census,
2011). Additionally, there are fewer veterans serving in Congress than ever before; only 20%
of the members of the Senate and House of Representatives have served in the military as
compared to 70% in 1975 (Rizzo, 2011).
Low rates of participation in current conflicts among elected officials and society in
general shape and influence how America views and fulfills its obligations toward veterans.
After the Civil War, veteran organizations (and a political climate amenable to patronage)
won pensions for all Union veterans; “in return for their valiant service the former soldiers
and those tied to them deserved all the public provision necessary to live honorable and
decent lives free from want” (Skocpol, 1992, p. 149). This sentiment was completely
reversed for WWI veterans, and by the early 1930s President Franklin D. Roosevelt
expressed the prevalent thinking during the period when he said, “no person because he wore
a uniform, must thereafter be placed in a special class of beneficiaries over and above all
other citizens” (Severo & Milford, 1989, p. 279). Attitudes that soldiers were no different
from civilians were transformed again as WWII soldiers prepared to return home. Federal
policies during this period were designed “give the soldier a chance to reach the status he
would have enjoyed if he had not served in the military” (Gambone, 2005, p. 289, quoting the
former head of the American Legion Harry Colmery). After WWII the pendulum would
swing back toward the indifference that characterized the post-WWI period. During the
Korean War, life for civilians “continued as usual during the 3 years of war; no unusual
demands were made at home and the war was not allowed to intrude on their lives” (Taylor &
Taylor, 2007, p. 122). Society and the government reacted to Vietnam veterans with a
mixture of denial and outright hostility (Price, 2007; Scott, 1993).
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The relationship between society, government, and veterans underwent another
significant revision in 1973. When the draft ended, voluntary military service was perceived
to be an occupational choice bearing its own risks and rewards. When the public believes
service members are occupationally oriented (Moskos, 2005) and financially incented, it
becomes easier for them to accept negative consequences among reservists as ‘part of the
job’. Musheno and Ross (2008) recognized this divergence and apathy when they observed
“while most Americans continue life as normal, catching glimpses of the wars on the TV
evening news, the lives of the citizen-soldiers have been taken over by total force policy”
(p. 24). Since service members are not technically compelled to serve, the government’s
liability for benefits is reduced to levels normally afforded other occupations (e.g., healthcare
for workplace related injury and re-training). Although one would expect indifference
toward OEF/OIF veterans considering low levels of public support for (and participation in)
current conflicts, these veterans appear to be receiving high levels support from society and
the government thus far.
Prisoner reentry. Looking backward at the experiences of previous returnees and
the adjustment policies designed to smooth their transitions enhances our understanding of
the social, political, and economic aspects of return. Looking sideways towards prisoners
reentering society after incarceration further enhances our understanding. Comparing
prisoners to military members may seem like an unlikely analogy, but the uncertainties,
ambiguities, and difficulties of reentry transitions makes their similarities worth exploring. It
can be said that prisoners and returnees from combat are received into their communities with
hesitance and suspicion. The prisoner is known to have harmed society in some way and
communities only tentatively offer trust. The returnee is suspected of having acted outside of
the boundaries of behavioral norms while deployed, hence questions like ‘did you kill
anyone?’ and trust is offered conditionally.
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Prisoner reentry “includes all activities and programming conducted to prepare exconvicts to return safely to the community and to live as law-abiding citizens” (Petersilia,
2003, p. 3). O’Keefe (2005) found prisoners released from solitary confinement directly into
the community had higher rates of recidivism, 66% within three years of release versus 50%
for prisoners released from less severe conditions. The preferred approach is to gradually
reduce security levels while in prison; a medium security prisoner will spend time in
minimum security before being released, thus creating a ramp back into society. Loading
programming into the first six months of return is seen as a key step in keeping ex-prisoners
from reoffending as “nearly 30 percent of all released inmates are rearrested for a serious
crime within the first six months” (Petersilia, 2003, p. 18). This suggests the reentry process
is tumultuous for at least six months. Reentry for prisoners appears to be complete after three
years because at this point the probability for reoffending declines dramatically.
Community-oriented programs are critical to building positive social networks that
promote desistance (Austin, 2001; Travis & Petersilia, 2001). Additionally, postincarceration social support has been linked to a reduction in former inmate hostility and as a
factor that mediated a variety of other harmful psychological problems (Hochstetler et al.,
2010). Despite growing recognition that reentry programs prevent recidivism, dwindling
finances make prisoner reentry initiatives an economically and politically difficult topic
(Petersilia, 2003).
The main lessons to be drawn from the prisoner adjustment approach are as follows.
First, programs to aid in smooth reentry begin long before the actual return occurs. Second,
the first six months are critical to successful reintegration; programs and resources are
committed to providing support for the returnee during this period. Third, adequately funded
and trained social support networks diminish the vulnerability of the returnee.
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Summary of the adjustment approach. In this review of adjustment related policies
directed toward veterans throughout American history, we find the return home is a period of
uncertainty for combatants, their families, and society. Second, the government response to
the employment and medical needs of returnees is generally inadequate and veterans
frequently need to exercise their political power in order to receive consideration. Third,
government policies reflect the way society views its obligations toward service members,
and these views have changed considerably over the past 150 years. While several recurring
themes emerge throughout American history, these three factors combine in different ways
for different eras of veterans, which is to say no two return epochs are alike; the return
experiences of WWII veterans are different from the return experiences of Operation Desert
Storm veterans and so forth.
Not only does this justify research on particular groups of veterans returning from
particular conflicts, it implies adjustment policies that were sufficient for one era may be
inadequate for other eras. By expanding the scope of literature to include adjustments
throughout veteran history and adjustment practices within the domain of criminal justice, we
moved the discussion away from the province of psychology and more toward the political,
social, and economic spheres. The next section expands our understanding of reentry by
considering theory and research about crossing cultural boundaries.
Cultural Crossing Theories
Reservists as transmigrants. Lomsky-Feder et al. (2008) were the first to compare
reservists to transmigrants, and, in doing so, opened up new ways of understanding reservists
from the vantage point of cultural crossing studies. Since reservists “constantly move
between dimensions of space and time and mediate social contexts of involvement and
knowledge” (Lomsky-Feder et al., 2008, p. 598), they share similarities with transmigrants
“who have (at least) two permanent homes in different countries and who more or less
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regularly travel between them” (Lomsky-Feder et al., 2008, p. 598). By bringing attention to
“the dual structure and fluid movement of reservists” (Lomsky-Feder et al., 2008, p. 609),
reservists can be seen as social hybrids, cultural mediators, and a type of conduit able deliver
critical thinking to both realms. While Samuels (2006) problematizes the cultural divide,
Lomsky-Feder et al. suggest reservists play an important social function by connecting
military and civilian communities. Lomsky-Feder et al. emphasize the positive dimensions of
reservists-as-migrants, namely the possibility that reservists can “break barriers of thought
and experience” (Ahmed, 1999, p. 332) and, because of their border crossings, they possess
an “expansion of vision, and ability to see more” (p. 337). Unfortunately, Lomsky-Feder et
al. fail to expand on the larger themes found in literature on transmigrancy, namely the
interrelated concepts of biculturalism, identity, belonging, and home.
Biculturalism suggests “individuals can simultaneously hold two or more cultural
orientations” (Benet-Martínez & Haritatos, 2005, p. 1018) and transmigrants “can identify
with several places, communities, and societies at the same time” (De Bree, Davids, & De
Haas, 2010, p. 491). Biculturalism appears in the literature as transnational belonging,
transnational consciousness, a multi-local sense of home (De Bree et al., 2010), intercultural
transients (Onwumechili, Nwosu, Jackson, & James-Hughes, 2003), and as a set of multilocal affiliations (Vertovec, 2001). The current emphasis on simultaneity (a foot in both
worlds) is a departure from earlier theorists who postulated biculturals experience themselves
as ‘betwixt and between’ (with a foot in neither world). With a foot and a stake in multiple
domains, bicultural status becomes part of one’s identity and is used as a tool to define one’s
self and others (Yuval-Davis, Kannabiran, & Vieten, 2006; Vertovec, 2001), a “subjective
representation of multiple ingroup identities” (Roccas & Brewer, 2002, p. 88). In this regard,
social identity theory overlaps with role identity theory insomuch as both are interested “in
the consequences of the structural relations between multiple roles that individuals occupy
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simultaneously within different social groups or contexts” (Roccas & Brewer, 2002, p. 94).
Classifying reservists as bicultural implies their military and civilian domains are sufficiently
distinct. This topic is addressed in the following section.
Differences in domains. I am not drawing a sharp line between definitions of
cultures and roles and, along with Lomsky-Feder et al., I pre-suppose differences between the
military and civilian worlds reservists occupy. This approach is supported by Feaver and
Kohn’s (2001) study across a spectrum of attitudes, beliefs, and philosophies held by military
members (in comparison to the beliefs of civilians) where they found ample evidence of
“increasing isolation of the military from the rest of American society” (p. 317). This
isolation means active duty members infrequently have meaningful interactions with civilians
and civilians have little contact with people in uniform; they occupy two separate domains.
My own experiences are illustrative. I perceive major differences related to notions of
privacy, organizational purpose and unity, entrepreneurship and creativity, demographics,
and daily rhythms when I shift from my civilian status to military drill. The military’s
common sense of purpose in the pursuit of meaningful values (national defense) finds little
analog in the commercial sector. This sense of purpose creates a tolerance for hardship and
utilitarian ethos, enabling strong bonds of comradeship within the military as opposed to the
sense of individualism and colleagueship I experience as a civilian. Privacy is a casualty of
this ethos; open discussions about salaries, personal health issues, and politics occur
frequently when I am on drill but are taboo in my civilian environment. Entrepreneurship
and creative solutions are solicited and highly valued while I am a civilian; on drill, the
overarching dynamic is consensus building and ‘socializing’ issues with stakeholders, thus
diffusing individual ownership and initiative. Conformity is valued and enforced within the
military; the high level of panic I experience when missing a uniform item (like a belt) only
occurs if I miss a flight in my civilian job. Conformity also manifests along demographic
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lines. My military workplace is overwhelmingly white and male while my civilian workplace
is slightly more mixed along ethnic lines and more balanced in terms of gender and sexual
orientation. Differences in the everyday rhythm of work are substantial enough to cause
noticeable difficulties when I shift from civilian work to drill status. The military duty day
starts at seven in the morning as opposed to nine; by four in the afternoon a daily traffic jam
occurs on base as people leave for home. On my civilian job I get most inbound email and
phone calls between five and six at night. The collegial atmosphere on drill leads to extended
communal lunch breaks. Eating at one’s desk alone is the norm in my civilian company.
While this list is not meant to be comprehensive nor representative of all of the differences
between military and civilian worlds, it should give the reader a more detailed understanding
of why the logic of biculturalism is relevant to our discussion even if the military does not
truly constitute a culture in the classic sense of the term.
A third culture is involved in this dissertation. Reservists in this study left their civilian
world, entered a stateside military world, deployed to occupy a military domain in
Afghanistan, and then reversed the sequence. While in Afghanistan, these reservists (and the
overwhelming majority of deployed military personnel) were not fully immersed in a foreign
culture. They lived on a predominately American military base and only occasionally
ventured beyond the confines of the perimeter. Participant contact with Afghans was limited
to shopkeepers and laborers on base, some volunteer work with Afghan children, interactions
with the Afghan Air Force, and experiencing several dozen rocket attacks. This is not to say
the extreme poverty, challenging climate, inescapable odors, noises, and visual scars of a
country at war did not make lasting impressions on deployers. Although deployers were
surrounded by reminders of American culture on base (Western shopping, fast food outlets,
televised sports), these features are brought into sharp relief when juxtaposed against a
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country at war. One would expect this contrast to make deployers more sensitive to their
own American-ness and promote critical thinking about their home culture.
Multiple social identity management. Roccas and Brewer (2002) present a
typology of coping strategies used to manage multiple cultural affiliations. Within their
theory of social identity complexity we find four categories organized along an axis of
ingroup union (or intersection) and the cognitive complexity of managing these unions.
Social identity complexity is based on the size of the ingroup population (or amount of
intersection that occurs among one’s ingroup affiliations).
In order of complexity, the four types of social identity are hyphenated, dominated,
compartmentalized, and integrated. A hyphenated identity occurs when one’s self definition
is at the intersection of two or more groups (e.g., African American or citizen-soldier). This
is the least complex form of social identity because it is the least inclusive; one perceives
their ingroup in terms of these hyphenated affiliations. An African American with a
hyphenated identity perceives Asian Americans and African Canadians as outgroup
members.
A cultural dominance identity occurs when multiple identities are subsumed under
one primary group affiliation. An example of this type would be a female lawyer who sees
herself primarily as a lawyer and feels no special affinity toward other female lawyers but
does feel connected to the broader community of women. Cultural dominance can be
hegemonic when the primary affiliation crowds out subordinate ingroups, when, for example,
“assimilation to the host culture [occurs] at the expense of ethnic cultural identity” (Roccas &
Brewer, 2002, p. 92). Assimilation to the dominant culture implies separation from
subordinate affiliations. A reservist, for example, who spends less than 10% of her year
performing military duties but defines her ingroup as military personnel and her outgroup as
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civilians (with whom she lives and works) could be said to have a culturally dominated and
fully assimilated identity.
Compartmentalization is a “kind of ‘cultural ambidextrousness’ in which the
individual consciously activates different cultural identities in different contexts or social
settings…‘alternating biculturalism’” (Roccas & Brewer, 2002, p. 92). This is a more
inclusive mechanism than the two previously introduced; a reservist with a
compartmentalized identity would see both military and civilian communities as part of his
ingroup. This strategy can afford adoptees a sense of dual-competence “but also an
awareness of conflict between cultures that renders biculturalism sometimes problematic”
(Roccas & Brewer, 2002, p. 93).
The final and most complex bicultural identity type is integrated biculturalism or
intercultural identity, the simultaneous acknowledgement of multiple culture identities. A
person with an intercultural identity allows “membership, values, and norms of both groups
[to be] combined and integrated” (Roccas & Brewer, 2002, p. 93) such that ingroup status is
afforded across all of one’s socially important categories. Although this level of social
identity complexity “may require greater cognitive effort and attention than more simple
ingroup representations” (Roccas & Brewer, 2002, p. 99), the expected outcome of an
intercultural identity is a reduction of intergroup prejudice.
Belonging. The issue of prejudice is raised at the individual level in the literature on
bicultural identities, but the identity approach fails to fully address ingroup attitudes
expressed towards the bicultural person. Identifying with a group is not equal to belonging,
and belonging is not the equivalent of identifying. Belonging is affective and refers to mutual
levels of trust and confidence, feeling at home (Yuval-Davis et al., 2006), and “to belong is
to be accepted as part of a community, to feel safe within it and to have a stake in the future
of such a community of membership” (Anthias, 2006, p. 21). Anthias (2006) argues the
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discourse of belonging should replace the discourse of identity because culture and identity
are relatively inflexible compared to engagement along the lines of social inequality and
transformation. Biculturalism and transmigrancy should be approached in a way that adds
social and political dimensions; she calls this translocational positionality,
a more adequate means of addressing the range of issues relating to belonging often
hailed by the notion of multilayered (or hybrid) identity. The focus on location (and
translocation) recognizes the importance of context, the situated nature of claims and
attributions and their production in complex and shifting locales. (Anthias, 2006,
p. 502)
Positionality adds a nuanced dimension to our understanding of biculturalism and helps us
avoid thinking about transmigrancy simply as a process of dislocation or relocation. Physical
dislocation is a shared attribute among migrants, but one’s position against a gendered,
political, ethnic, and economic backdrop (and intersectionality of these features) shapes and
defines the experience of belonging (Anthias, 2002, 2006; Yuval-Davis, 2006; Yuval-Davis
et al., 2006).
Positionality and intersectionality dictate one’s access to power and how one mobilizes
(based on their ethics and values) to improve their position. Resource allocation decisions
are too often made along the lines of an us/them dichotomy and transmigrants are generally
perceived as ‘them’. Indeed, “it is increasingly important to think of a sense of belonging in
terms of preconditions for quality of life, and not purely in terms of cultural initiation or
cultural identity” (Anthias, 2006, p. 20). If quality of life, autonomy, and access to rights and
privileges depends on belonging, sensitivity to the boundaries demarcating those who belong
and those who do not is of vital importance and demands critical thinking about “what is
required from a specific person in order for her/him to be entitled to belong, to be considered
as belonging, to the collectivity” (Yuval-Davis, 2011, p. 20). By inspecting these socially,
economically, and politically constructed boundaries they can begin to be dismantled; if not,
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then those in power must consider the full implications of making minority groups feel as if
they do not belong.
The positionality of reservists among active duty military is not one of dominance by
virtually any measure, which is not to say reservists recognize themselves as marginal. From
the organizational behavior literature, we learn that part-time or seasonal workers accept a
bouquet of inequities but “don’t experience their position as problematic…[and they express]
relative satisfaction with a situation that would seem to put them at a disadvantage” (Dick &
Hyde, 2006, p. 548). We can envision gradations of positionality among reservists based on
their path to mobilization; the involuntarily activated (literally compelled) fit the seasonal
worker metaphor while those who volunteer may do so for personal gain (exercising agency)
or because no better alternatives exist (compelled for practical reasons). There is, however,
some awareness of second-class status among reservists. Research indicates reservists
believe active duty members harbor negative feeling, attitudes, and beliefs about them. In a
2006 survey with over 20,500 Reserve Component participants, only 26% felt active duty
members had positive attitudes toward reservists and 72% believed active duty members did
not understand reservist’s contributions (US DOD Defense Manpower Data Center, 2008,
p. 571).
The Active Component has adopted an assimilative posture toward reservists as
evidenced by an institutional denial of difference. The most senior Air Force official in
theater during the Operation Desert Storm “paid the ultimate compliment when he stated
flatly that he could tell no difference between a Regular, Reservist, or Guardsman”
(Meilinger, 2005, p. 58). In 2004, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff stated “you can’t
tell active duty from Reserve component by looking at who’s serving. That’s important.
There’s not much distinction between active, Guard and Reserve” (Editors of JFQ, 2005,
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p. 17). Perhaps the hardship, sacrifice, and intense personal commitment that characterizes a
career on active duty makes regulars especially intolerant of the part-time nature of reserve
service; reservists are interpreted as not fully committed. Cultures and organizations are
often intolerant of dual commitments and in this regard the military fits the definition of a
greedy institution, one that “seek[s] exclusive and undivided loyalty and attempt[s] to reduce
the claims of competing roles and status positions on those they wish to encompass within
their boundaries. Their demands on the person are omnivorous” (Coser, 1974, p. 4).
This emphasis on homogenization also highlights a difference in values between
active duty and reservists. The Active Component “perceives soldiers as interchangeable
among units. This is an ideal that nicely fits battlefield needs but does not permit the regulars
to understand” (Walker, 1992, p. 309) a reservist’s loyalty to home units and home states
where “interchangeability destroys the very basis of reserve units” (Walker, 1992, p. 309).
By attending to superficial indicators of similarity (such as looking the same in uniform) and
believing surface indicators are a proxy for cohesion, we “mask significant differences at the
deeper, submerged levels” (Friedman & Antal, 2005, p. 72) and erect significant barriers to
meaningful cross-cultural exchange as postulated by Lomsky-Feder et al. (2008).
Home, hope, and return. Shifting our attention from the active duty-reservist side of
the equation, transmigrant reservists work and physically reside in civilian communities and
many would consider this location as their home. Home is a multidimensional concept, going
beyond simple definitions of home as ‘the house in which I live’. A broader definition is
offered by Mallett (2004), who gives home both a spatial and relational tincture: “Home is
place but it is also a space inhabited by family, people, things and belongings—a familiar, if
not comfortable space where particular relationships and activities are lived” (Mallett, 2004,
p. 63). Broader still are definitions emphasizing space over place: “home, be it defined as a
dwelling, a homeland, or even a constellation of relationships, is represented as a spatial and
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relational realm from which people venture into the world and to which they generally hope
to return” (Mallett, 2004, p. 77). Several features of this definition are noteworthy, especially
hope and return. Hope calls attention to the difference between an imagined home and the
reality of home. The idealized and static vision of the home longed for by military members
while in the combat zone sets unrealistic expectations for returnees who subsequently
experience reentry shock (discussed later). Defining home as a place to return to adds to a
more nuanced understanding. One can return without coming home, and one can come home
without fully returning (Muggeridge & Doná, 2006; see also Faber et al., 2008, for their
concept of ambiguous presence). Returning home also implies two sets of actors, the
returnee and those being returned to, however:
It is not simply a question of those who stay at home, and those who leave, as if these
two different trajectories simply lead people to different places. Rather ‘homes’ always
involve encounters between those who stay, those who arrive, and those who
leave...there is movement and dislocation within the very forming of homes as complex
and contingent spaces of inhabitance. (Ahmed, 1999, p. 340)
The contingency alluded to in the above quote relates to one’s sense of belonging and
acceptance and forces us to question if a reservist can experience a homecoming if s/he is not
accepted or understood. These issues are explored further in the next section.
Marginal man and sojourners. Considering reservists as bicultural brings the
discussion toward two classic theories at the foundation of cultural boundary spanning, the
marginal man and its variation, the sojourner. The marginal man is bicultural, “living and
sharing intimately in the cultural life and traditions of two distinct peoples” (Park, 1928,
p. 892) but not fully accepted by either culture. While Park based this definition on his work
on persons with mixed racial and ethnic heritage, Stonequist (1935) expands the marginal
man concept beyond race by allowing for purely cultural cases. Dual status as the result of
assimilation into two cultures creates dissonance, a “conflict of loyalties” (Stonequist, 1935,
p. 10), and, after a precipitating crisis characterized by “confusion, even shock, restlessness,
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disillusionment, and estrangement” (p. 10), the marginal man aligns himself with the
dominant group or the subordinate group, withdraws from both and becomes isolated, or seek
fusion.
While the marginal man occupies psychological space in two cultures, the sojourner
occupies psychological space in one and physical space in another. Sojourners are temporary
visitors attempting to accomplish a task in the shortest possible time (e.g., missionaries,
Peace Corps Volunteers, foreign students, some members of the military). Ties to the culture
of origin are directly maintained through communication and travel and indirectly maintained
through cultural ingroup clustering in the sojourn country. The key attribute distinguishing
sojourners from marginal men is ethnocentrism; a sojourner is “a stranger who spends many
years of his lifetime in a foreign country without being assimilated by it” (Siu, 1952, p. 34).
Where the marginal man is in a pre-adaptive bicultural state seeking resolution, the sojourner
has already adapted to life in a different culture as a separatist. This is similar to what
Musheno and Ross call resistant reservists, “those who resent the interruption of their civilian
routines [and] dismiss military life while they live it” (2008, p. 11).
Acculturation. Sojourners and marginal men are subsumed under the broader
umbrella of acculturation, a concept used to describe modifications that occur when two
cultures come into contact (Berry, 2009). Acculturation is further divided into macro and
micro level dimensions, the former describing system level change the latter referring to the
psychological changes pursuant to being influenced by another culture. Berry (2009) lists the
strategies used by acculturating groups at the macro level as multiculturalism, amalgamation,
segregation, and exclusion. Strategies at the individual level include integration,
assimilation, separation, and marginalization (Berry, 2009). Each strategy depends on two
variables, a) the willingness of the new cultural group to cling to their home culture’s identity
and b) the value placed on developing relationships with members of the host culture.
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Berry’s (1990) research indicates those who adopt a marginalization6 or separation strategy
feel the highest stress levels within the host environment. The transition between cultures
may trigger culture shock, a normal part of the adjustment process characterized by anxiety,
helplessness, and irritability related to the loss of culturally and social relevant cues (Adler,
1975; Church, 1982). Culture shock fits into a curvilinear (U-curve) theory of intercultural
adaptation wherein people first experience euphoria or excitement about their new
environment. As difficulties arise they experience culture shock. This is followed by a
period of learning and then culminates in stability.
Reentry literature. More relevant to our discussion of reservists is the concept of
reentry culture shock, defined as “psychosocial difficulties (sometimes associated with
physical problems) that a returnee experiences in the initial stage of the adjustment process at
home after having lived abroad for some time” (Uehara, 1986, p. 416). Reentry is a difficult
form of acculturation because sojourners may not be expecting transitional difficulties when
returning, nor may they be expecting significant changes within their home culture. Family
and friends may be expecting an unchanged returnee; the returnee may not even be aware of
his or her own development while absent (Onwumechili et al., 2003).
Reentry culture shock fits within the domain of reentry scholarship aptly described and
organized in Szkudlarek’s (2010) literature review of over 150 articles and books about
reentry. Reentry as a process has affective, cognitive, and behavioral dimensions and is
influenced by individual attributes. The affective implications of reentry suggest the process
is a significant source of strain. Main affective theories include the aforementioned U-curve
hypothesis (euphoria, shock, adjustment, stability), and when the same process occurs again
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Berry casts marginalization as an individual attitude toward acculturation that occurs
when the possessor has little interest in maintaining a cultural identity or relationships with
others. He fails to distinguish marginalization as a circumstance forced upon an individual
rather than a strategy selected by an individual.
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upon return home, a W-curve is created. Neither model is empirically supported
(Onwumechili et al., 2003; Szkudlarek, 2010).
Onwumechili et al. (2003) proposed an alternative model that accounts for multiple
reentries; they suggest intercultural transients (“travelers who regularly alternate residence
between their homeland and a host foreign country” [p. 42]) experience cyclic reentry and
constantly shift their identities. Szkudlarek (2010) groups identity approaches under
cognitive theories of reentry. The cultural identity model suggests the extent of personal
transformation while away influences one’s sense of belonging.7 Sussman’s (2002) research
with American teachers sojourning in Japan found feelings of estrangement from American
culture were moderately correlated to repatriation distress. Expectation theory suggests
distress is minimized when expectations about homecoming are realistic. The reentry process
should, according to research in this vein, begin cognitively prior to the physical return home.
Behavioral theories emphasize the need to relearn social skills upon reentry and “one of
the most important aspects of post-return adjustment is behavioral control” (Szkudlarek,
2010, p. 4). Scholars interested in reentry have also explored individual level characteristics.
Evidence supports theories that women experience reentry differently than men. Research
also indicates younger people have more reentry difficulties than older sojourners. Two
studies have indicated previous reentries do not make reentry easier, and there is more
research needed to understand the role marital status and socioeconomic status play in the
adjustment process (Szkudlarek, 2010).
Summary of cultural crossing theory. Szkudlarek (2010) finishes her review by
pointing out reentry scholarship lacks common definitions, suffers from an overall lack of
empirical substantiation, and there is an overabundance of research about corporate returnees.

7

Belonging has been previously defined as affective. Here we see the interplay of
affective and cognitive processes.
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None of the 150 articles she reviewed dealt with military members returning from combat
deployments. This highlights a significant omission on the part of cross-cultural researchers.
While I see familiar elements within each of the above theories, none individually fits my
experiential understanding of what it means to be a post-9/11 reservist. The transmigrant
comparison has face validity, but Lomsky-Feder et al. (2008) fail to fully consider the
implications of translocational positionality and the real potential for the marginalization of
reservists in both military and civilian communities. Marginal man status emphasizes the
sense of inner conflict a reservist may feel but, like sojourner theory, it fails to address the
cyclic nature of reserve service. Larger issues with acculturation literature are pursued in the
section on new epistemologies and the interpretive turn.
Change Theory
The previously discussed sets of literature—PTSD, the adjustment approach, and
cultural crossings—are unified by a concern for people in transition. Scholars working in a
diverse set of traditions, including organizational behavior, management, leadership,
psychology, social psychology, education, and sociology, have developed theories about
people going through transitions, changes, transformations, and adaptations. There appears
to be consensus that whether the change is planned, unexpected, or evolutionary, the process
of moving from an old position to a new position is difficult (Bridges & Mitchell, 2000;
Heifetz, 1994; Levy, 1986; Lewin, 1951; Samuels, 2006; Turner, 1974; Vaill, 1996). I
believe a deeper understanding of transitions is crucial to understanding post-9/11 reservists
but transition literature in its current state does not address recurring cycles of mobilization
and return.
Liminality and PTSD. Samuels (2006) believes incomplete transition is a significant
contributor to PTSD and she argues that since there is “no formal aggregation rite for
homecoming veterans…there is no conclusion to their passage from the field back into
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civilian life” (p. 13). Her reasoning is inspired by Turner (1974) and his focus on the
liminality (from limen, Latin for ‘threshold’) accompanying separations and returns.
According to this theory, a returnee is temporarily neither here nor there, considered “betwixt
and between” (Turner, 1974, p. 232). Since this state of ambiguity does not fit normal social
structures, rituals are created to help people (the returnee and the community to which they
return) integrate. Returning veterans are difficult for civilian communities to understand;
unable to integrate back in the community, feelings of isolation may leave a veteran in a
liminal state, leading Samuels (2006) to conclude that “experiencing traumatic events may be
inevitable for soldiers; however, in my opinion, permanent banishment into the margins
causes the ‘disorder’” (p. 24). Her perspective stands in sharp contrast to theories attributing
PTSD to antecedents to combat (e.g., Griffith’s, 2010, job-fit hypothesis) and underscores the
need for more research on transition processes.
Bridges’ transitions. Two authors have made transitions a primary focus of their
research. Bridges (1991) created a general model of transition processes and Ebaugh (1988)
used grounded theory to describe transitioning coincidental to leaving a role in which the
self-identity and the role itself are entangled.
Bridges (2004) begins by distinguishing change from transition. Change is
situational. For example, being fired from a job or returning home from a deployment are
changes. Transition is the psychological shift necessary to adapt to a change, “the inner reorientation and self-redefinition that you have to go through in order to incorporate…changes
into your life” (Bridges, 2004, p. xii). Successful transitions are a three-part process wherein
a person lets go of an old situation, experiences a disorienting state of being in flux, and
emerges with a new orientation. The first step, letting go, is the most difficult part of the
process (Bridges, 1991, 2004). Letting go involves disengaging from the current situation,
effectively unplugging one’s self from it and saying goodbye to the old circumstances.
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Although the connection is severed during the disengagement process, the internal structures
associated with the old situation are still intact and require dismantling, which Bridges (2004)
asserts is a cognitive process rather than the affective process described by Kubler-Ross
(1969) and her work on the grieving process. Once the internal structures are dismantled, a
person can begin to shed the aspects of identity entangled with the former role and engage in
a disidentification process. Dismantling and disidentification change our perceptions about
what is stable, predictable, and trustworthy, so a period of disenchantment can be expected.
This is followed by a period of disorientation that marks entry into the second phase of the
transition process, the neutral zone.
The neutral zone is “where the business of transition occurs” (Bridges, 2004, p. 154).
This seemingly unproductive period is disorienting and people may rush to escape it, either
attempting to move forward too quickly or regressing to a former state. A person’s reaction
to this disorientation is difficult to predict because “the impact of a transition does not bear
any relation to the apparent importance of the change that triggered it” (Bridges, 2004, p. 18).
Seemingly innocuous events can cause significant disorientation because of the cumulative
effects of change. Events can pile up and overwhelm our adaptive capacity. Similarly,
events that are expected to be happy occasions (the birth of a child, a return home from
deployment) can produce feelings of disorientation that lead to shame and confusion. In
order to survive the neutral zone, Bridges & Mitchell (2000) recommend surrendering to the
process rather than seeking an escape route, and they further recommends giving oneself time
to think and finding places of solitude.
The final phase of the process is an inner realignment that leads to taking steps in a
new direction. The phase is still marked by vulnerability and Bridges (2004) recommends a
combination of taking concrete steps and self-reassurance about the value of the new
alignment.
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Ebaugh’s role exit. While Bridges (2000) describes transitions for a broad set of
circumstances, Ebaugh (1988) is focused on the transitions that occur when a person leaves a
role in which the self-identity and the role itself are entangled. Between 1971 and 1985,
Ebaugh interviewed 57 ex-nuns and 106 people exiting from a variety of different roles,
including physicians and dentists, police officers, teachers, mental health workers, air traffic
controllers, divorced people, mothers without custody of their children, retirees, recovering
alcoholics, ex-convicts, former members of religious orders and post-operative transsexuals.
Using grounded theory, she developed a definition of role exit as “the process of withdrawing
from the normative expectations associated with a role, the process whereby an individual no
longer accepts as appropriate the socially defined right and obligations that accompany a
given role in society” (Ebaugh, 1988, p. 3). For some roles, the intensity of role attachment
and role commitment leave a residual long after exit, thus creating a “hangover identity”
(Ebaugh, 1988, p. 5). Former roles “somehow linger on and define how people see and
present themselves in their present identities” (Ebaugh, 1988, p. xiii).
Role exit follows four stages. The first stage is first doubts, during which time
“individuals begin to question the role commitment they had previously taken for granted”
(Ebaugh, 1988, p. 34). The exiter then begins to seek alternatives to the current arrangement,
and based on the desirability of alternatives, a turning point occurs with the intent to separate
(or actual separation) becomes concrete. The final stage, creating the ex-role, occurs when
the former role is integrated within the new identity. The turning point is the most unsettled
for exiters, and as Ebaugh reports,
The majority of interviewees went through a period of feeling anxious, scared, at loose
ends, that they didn’t belong. The experience is best described as ‘the vacuum’ in that
people felt ‘in midair,’ ‘ungrounded,’ ‘neither here nor there,’ ‘nowhere’…caught
between two worlds. (Ebaugh, 1988, pp. 143-144)
Choosing to disclose one’s former role to people who have not belonged to the previous
group is particularly problematic because,
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The attitudes of such people often involve ignorance, stereotypes, curiosity, and a lack
of sensitivity to the nuances of the previous role. In a very real sense, exes from a
specific social role constitute a marginal group and frequently develop a ‘marginal
culture.’ (Ebaugh, 1988, p. 6)
Summary of change theory. Certain elements of Ebaugh’s formulation should
resonate with reservists, such as the difficulty experienced during social interactions with
people unable to relate to deployment experiences. Other elements are less salient.
Reservists do not completely exit their civilian or military role. Their construction of a fully
civilian or fully military identity is never quite complete. An exiter leaves one fully formed
identity and develops a new identity within which the old role is embedded. A reservist
maintains two simultaneous orientations.
Role suspension, rather than role exit, may be a more appropriate term to describe
reservist’s experiences. Bridges’ (1991, 2004) formulation may also be insufficient for
reservists, particularly around the disidentification step during the first phase. While a
reservist may be receiving signals to disidentify from their military role from spouses and
employers (for example, a spouse may say “your deployment is over, time to get back to the
way things used to be”), disidentification is not possible because a reservist maintains an
obligation to perform periodic military duties and can expect to deploy again within a few
years. Reservists may be expected to suppress the military aspects of their identity; this same
requirement is not levied on active duty personnel. Furthermore, Bridges’ (1991, 2004) and
Ebaugh’s (1988) descriptions of the transition process assume the former situation is left in
the past. Neither author accounts for situations requiring alternating back and forth between
identities (e.g., reservists and transmigrants).
The Interpretive Turn
Through this point in Chapter II I have reviewed and commented on the insufficiency
of theories about PTSD, adjustment approach, reentry and acculturation, and change theory to
fully explain the adaptive demands placed on modern reservists and the cyclic nature of their
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deployments and returns. None of these theories match the reserve experience completely,
thus creating a need for generative research rather than theory verification.
The three groups of researchers introduced in this section advocate the development of
richer theory concerning the reentry and return process, thus supporting an interpretive turn
(Creswell & Plano Clark, 2007; Schwandt, 2000). The interpretive turn refers to the
application of philosophy aligned with interpretivism, hermeneutics, and social construction
and represents a departure from ontological and epistemological perspectives in the positivist
tradition (Schwandt, 2000). Bhatia and Ram (2009) and Chirkov (2009) make a strong case
for generating more research about specific groups undergoing the reentry process before
attempting to create universal theories about the return process. Musheno and Ross (2008)
have engaged in interpretive research with Army Reservists returning from the early phases
of Operation Iraqi Freedom and their findings provide a foundation for my research.
A new approach to acculturation. Bhatia and Ram’s (2009) work with people from
India living in the United States indicates acculturation processes are not as universal or
stable as Berry (1990, 2009) presents. Research participants in Bhatia and Ram’s study
migrated to the United States from India in the 1980s and 1990s and, because of their high
status professions, rapidly integrated into middle and upper class American communities.
The 9/11 attacks and subsequent suspicion cast upon people appearing Middle Eastern
exposed the fragile nature of their integration. As one participant stated, “after these attacks
was the first time that I felt I was not white” (Bhatia & Ram, 2009, p. 143). In addition to
highlighting the impact of unequal racial and power dynamics on acculturation, the
regression from integration to either separation or marginalization8 indicates acceptance is
not “a linear process that proceeds along a teleological trajectory” (Bhatia & Ram, 2009,
p. 146).
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Berry’s acculturation strategies do not account for rejection by the host (Berry, 2009).
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Chirkov’s (2009) critical analysis of the methods used in acculturation research further
calls the validity of process models into question. In his analysis of 42 acculturation articles
published between 2001 and 2006, he finds a) quantitative methods dominate the
methodological landscape, b) Berry’s model of acculturative strategies is the most frequently
tested theory, and c) almost all research was cross-sectional, an odd fit considering the
processual nature of acculturation (Chirkov, 2009). Positivist research culture assumes
acculturation is an extension of “a natural science phenomenon similar to the adaptation of a
person to a new physical environment” (Chirkov, 2009, p. 100), and this biological model has
wrongfully encroached on a socially constructed and contextually bound phenomenon.
Chirkov (2009) suggests more qualitative or mixed methods research is required to account
for the types of dynamics Bhatia and Ram (2009) identified, that the search for regularities in
the acculturation process should be “a secondary goal which follows a thorough description
of these processes in various contexts and environments” (Chirkov, 2009, p. 100).
Qualitative inquiry and reserve research. Chirkov’s line of reasoning makes the
work of Musheno and Ross (2008) a vital contribution to reintegration literature. Using
cross-sectional interpretive inquiry, Musheno and Ross conducted interviews with 46 Army
Reservists who had been home from Iraq for five to nine months. The interviews revealed a
large cluster of adaptive reservists and two smaller clusters of resistant reservists and
struggling reservists.
The adaptive reservist “adjusts quickly, moving lockstep with changing institutional
expectations as a result of a dynamic sense of identity and of relational networks that run
deep at home and in the military” (Musheno & Ross, 2008, p. 7). Adaptive reservists tend to
have stable and high quality social networks, prior active duty deployment experience,
realistic expectations about multiple deployments, and a belief that the war and their
contribution to the larger war effort have value. Struggling reservists, on the other hand, are
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often the product of unstable social networks and their civilian lives are filled with
uncertainty and tension. The mobilization and deployment process only serves to “amplify or
postpone conflicts” (Musheno & Ross, 2008, p. 107). Struggling reservists could not keep
their civilian worlds from becoming entangled with their military worlds: “Unreasonable
expectations flowed in both directions as family members want more involvement by
deploying reservists and the reservists wanted unyielding support from family members
struggling to keep things together in their absence” (Musheno & Ross, 2008, p. 9). Resistant
reservists opted to exercise a sojourner’s separation strategy while deployed as means of
keeping their civilian identity off of the negotiation table.
The authors find the reintegration process is full of contradictions. Although there is
great joy to be found in surviving the hazards of the combat zone and reuniting with family
and friends, reservists experience the loss of the comradeship shared with their fellow
soldiers. The celebrity status given to combat veterans by their civilian communities quickly
gives way to essentialist devaluation by a public who has little exposure to the military.
Veterans receive overt messages to return to their previous roles and carry on as if the
deployment never occurred. The difficulty of reintegration can cause soldiers to nostalgically
long for the routine and simplicity of full time military service, but reservists find they cannot
fully trust an institution that may unexpectedly force them to repeat the deployment and
reintegration process again.
Upon reentry, reservists experience identity shock (as opposed to culture shock) as
“returning home jolts them into confronting their sense of identity all over again” (Musheno
& Ross, 2008, p. 51). Finding a sense of identity is not as simple as activating and
reinstalling a dormant identity because their combat experiences have modified the
environment inside of which identities are socially constructed. Returnees soon “realize that
their unique experiences of being deployed, particularly in the war zone, represents a crack
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between them and the civilian friends, family members, and coworkers with whom their lives
again become entangled” (Musheno & Ross, 2008, p. 52). In this sense, the notion that “you
cannot go home again” (Christofi & Thompson, 2007, p. 53) seems sadly appropriate.
Musheno and Ross (2008) also reveal the possibility that psychological movement
between civilian and military worlds may be out of reach for modern reservists. Although
physically situated in a civilian environment, a reservist’s psyche and identity may be
elsewhere. Civilian and military status in a post-9/11 world “are not coequal statuses.
Civilian and soldier are competitive positions embedded within an uneven institutional
playing field on which, with few exceptions, soldier is the trump card over every other
civilian position” (Musheno & Ross, 2008, p. 56). If the military identity asserts hegemony
over one’s civilian identity, then the possibility for psychological reentry appears quite
limited.
Summary of the interpretive turn. In summary, repositioning our epistemological
stance toward reentry research can illuminate the unique experiences of the myriad of
populations that undergo the return phenomenon and ultimately lead to more sophisticated
theories and models. This stance has been applied to a subset of reservists (Army personnel
returning from the early phases of OIF) and has afforded tremendous insight into their
experiences. The only drawback of the Musheno and Ross (2008) study is their crosssectional approach fails to capture the longitudinal nature of the reintegration process.
Conclusion
In this chapter, I began with a brief history of the America’s reserve program and
developed an argument that demonstrated the constant deployment of reservists is a) a new
phenomenon, b) an unwelcome consequence of the all-volunteer military, and c) likely to
continue indefinitely. The uncertainty created by these factors heightens the importance of
looking to existing scholarship for clues to help us better appreciate the complexities of being
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a modern reservist. I presented findings from a literature search designed to identify peerreviewed articles and dissertations concerning reservist reentry after service in Afghanistan.
Three quarters of the research found during this search concerned PTSD rates among
reservists and implies an assumption of abnormality among combat veterans. It is important
to note the medical model is only one of the five major constructs used to understand and
react to the return process. The second major way of thinking about returnees is the
government response to the reintegration. The adjustment approach aims to improve
economic conditions in favor of reservists. Since policies related to adjustment are
influenced by our national experiences with returnees from previous conflicts, I reviewed the
policies related to veterans through American history. The adjustment approach also
dominates the prisoner reentry discourse and I offered an overview of relevant theories.
Cultural crossing theories call attention to the difficulty of spanning cultural boundaries and
relate to the transient nature of reserve service and travels between military and civilian life.
Change theory addresses adaptation and the psychological transitions coinciding with
upheaval of one’s circumstances. The section also described the inherent difficulty of
integrating past, present, and future role-based identities. Finally, I introduced the
interpretive turn, a scholarly perspective that maintains more contextually-bound qualitative
research is needed before we can begin to assert reentry is a universally experienced process.
My intent with this chapter was to compile a comprehensive set of literature related to
reservists, reentry, and the intersection of these two topics. We find the metaphorical room is
crowded with voices and we hear from historians, psychologists, psychiatrists, social
scientists, political scientists, criminologists, anthropologists, and so on. These discrete
perspectives bring valuable components to our discussion, but each piece on it own is
insufficient. An interdisciplinary approach helps us configure these perspectives into new
constellations of knowledge. Simultaneous consideration of the literature frames the issues in
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new ways. The PTSD paradigm can be seen as a recent manifestation of the historical
wariness of returnees as they relate to concepts of belonging, acceptance, and host rejection.
Pairing the adjustment approach with PTSD literature shows us that returnees who are
emotionally, cognitively, and economically distressed are a better understood minority than
the majority of homecomers. Certainly this minority needs all the resources and support we
can muster, but the average returnee finds little to guide his or her path. The literature would
force this average returnee to choose between two extremes, maladaptive and dysfunctional
on the one hand, and, on the other, un-phased and nonplussed by the deployment.
Even the most promising theories are unable to account for the radical shift from a
strategic reserve to the recurring pattern of departure and return offered by operational
reserve policy. It is tempting to focus on individual level characteristics as a ‘solution’ at the
expense of more holistic approaches. American military culture (as a subset of Western
culture) is notorious for responding to crises with ‘more training’ at the individual level; this
emphasis on individual responsibility, for instance, has led to major investment in resilience
training as a response to the military suicide epidemic. Under the logic of individual
responsibility, Griffith is able to suggest reservist PTSD rates can be explained by an
individual mismatch between person and job, or successful adjustment is simply a function of
increasing one’s marketable skills.
An interdisciplinary approach forces us to consider systemic solutions by defining
issues in macro-level terms. If we consider the operational reserve as consequence of the
existing social contract between society and the military, we can begin to question the
desirability of this relationship and question the premises (like the Abrams Doctrine) upon
which the modern reserve system is built. We can also question how the social systems and
cultures that surround reservists benefit from current arrangements at the expense of the
reservist and how these systems can be transformed to become more inclusive. The key
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question is not what these systems stand to lose by engaging with reservists in previously
unconsidered ways, but what they stand to lose if current practices continue. These themes
and questions are considered in subsequent chapters.
In the next chapter I will describe and justify the method for exploring the return
experiences of Air Force Reservists coming home from Operation Enduring Freedom.
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Chapter III: Methods
In this chapter, I will describe the rationale for choosing interpretive phenomenology
as a method, present the method itself, and describe the bracketing procedure I used in order
to prevent my own experiences with return from clouding the interpretive process. Interview
methods are discussed along with data analysis techniques used to identify emergent and
superordinate themes. I will also call attention to the ethical considerations of working with a
population who may be experiencing adjustment difficulties.
Research Design
This section describes the differences between positivism and constructivism. By
providing background information on the philosophical and methodological divide between
these two ways of approaching research, I hope to strengthen my rationale and justification
for selecting a qualitative method (phenomenology) to explore the return experiences of
reservists. I present positivism and constructivism by describing their philosophical
differences and how these differences appear in quantitative and qualitative research
methods.
Bentz and Shapiro (1998) believe the process of inquiry—the questions we ask, why
we ask them, how we learn about them—reveals much about the inquirer’s values and their
beliefs about how the world operates. These “paradigms frame and guide a particular
orientation to social inquiry” (Greene & Caracelli, 1997, p. 6), create a “comprehensive
worldview, social ideology, and definition of the meaning of life” (Bentz & Shapiro, 1998,
p. 27), and are at the foundation of all inquiry (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2007). These
paradigms, worldviews, foundations, and epistemologies are generally divided into two broad
categories, positivism and constructivism.
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Positivism. Positivism is within the family of empiricism and is closely aligned with
rationalism (Schwandt, 2001). Positivism is premised on the belief that “the only genuine or
legitimate knowledge claims are those founded directly on experience” (Schwandt, 2001,
p. 199). While Bentz and Shapiro (1998) suggest positivism is too complex to be defined,
there is general agreement that positivists espouse an objective reality consisting of causal
relationships best understood through observation, measurement, and theory testing (Bentz &
Shapiro, 1998; Creswell & Plano Clark, 2007, Tashakkori & Teddlie, 1998; Onwuegbuzie &
Leech, 2005a). Positivist researchers are considered to be objective observers impartially
using deductive reasoning to understand the world (Greene & Caracelli, 1997). Validity
within the positivist research tradition rests upon the accumulation of evidence (Creswell &
Plano Clark, 2007).
Post-positivism is more likely to be used in the social sciences rather than pure
positivism (Onwuegbuzie & Leech, 2005a). Post-positivists believe reality is constructed (as
opposed to a fixed or objective reality) and research is seen as a value-laden endeavor
although some stable causal relationships exist and are worth exploring (Onwuegbuzie &
Leech, 2005a). In contrast to the absolutes offered by positivists, post-positivists are more
likely to characterize their findings as probably true (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2007) and
they recognize reality can only be approximated (Denzin & Lincoln, 1998).
Positivist and post-positivist epistemologies are closely aligned with quantitative
methods, although Bentz and Shapiro (1998) are quick to point out that positivism is a
philosophy and there is “no such thing as a positivist research method” (p. 30). Greene and
Caracelli (1997) also emphasize that methods are not linked to a particular paradigm.
Positivists researching social phenomena tend to use quantitative methods by converting
these phenomena into numerical representations and drawing conclusions about the data with
the use of descriptive and inferential statistics. Positivist research questions reflect a belief in
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determinism and “why?” and “how?” are the key indicators of a quantitative research
question (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2007). Quantitative researchers make predictions about
the relationships between variables and attempt to explain variances in the data (DeCuirGunby, 2008). Since positivists believe in the objective nature of reality and their goal is to
find underlying rules and principles, quantitative methods are used to help generalize findings
in order to explain the same phenomena in unobserved groups (Schwandt, 2001). Therefore,
the goal of positivist research is generalizability.
Constructivism. Constructivists subscribe to an alternative understanding of the
nature of reality; I am using the term constructivist to broadly to capture interpretivism,
hermeneutics, social constructionism, and other non-positivist qualitative approaches
(Schwandt, 2000). Constructivists believe knowledge is actively made within the mind or
through social interactions (the social construction of knowledge) rather than passively
discovered (Byrne-Armstrong, Higgs, & Horsfall, 2001; Creswell & Plano Clark, 2007;
Schwandt, 2001). Social construction is “the creation of meaning through our collective
activities” (Gergen & Gergen, 2004, p. 7). Where positivists believe in a single fixed reality
that can be reliably measured, constructivists believe in “multiple constructed realities that
generate different meanings for different individuals” (Onwuegbuzie & Leech, 2005b,
p. 270). Where positivist researchers intend to “see how data provided by participants fits
existing theory” (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2007, p. 28), the intention of constructivist
researchers is to “learn participants’ views about a particular phenomenon” (p. 28). These
two different understandings about the nature of reality are at the root of differences between
positivists and constructivists.
If a fixed reality does not exist, then attempts to discover explanatory principles and
laws governing conduct are futile because a) they are not generalizable to populations outside
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of those being researched and b) a multitude of theories could explain the data, a
phenomenon called “underdetermination of theory by fact” (Tashakkori & Teddlie, 1998,
p. 29). Since causes cannot be absolutely determined, constructivists believe causes are
indistinguishable from effects because “all entities are simultaneously shaping each other”
(Tashakkori & Teddlie, 1998, p. 23). This belief recasts the researcher from an objective and
unbiased bystander to an active participant in the knowledge creation process (Cheek,
Onslow, & Cream, 2004). Each step along the path of inquiry—from question formation,
methods used to gather data, data analysis, validity claims, conclusions, and transferability—
is laden with the researcher’s values and viewpoints. Values cannot be removed from the
process. They can only be made explicit to the reader following self-reflection on the true
intentions of the research. Constructivists believe in disclosing their worldviews through
practice known as positionality. My positionality within this research project is described in
a later section on bracketing.
The difference in positivist and constructivist ontologies results in different research
intentions that, in turn, lead to the application of different research methods. Since the
discovery of immutable laws is not the goal of constructivist inquiry, constructivists focus on
attempting to understand how research participants construct reality for themselves. This
means the types of questions constructivist researchers ask are quite different than inquiries
in the positivist tradition (Denzin & Lincoln, 1998). Qualitative methods are better suited
than quantitative methods for exploring how participants perceive reality. Qualitative
methods include “ethnography, case study research, naturalistic inquiry, ethno-methodology,
life-history methodology, and narrative inquiry” (Schwandt, 2001, p. 213). These methods
help qualitative researchers give priority to the voice of the participants and stakeholders
rather than designing research for the sole consumption of authorities (Greene & Caracelli,
1997). Qualitative researchers believe they can represent the context and views of
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participants through detailed interviewing, observation, and thick description better than
some quantitative methods normally allow (Denzin & Lincoln, 1998; Morgan, 2007).
Validity claims within qualitative research are generally made through a “reliance on the
participants to review the findings, the resources of the researcher, or external reviewers”
(Creswell & Plano Clark, 2007, p. 31) although each qualitative method uses its own criteria
for determining validity. The goal of qualitative research is transferable knowledge rather
than generalizable knowledge; constructivists believe statistical generalizations have
questionable applicability to the individual case (Guba & Lincoln, 1994). Case-to-case
transfer is possible “if the inquirer provides sufficient details about the circumstances of the
situation or case that was studied so that readers can engage in reasonable yet modest
speculation about whether findings are applicable to other cases with similar circumstances”
(Schwandt, 2001, p. 107).
In the preceding section, I explored the philosophical differences between positivist
and constructivist traditions. These differences influence the questions researchers ask and
the methods they use to answer these questions. Quantitative methods are better suited for
understanding relationships between variables while qualitative methods seek to understand
the way research participants perceive and create their own realities. The following section
describes a particular qualitative method, interpretive phenomenology, in greater detail.
Interpretive Phenomenology
This dissertation fundamentally asks, “What is it like to return home?” for a particular
group of people who have the shared circumstance of a deployment to Afghanistan. My
intent is not to understand reservist reentry for all reservists across all branches of the military
as they return from all present and future deployments. These intentions and attributes place
my inquiry within an interpretivist epistemology (Bentz & Shapiro, 1998; Creswell & Plano
Clark, 2007; Schwandt, 2001). Current scholarship on both reservists and reentry is
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predominately positivist, drawing criticism from Bhatia and Ram (2009) and Chirkov (2009)
who argue more qualitative inquiry is necessary before theories are tested quantitatively. I
believe a deep understanding of the reintegration experiences of a small group of people will
move the scholarship on both reservists and reentry forward. Furthermore, Heidegger’s
interpretive phenomenology is methodologically suited for exploring a phenomenon so
heavily mediated by social, cultural, economic variables. Interpretive phenomenology is used
to explore the life-world of individuals and uncover “what the individual’s narratives imply
about what he or she experiences every day” (Lopez & Willis, 2004, p. 729).
Unlike Husserl’s (1983) formulation of descriptive phenomenology and his emphasis
on transcendental bracketing, interpretive phenomenology encourages the explication of
personal experience and engagement with formal theory related to the matter under
investigation. Lopez and Willis (2004) espouse the pragmatic merits of interpretive
phenomenology by suggesting the researcher’s interpretation of the data must consider the
impact on policy, practice, education, and further research. In this dissertation I used an
interpretive phenomenological approach to link reservist experiences to existing theory while
remaining pragmatically focused on the potential policy implications of this research.
Phenomenology is the “philosophical approach to the study of experience” (Smith et
al., 2009, p. 11). At the core of phenomenology is the belief that reality is unfixed and
perceived by differently by individuals. Bentz and Shapiro (1998) offer an example of how
experiences differ: “there is no such thing as a tree, pure and simple: it is always tree-asperceived, as tree-as-remembered, a tree-as-dreamed” (p. 97). When our senses are presented
with an object, we experience or make meaning of the object through our consciousness by
applying our unique perceptual filters. The object of our experiences exist in what Husserl
called the life-world, variously defined as “the cultural assumptions built into people’s
underlying experience of ways of experiencing reality” (Bentz & Shapiro, 1998, p. 97), “the
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world of commonsense knowledge of everyday life” (Schwandt, 2001, p. 147), or “the world
of lived experience” (van Manen, 1990, p. 182). When we inhabit our life-world unimpeded
by reflection we are said to have a natural attitude. This is distinct from a phenomenological
attitude, requiring us to turn “our gaze from, for example, objects in the world, and direct it
inwards, towards our perceptions of those objects” (Smith et al., 2009, p. 12).
The phenomenological attitude allows one to become intentional about uncovering the
process of perception. By making this process explicit we can, Husserl (1983) suggested, set
it off to the side (bracket) and focus our attention on the objects of our consciousness. Once
these presuppositions are bracketed, the research can focus on the “things themselves” (Bentz
& Shapiro, 1998, p. 96). I address the different approaches to bracketing in a later section.
The main point to be taken from Husserlian phenomenology is his belief that phenomena can
be reduced to an essence that is universally experienced. The idea that experiences could be
decontextualized was difficult to reconcile for a student of Husserl, Martin Heidegger.
Heidegger believed context (time, space, history, culture) was of critical importance to the
meaning-making process (Plager, 1994). Eliminating context would reinforce the mind-body
dualism of positivism and sacrifice the whole for the sake of its parts (Plager, 1994).
Where Husserl placed emphasis on uncovering the essence of the thing itself,
Heidegger, drawing heavily from his knowledge of hermeneutics, believed context mattered a
great deal. In addition to subject context, Heidegger believed the a priori understandings of
researchers need to be fully examined (Heidegger, 1962). These understandings create a
fore-structure consisting of a researcher’s fore-having, fore-sight, and fore-conception that
serve to make interpretation possible (Heidegger, 1962). Eliminating these fore-structures
would eliminate the possibility of interpretation and “there can never be a presuppositionless
stance in any act of interpretation” (Holroyd, 2007, p. 3). While researchers can strive to
make their fore-structures explicit (Plager, 1994), they can never be fully bracketed. We can
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approach an object with a fore-conception, experience and interpret the object, and, as a
result, our fore-conception changes. The iterative nature of interpretation is described as a
circular (or spiraling) process known as the hermeneutic circle in recognition of the “circular
form of interpretation shared between persons and interpretations” (Conroy, 2003, p. 9).
Aside from the practical impossibility of complete bracketing, the larger issue is, from
Heidegger’s perspective, the boundaries that constrain each of our own interpretive spirals.
Heidegger introduces the idea of Dasein (there-being) to describe “the uniquely situated
quality of ‘human being’” (Smith et al., 2009, p. 16). This concept is important to
understanding Heidegger’s departure from Husserl and it is foundational to Heidegger’s
approach. We are ‘thrown into’ a world of objects and relationships that precede our
existence, “always already situated” (Leonard, 1994, p, 47). Heidegger believed a person is
inseparable from the world; a person is a “person in context” (Smith et al., 2009, p. 17) and
being-in-the-world is “perspectival, always temporal, and always ‘in-relation-to’ something”
(Smith et al., 2009, p. 18). Being-in-the-world has two components, the ontological
statement of ‘being-in,’ and ‘the-world’ (conceptually aligned with the life-world.) The
intersubjective nature of existence creates a life-world we share with others; we experience
something, we interpret its meaning, and because we interpret it similarly to other people in
our culture, the interpretation exists in a shared space called a ‘clearing’ (Plager, 1994).
Clearings make interpretive phenomenology possible; if no shared meanings existed then all
one can know is one’s self9 (Bentz & Shapiro, 1998). The critical interpretive assumption is
“human worlds, being historical, contextual, and multifaceted, are only grasped under finite,
situated aspects” (Benner, 1994, p. 100). ‘Being-in-the-world’ also recognizes the limitations

9

In contrast to this perspective, Merleau-Ponty suggested the embodied nature of our
existence creates a unique epistemology and we can never fully know someone else (Smith,
et al., 2009).
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of context because it defines where “we get all of our possibilities and potentialities” (Plager,
194, p. 69) and ultimately implies our freedom is a “situated freedom” (Leonard, 1994,
p. 47). These limitations further imply the impossibility of finding true essences; we can only
hope to identify the essential characteristics of a phenomenon only for a particular people in a
particular context.
Positionality and bracketing. My positionality warrants the use of a method that
helps surface my own experiences as a reservist. I have been in the Air Force for 20 years
and have returned home from extended absences five times, once as an active duty member
and four times as a reservist. Becoming aware of my own experiences, beliefs, and attitudes
about the return home are a critical part of the research process. Phenomenology arguably
offers the richest tradition of surfacing one’s own biases through the application of
bracketing, but there are significant differences among phenomenologist’s perspectives on
bracketing. The following section highlights these differences and serves the twofold
purpose of justifying the bracketing method I used and further illuminating the distinction
between descriptive and interpretive phenomenology.
Husserl introduced the concept of bracketing because he was interested in exploring
phenomenon “free of prejudices, without any ‘naïve’ anticipation” (Gadamer, 1975/2004,
p. 147). Husserl suggested a form of pure consciousness—a transcendental ego—that would
correct a problem created by the Cartesian suspension of validity and a deconstruction of all
prior knowledge. The Cartesian approach fell just short of perfect doubt because Descartes
left intact a substantia (a ‘little bit of the world’) in order to “legitimate the certainty of the
mathematically mediated knowledge of the world” (Gadamer, 1975/2004, p. 153). Husserl
felt Descartes did not go far enough in his reduction. In order to attain the pure
consciousness needed to make the phenomenological region accessible, Husserl prescribed a
type of step-by-step reduction he calls the phenomenological epoche (Husserl, 1983).
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Husserl (1983) calls the first portion of epoche an eidetic reduction, the discarding of
externally received beliefs, presuppositions, and theories in an attempt to experience a
phenomenon as purely as possible. The second portion of the reduction is transcendental and
refers to the suspension of the ego, the internal removal of I from the act of perception,
judgment, remembering, etc. (Husserl, 1983). Husserl’s reduction has both an internal and
external component. This characterization is evident in descriptions of the epoche as “the
name for whatever method use[d] to free ourselves from the unquestioned acceptance of the
everyday world, then the reduction is the recognition of that acceptance as an acceptance”
(based on Fink’s Sixth Cartesian Meditation from Cogan, 2006). Husserl’s proposal to set
aside one’s knowledge of a phenomenon, and ultimately set aside one’s self, can be
considered idealistic (Ashworth, 1996, 1999; Gearing, 2004; LeVasseur, 2003) and, as
Gadamer (1976/2008) points out, even Husserl is suspected of having withdrawn from the
possibility of complete reduction in some of his later work.
Husserl came to notice two issues with the transcendental ego, namely
intersubjectivity and the remnants of positivistic objectivity (Gadamer, 1976/2008). The
intersubjectivity problem arises from the presupposition that the ego is independent, when, in
fact, this view does not account for the human community within which the ego is developed,
the “thou and the we, beyond the ego’s own world” (Gadamer, 1976/2008, p. 154). Gadamer
(2008) also claims Husserl recognized the reduction was not radical enough. By anchoring
the reduction around the ego’s relationship with the phenomenon, the foundation of the ego is
not questioned, and, by leaving it unquestioned, Husserl’s reduction, like objectivism,
“presupposes the validity of the life-world without legitimation” (Gadamer, 1976/2008,
p. 154). Gadamer (1976/2008) goes on to argue Husserl’s development of the concept of the
life-world was motivated by a desire to redress flaws pointed out by Heidegger (1962)
concerning the pre-given nature of existence.
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Despite doubts cast on attaining epoche, Giorgi (2008) maintains phenomenology
done in the Husserlian tradition must a) bracket personal and theoretical knowledge, and b)
refrain from making claims about the reality of the phenomenon beyond what is actually
experienced, thus explicitly “withholding existential affirmation” (p. 3). This second point
refers to psychological-phenomenological reduction wherein “the researcher adopts no
position on the correctness or falsity of the claims which are implicitly made by the research
participant” (Ashworth, 1999, p. 709). The impulse to check participant claims with the
‘facts’ is to be avoided because everything experienced is considered real and true. Giorgi
(2008) does not appear to endorse a complete transcendental reduction, thus confirming the
Husserlian epoche as an unattainable goal.
Heidegger best describes exactly why epoche is unattainable. While Husserl is trying
to open us up to pure experience and unbiased understanding, Heidegger recognizes our
inability to completely free ourselves, that “an explication of our understanding of being can
never be complete because we dwell in it” (Dreyfus, 1991, p. 22). Husserl seeks, through
epoche, a return to a state prior to our exposure to theories and experiences because these
would cloud our ability to understand phenomena. Heidegger maintains that our background
and all of the shared everyday skills and practices into which we are socialized not only set
the conditions to make understanding possible, these backgrounds are pre-ontological. We
cannot escape them because they precede our personal existence (Dreyfus, 1991; Gadamer,
1976/2008). Where Husserl proposed a radical version of freedom from bias, Heidegger
recognizes we are limited from completely freeing ourselves, but he does not regard “the
historicity of Dasein as a restriction of its cognitive possibilities and as a threat to the ideal of
scientific objectivity” (Gadamer, 1976/2008, p. 40).
Since we paradoxically benefit from and are limited by our own experiences and
knowledge, how are we to conduct responsible research? Heidegger emphasizes the need to
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enter into the hermeneutic circle “in the right way” (Heidegger, 1962, p. 195), by being
critically reflective and “working out the fore-structures in terms of the things themselves”
(p. 195.) Prior to beginning an interpretive inquiry one must be as explicit as possible
concerning their fore-having, fore-sight, and fore-conception in relation to the phenomenon.
Detached objectivity is not the goal of this type of reflection, and efforts to ‘set-aside’ or
‘manage’ one’s fore-structures are futile. Instead, Gadamer believes these structures should
be engaged because of their intractability (Gadamer, 1975/2004; Schwandt, 2000).
Heidegger maintained our consciousness can “never be completely uninvolved with or
separated from the world” (LeVasseur, 2003, p. 414). As Holroyd (2007) succinctly points
out, “there can never be a presuppositionless stance in any act of interpretation” (p. 3).
Gearing (2004) also describes how Merleau-Ponty endorsed this perspective, “the
researcher can hold in abeyance research propositions and theories but is unable to bracket
out personal consciousness or all of his or her personal assumptions” (p. 1441). For example,
if one were going to study how love is experienced, it would be important to reflect on why
this topic is of interest and what one hopes to achieve (fore-sight), how we have personally
come to know love and how our culture understands love (fore-having), and what we would
expect to find out in our inquiry (fore-conception). The nature of the hermeneutic circle
highlights how dynamic this process is; our fore-structures cannot remain set off to the side
during the research process because our fore-structures change as we move through the circle.
The idea that suppositions can be extracted prior to beginning research, bracketed, and
reintegrated during the analysis phase seems to minimize the dynamic nature of these
structures. While I agree with Gearing’s (2004) classification of the Heideggerian approach
as existential bracketing, I would stop short of fully endorsing Gearing’s description because
he aligns existential bracketing with a critical approach. There are generally elements of
structuralism underlying critical approaches; problems are defined in terms of gender, power,
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or another type of inequality, and this could unintentionally interject more theory into the
process of attempting to be free from theory. Heidegger deftly delivers us from the Husserl’s
unattainable standards by recognizing that, like fish in water, we can never completely escape
our own environment.
A more recent scholar, Gadamer, is able to add clarity to some of Heidegger’s more
complicated concepts. Gadamer’s approach to bracketing is based on his understanding of
hermeneutics and his interest in facilitating the interpretative process. Gadamer’s
(1975/2004) constant refrain throughout Truth and Method is to “keep one’s gaze fixed on
the thing throughout all the constant distractions that originate in the interpreter himself”
(p. 269). Positivist detachment (or Husserlian reduction) is neither necessary nor desirable to
attain this sensitivity. The researcher is not expected to maintain “’neutrality’ with respect to
content nor the extinction of one’s self, but the foregrounding and appropriation of one’s own
fore-meaning and prejudices” (Gadamer, 1975/2004, p. 271). This appropriation should
occur prior to inquiry,
thus is it quite right for the interpreter not to approach the text directly relying solely on
the fore-meaning already available to him, but rather explicitly to examine the
legitimacy—i.e., the origin and validity—of fore-meanings dwelling within him.
(Gadamer, 1975/2004, p. 270)
Gadamer (1975/2004) defines a prejudice as “a judgment that is rendered before all the
elements that determine a situation have been finally examined” (p. 273). Prejudice can be
suspended providing we recognize it as a judgment and not an unassailable truth. This
process of suspending prejudice is called foregrounding; since prejudices often operate
unnoticed, making them explicit requires the type of provocation encountered when we meet
“something that has already asserted itself in its own separate validity” (Gadamer, 1975/2004,
p. 298). Gadamer (1975/2004) acknowledges suspension entails risk, but ultimately “only by
being given full play [are we] able to experience the other's claim to truth and make it
possible for him to have full play himself” (p. 299).
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After a rather lengthy segment in Truth and Method where he de-stigmatizes
traditional notions of prejudice10 and concludes we cannot escape our historically effected
consciousness, Gadamer (1975/2004) elaborates on the role horizons play in the interpretive
process. Historians, he argues, need to empathetically consider the original author’s situation
in order to make sense of a historical text. If, for example, I am reading Civil War era
materials and notice frequent and lengthy discussions about horses, I should be mindful that
this era pre-dated automobiles and that ‘horse’ has an entirely different set of meanings to
mid-19th century authors than it does to me, situated in the 21st century. The meaning of
horse is only one example of a myriad of differences that collectively create what Gadamer
(1975/2004) calls a horizon, “the range of vision that includes everything that can be seen
from a particular vantage point” (p. 301). It would be a mistake, he points out, to consider
their horizon and my horizon as two separate entities. Separating the two allows a sense of
superiority to permeate the inquiry; since my horizon is viewed from a higher place (one that
includes, for example, horses, trains, cars, and planes), my vantage point must somehow be
better than horizons seen from a lower vantage point (one that may only include horses and
trains). Rather than envisioning two separate horizons, Gadamer posits the previous horizon
is part of my horizon. Furthermore, it is not possible to enter into the vantage point of the
author in question in an unbiased way because we bring our own horizon with us; indeed, it is
our own horizon that made entry possible in the first place. It is at the meeting point of these
two horizons where understanding takes place; “understanding is always the fusion of these
horizons supposedly existing by themselves” (Gadamer, 1975/2004, p. 305). The historical

10

Gadamer sees the Enlightenment ideal of objectivity as a prejudice against prejudice
and sees the Romantic movement (especially the return to nature) as an extension of
positivism. He notes the irony of the Enlightenment position that in its emphasis on
rationality and pure objectivism it requires detachment to the point of regressing to a prerational state.
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interpretive process, therefore, is never an impartial and objective exercise, and the researcher
cannot be neutral in the positivist sense of the word.
Gadamer’s approach to prejudice and his concept of horizons are represented in
Gearing’s (2004) formulation of reflexive (cultural) bracketing. Reflexive bracketing is
defined as making “transparent, overt, and apparent the researcher’s personal values,
background, and cultural suppositions” (p. 1445). Reflexive bracketing is limited because a
researcher can only identify personal suppositions and cannot fully bracket the external
culture, context, and environment from phenomena. The epistemological perspective
represented here is constructivism rather than the positivism offered by ideal bracketing and
the post-positivism manifest in descriptive bracketing (Gearing, 2004). For interpretive
work, therefore, Gearing appears to be endorsing reflexive bracketing, and he goes on to
harshly criticize what he sees as trends towards pragmatic bracketing. Pragmatic bracketing,
according to Gearing, has become increasingly popular but is often “methodologically
superficial or vague” (p. 1429), “freely defined” (p. 1445), and a “conceptually
nebulous…quasimethodology” (p. 1446). Gearing does not object to tailored forms of
bracketing per se, but he does believe if bracketing is used the process should be made
explicit, the author should define they type of bracketing they are doing, and the bracketing
approach should be grounded with some discussion of bracketing theories.
Bracketing techniques. From a variety of sources, therefore, we have a clearly
established requirement for bracketing, but specific bracketing techniques remain unclear.
The technique depends on the type of bracketing being performed so I will attempt to offer a
few examples from each tradition.
In her article on reflexive bracketing, Ahern (1999) recommends a journaling
technique designed to surface motives, role-conflicts, preconceived ideas, and so forth.
Bednall (2006) used a similar process while attempting to understand religious leadership in
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parochial schools in the Australia. Although Bednall does not mention Husserl specifically,
it can be inferred he was conducting something analogous to ideal phenomenology
considering his emphasis on epoche. Bednall’s work is interesting because of his attempt to
bracket a situation within which he was significantly entangled; he was an insider conducting
research within his peer group. In order to bracket his experiences he opted to conduct a
“feelings audit” (Bednall, 2006, p. 5) and brought the results of this audit to each interview in
order to remind himself to suspend his own judgments. Bednall also maintained a research
journal throughout the inquiry, documenting immediate post-interview impressions and
writing notes about how he developed themes.
Rolls and Relf (2006) describe the benefits of using a bracketing partner while
conducting emotionally demanding research. They studied childhood bereavement services
and performed bracketing interviews wherein the primary researcher could surface
unconscious assumptions with the aid and facilitation of her bracketing partner. The
bracketing partner also provided emotional and ethical support throughout the three-year
study. While journaling and diaries appear to be prevalent among bracketers, the lack of
procedural specificity among hermeneutic and phenomenological philosophers gives
researchers the latitude to creatively approach the foregrounding process. My own approach
is explained in the Data Collection section.
Alternative methods. A researcher attempting to qualitatively understand reservist
reentry has several methods at his or her disposal. Descriptive phenomenology, interpretive
phenomenology, critical hermeneutics, narrative inquiry, and grounded theory all have the
ability to illuminate this phenomenon while staying within the constructivist tradition. In this
section I present each of these approaches and explain their lack of suitability for answering
my research question.
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Husserl’s descriptive phenomenology attempts to understand the essences of
phenomena in order to identify the universally experienced characteristics of the phenomenon
in question. For example, if a researcher was attempting to understand what the concept of
home means, she may use descriptive phenomenology to develop a rich understanding of the
similarities and differences between the ways home is perceived across a spectrum of
participants. An appropriate research question for this type of inquiry may be “What does the
concept of ‘home’ mean?”
While coming home is the central phenomenon in my research question, I am less
interested in the universally experienced dimensions of coming home because I believe this is
a highly subjective and context-bound process for which there may be no universally
experienced attributes. The context provided by the rest of my research question matters a
great deal. I believe coming home from Afghanistan differs from coming home from other
deployment locations. Furthermore, coming home is experienced differently for active duty
members than it is for reservists. Interpretive phenomenology is suited to understanding a
contextually laden research question. For example, interpretive phenomenology could be
used to understand what ‘home’ means to a particular set of people at a particular time; this
research question might, for example, be “How do Mexican migrant workers living in
Arizona conceptualize ‘home?’”
Critical hermeneutics represents a third possible approach to my research question.
Since one could argue reservists represent a marginalized group among an American military
dominated by active component members, a critical approach (relying heavily on social
theory) could have been used. Critical hermeneutics takes Heidegger’s concepts about
intersubjectivity and clearings a step further by suggesting shared meanings within a culture
represent those of privileged groups (Lopez & Willis, 2004). Non-dominant group
experiences are discounted and critical hermeneutics endeavors to “make these voices heard”
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(Lopez & Willis, 2004, p. 730). This critique of dominant ideologies relies on Ricoeur’s
hermeneutics of suspicion and allows for the introduction of an outside theory to illuminate a
phenomenon (Schwandt, 2000). This approach differs from other phenomenological inquires
because they emphasize a hermeneutics of empathy. This means experiences are
reconstructed in their own terms as the researcher attempts to stand ‘in’ the shoes of
participants rather than standing ‘next to’ participants. While my findings may illuminate
power dynamics underlying the reintegration process, using critical hermeneutics as a point
of departure puts constraints on the possible interpretations of participant data. Looking at
participant responses through a critical lens means that the interpretive work is at least
partially pre-defined.
Narrative inquiry is similar to interpretive phenomenology because both are focused
on the ways research participants construct reality but narrative inquiry tends to be more
descriptive than interpretive. Narrative inquiry deploys a variety of techniques (e.g., the life
story method) to help participants “organize, articulate, and communicate” (Johnson &
Golombek, 2002, p. 7) tacit knowledge. Findings are typically presented in the literary
tradition (Kenny, 2005). While this approach was used to great effect during the Musheno
and Ross (2008) study of reservists returning home from Iraq, my positionality as a fellow
returnee makes phenomenology (and its emphasis on bracketing) a more desirable alternative.
Grounded theory is also an alternative to researchers interested in learning about a
particular phenomenon. Grounded theorists are motivated by a desire to generate theories
about a particular phenomenon while interpretive phenomenologists tend to remain more
distant from existing theory and do not strive to generate testable hypotheses. Interpretive
phenomenologists are at liberty to use theory as “an orienting framework” (Lopez & Willis,
2004, p. 730), but Benner (1994) cautions phenomenological researchers about an
overreliance on existing theoretical models. She believes the goal of interpretive
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phenomenology is “neither a total systems account nor a single factor theory” (Benner, 1994,
p. 101) explanation because “reducing an interpretive account to terms or models” (p. 101)
such as power, identity, or role negotiation neither advances the topic nor does it give
researchers the latitude to explore the possibilities offered by the data.
Method of This Study
This study used interpretive phenomenology to illuminate the course of reentry
among a group of eight Air Force Reservists over an 18-month period. Bracketing my own
experiences created a ninth set of data. Data was collected through semi-structured telephone
interviews at the six, 12, and 18-month interval after returning home. Interviews were
recorded, transcribed, and subjected to thematic analysis consistent with interpretive
phenomenological practices.
Selection of participants. Purposive sampling was used to recruit participants. I
chose to work with Air Force Reserve Individual Mobilization Augmentees (IMAs) rather
than Traditional Reservists.11 I have served as an active duty member for eight years, as a
Traditional Reservist for five years, and have spent seven years as an IMA. I believe working
with the IMA community to answer the research question offers several advantages. Unlike
Traditional Reservists, IMAs do not have to perform monthly military duty and they tend to
combine several months worth of service into one or two week periods (e.g., one week per
quarter). IMAs have longer gaps between obligatory military service and this impacts their

11

Traditional Reservists are assigned to a reserve unit and perform their monthly and
annual military obligations collectively and with other reservists. For example, a Traditional
Reservist may be assigned to an aircraft maintenance squadron at an Air Force Reserve Base.
One weekend a month this reservist will report to his unit and perform maintenance duties
with other reservists working on Air Force Reserve aircraft. Traditional Reservists tend to
stay assigned to the same unit for the bulk of their career. IMAs are assigned to active duty
units. They perform their monthly obligations on active duty bases and are embedded in
active duty units. Eighty five percent of part-time service members within Air Force Reserve
Command are Traditional Reservists (47,310) and 15% (8,787) are IMAs (USAF Air Force
Reserve Command, 2010).
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reintegration experience (as findings will show). Furthermore, IMAs are embedded within
active duty units. Since active duty members are reassigned every three to five years and
IMAs typically do not serve with other IMAs,12 IMAs tend to lack the interpersonal
connections and sense of community that typifies Traditional Reserve units. These two
features—longer gaps between military service and relative isolation when they do serve—
make the reentry experiences of IMAs somewhat more extreme than Traditional Reservist
reentry.
The second criterion for selection was membership in the unit I led during our
deployment to Afghanistan. A group of 45 IMAs were involuntarily mobilized in October,
2009, to serve for six months at Kandahar Airfield in southern Afghanistan. The IMAs came
from nearly two-dozen different units from across the United States and Europe and had
never worked together before. We were brought together for the first time in November,
2009, to participate in pre-deployment training and arrived together in Afghanistan in
December, 2009. We performed a security and law enforcement mission on the second
largest air base in the country. We worked together for approximately six months. Our
replacements arrived in May, 2010, our team was dissolved, and team members returned back
to their units of assignment to out process, take leave, and demobilize by July, 2010. Our
shared experiences provide a common backdrop and to some extent normalize each
individual’s reintegration process. Each person experienced the same major events yet
interpreted them differently, making their own meanings in different ways over time. These
common experiences are described in Chapter IV.

12

There is not a precise ratio of active duty members to IMAs within particular active
duty units. In my current assignment there are two IMAs assigned to a ten person
headquarters staff. In my previous assignment there were 12 IMAs assigned to an active duty
unit of roughly 400 members.
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Volunteering to participate in the study was the third selection criterion. Of the 45
eligible candidates, I eliminated members of my immediate staff with whom I interacted daily
and with whom personal relationships had developed. This reduced the pool of eligible
candidates to 38. I also decided members of the unit who had disciplinary issues should be
eliminated. This left a pool of 35. Invitations to participate in this study were sent out in
October, 2010, and eight candidates committed to three interviews each over an 18-month
period.
Norlyk and Harder (2010) have criticized phenomenological studies because some
authors fail to make “clear what purposeful sampling meant in a phenomenological study”
(p. 472). Purposeful sampling in this study is a crucial design choice. Working with
participants with whom I shared the intense experience of deploying to a combat zone had
significant implications for the quality of this phenomenological project. Shay (2002), a
psychiatrist working with Vietnam veterans, has observed veterans can be suspicious of
outsiders and building a rapport can be an arduous task. Participants did not perceive me as
an outside researcher and there were high levels of mutual trust because of our shared
experiences. This created a spirit of openness and disclosure essential to developing deeper
understandings of the return process.
The number of cases used in interpretive phenomenology varies by project. Within
this tradition researchers attempt to find a population for whom the research question will be
meaningful; because of this commonality, participants are considered homogenous, bound by
shared experience. Smith et al. (2009) have noted “as a rough guide, we would suggest that
between three and six participants can be a reasonable sample size” (p. 51) for IPA projects
and dissertations usually include four to ten total interviews. They add, “it is important not to
see the high numbers as being indicative of ‘better’ work, however. Successful analysis
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requires time, reflection and dialogue, and large datasets tend to inhibit all of these things”
(p. 52).
The eight participants live in different parts of the country (thus the need for
telephone interviews) and are assigned to different military units. The participants were
either current or former members of the Air Force Reserve and range in age from 25 to 50
years old. Four participants are Caucasian males, three are Latino men, and one is a
Caucasian woman. Six participants are married with children. Half of the participants are
law enforcement officers serving at federal, state, and local levels. One participant is
employed in the information technology sector, one manages a heavy equipment repair shop,
one is a teacher, and one participant is unemployed. There is one military officer
participating, five non-commissioned officers, and two participants separated from the
military after returning from Afghanistan. The nine participants (including myself) have
been collectively mobilized to serve on stateside bases nine times, deployed to Southwest
Asia (excluding Iraq and Afghanistan) seven times, deployed to Iraq twice, and deployed to
Afghanistan twice. Three members have not been mobilized as reservists prior to 2009
because they were serving on active duty. Three (of nine) participants have previously
served at least one tour in Iraq or Afghanistan. Five have experienced extended absences
from home since 9/11. Brief participant biographies can be found at Appendix B.
All participants are junior to me in rank although none are in my chain of command
nor are they part of my current 13,000-person organization. The probability of participants
falling under my chain of command in the future is highly unlikely. One of the risks of
working with participants who are organizationally or structurally junior to the researcher
(e.g., a college professor working with students) is the potential stifling effect on information
they are willing to tender and the possibility of a social desirability bias. This stifling effect
would be more prominent if this research was focused on events that occurred while in
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Afghanistan and under my command. Furthermore, the participants self-selected into the
project and I suspect this was on the basis of the strong professional relationships and bonds
we developed while deployed together. These features decrease the potential that negative
perspectives are held by the participants and subsequently stifled as a result of rank
differentials.
Interviews followed a semi-structured line of questioning related to the transition
from serving in combat to resuming civilian lives. Since a goal of phenomenology is to
“study how people make meaning of their lived experience” (Starks & Trinidad, 2007,
p. 1342), using interviews is methodologically defensible because “during the course of an
interview session, the participants discursively construct understanding” (Larson & Pepper,
2003, p. 537). During the first interview, participants were asked to recall their emotional
and attitudinal state as they prepared to return home. This included discussing low points
during the deployment in order to gauge their level of perceived strain. Recurring questions
asked participants to describe their reintegration experiences, their perceived levels of
acceptance, and their perceptions about the quality of their health and relationships. During
each interview participants were asked to recount their entire return experience thus offering
insight into how their perceptions changed over time. Demographic information (age, marital
status, employment status, time in military service, time as a reservist, number of previous
deployments, previous deployment location and duration) was also collected. Participants
were also asked to orally present a brief biographical sketch. The interview questions were as
follows:

•

What were some of the most difficult challenges of your deployment? (Asked
during the first wave only)

•

How is your transition from Afghanistan and reintegration into your civilian life
going?
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•

How does this reintegration compare with your expectations?

•

Do you feel accepted and understood in your workplace?

•

Do you feel accepted and understood in your social environments such as family
and friends?

•

What has been the most difficult part of your reintegration?

•

How would you characterize your current overall health?

This above set of questions was used to bracketing my own experiences with return. I
applied Gadamer’s (1975/2004) concept of foregrounding to make my own experiences
explicit and to ensure I did not treat these experiences as universal truths. I conducted,
recorded, and transcribed self-interviews during the second and third wave. I missed the
opportunity to conduct a self-interview during the first wave but was able to rely on extensive
handwritten journal entries from this period as a source of data.
Thematic analysis was influenced by interpretive phenomenological analysis (IPA) as
described by Smith et al. (2009). IPA’s data analysis method suggests researchers convert
transcripts into a three-column format so the researcher can make initial descriptive,
conceptual, or linguistic notes in column two next to the original text in column one. The
next step of analysis is more interpretive than descriptive; by focusing on the initial notes
rather than the participant’s text, the researcher begins identifying themes, noting them in
column three. These emergent themes are then organized until a final list of superordinate
themes has been developed for the case at hand. These themes are then set off to the side and
the process begins anew for the next case; once superordinate themes have been individually
developed for each case the process of developing cross-case themes begins.
I initially conducted the procedure exactly as described above but it did not
completely meet my needs and personal work style. The unedited transcripts (provided by a
transcription service) initially included breaks in the flow of the participant’s responses due
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to my own interjections and exclamations. These normal conversation patterns transcribed
literally made the three-column format long and fragmented. The process seemed disjointed
and I was fearful I was not developing the ‘right’ interpretations even though developing an
externally valid interpretation was not the epistemological intent of the project (Schwandt,
2000). In order to increase my degree of comfort that I was developing accurate
interpretations, I conducted a second round of interpretation with a version of the transcripts
that I edited to improve readability (by omitting interruptions in responses), reduce page
flipping (by using the smallest legible font size), improve ease of moving between single
participant interviews (by creating one file with all three interviews rather than three separate
files per interviewee), and make referencing citable quotes easier (by adding line numbers). I
also partially abandoned the column format and opted to use the left five inches of a
landscaped page for participant content and right side of the page to make my own notes.
During the second round my notes included line-by-line gerund coding, a practice
borrowed from grounded theory (Charmaz, 2006). For instance, one participant commented
he was getting adjusted “slowly, [it] is whatever it is, [it’s] working itself out.” During the
first round of analysis my note for this unit of meaning read “slow, time dependent process.”
When I used gerund coding, my note was “adjusting slowly, ‘working itself out’.” Gerund
coding allowed me to stay closer to participant meaning while conveying the sense that
participant meaning-making was active and dynamic. The second round of transcript
analysis was more satisfying than the first (which rigidly adhered to IPA procedures)
although the first round may have increased my familiarity with the material and enabled a
better experience the second time through so the procedure cannot be discredited.
Furthermore, IPA was not used outright as the research method because of its relative
silence on the topic of bracketing. Bracketing was an essential part of my research
considering the psychological and experiential closeness I shared with study participants.
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Bracketing within IPA occurs at two stages of the knowledge creation process, data collection
and cross-case analysis. During data collection bracketing is seen as an outcome of deeply
listening to research participants: “we would emphasize the importance of the positive
process of engaging with the participant more than the process of bracketing prior concerns,
in the sense that the skillful attention of the former inevitably facilitates the latter” (Smith et
al., 2009). Smith et al. (2009) also emphasize the criticality of maintaining focus on
individual participants when transitioning between cases. They cite the importance of
analyzing “the next case on its own terms, to do justice to its own individuality. This means,
as far as it is possible, bracketing the ideas emerging from the analysis of the first case while
working on the second” (Smith et al., 2009). Although bracketing is mentioned by Smith et
al. (2009) in the context of data collection and analysis, it receives little attention in their
work. One would therefore not expect bracketing or researcher positioning to be featured in
IPA studies. This turns out to be true based on a small sample. A review of five IPA
research projects (three of which involved IPA’s creators) revealed no mention of bracketing
or positionality (Eatough, Smith, & Shaw, 2008; Fox, Larkin, & Leung, 2011; Jordan,
Eccleston, & Osburn, 2007; Larkin, Clifton, & de Visser, 2009; Shaw, 2011).
The findings include interview excerpts in order to allow readers to make their own
meaning of the interviews, thus contributing to the hermeneutic spiral. Norlyk and Harder
(2010) caution phenomenologists against presenting participant quotes without providing
descriptions of the situation to which they were attaching meaning. I attempted to find the
right balance between description, quotations, and interpretations in order to avoid this trap.
Validity. Validity in interpretive phenomenology is measured largely on the basis of
fidelity to the accounts of participants. Researchers “must reflect the realities of the study
participants” (Lopez & Willis, 2004, p, 730).
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Smith et al. (2009) subscribe to Yardley’s (2000) qualitative research validity
principles, which implore researchers to remain sensitive to participant context by offering
verbatim excerpts, create transparency about the research process, and leave readers with
sense of coherency in findings and interpretations. Yardley (2000) also adds the inquiry must
have broader impact and importance to participants, practitioners, researchers, and
policymakers.
Smith et al.’s reliance on Yardley is another reason I opted not to use IPA outright.
Although Yardley’s (2000) principles have merit, she created them as a guideline for all
qualitative research and not specifically for phenomenology or interpretive phenomenology.
Following their review of 37 phenomenological studies (including both descriptive and
interpretive work), Norlyk and Harder (2010) concluded phenomenology must include, at a
minimum, an “articulation of methodological keywords, [an] articulation of the investigated
phenomenon, and [a] description of how an open attitude was adopted throughout the
research process” (p. 429). The articulation of keywords should permeate the study, which is
to say the research should explain how phenomenology has influenced his or her decisions at
each stage of the research process. While this creates the transparency Yardley recommends,
Yardley does not explicitly mention the need to relate the researcher’s decisions back to
philosophy. Furthermore, Yardley only partially captures the openness demanded by Norlyk
and Harder in her principle of sensitivity; phenomenology uses bracketing as a specific
process for creating sensitivity and openness. Whereas Yardley’s principles were designed
for qualitative methods in general and Norlyk and Harder’s guidelines concerned
phenomenology in general, de Witt and Ploeg (2006) offer guidelines specifically for
interpretive phenomenology.
de Witt and Ploeg’s (2006) criteria are well suited for judging the methodological
quality of this dissertation. de Witt and Ploeg (2006) created their five “expressions of
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rigour” (p. 224) by synthesizing the work of van Manen, Madison, and over a dozen peerreviewed articles on theoretical interpretive phenomenological research within nursing. They
propose interpretive phenomenological research should contain “balanced integration,
openness, concreteness, resonance, and actualization” (p. 224). Balanced integration refers
to the on-going relationship between the study itself and the philosophy underlying the
methodology. It should be clear to readers how interpretive phenomenology impacts each
stage of the research process. Openness is similar to Yardley’s transparency and should
allow for the reader to understand the research process and, if necessary, audit the
researcher’s decisions. Concreteness and resonance are related concepts referring to the way
in which the reader experiences the study. The findings in a study are considered concrete if
the reader can identify and relate their own experiences to the participant’s experiences.
Furthermore, the findings should resonate with readers on an emotional level, helping them
vicariously experience or feel the participant’s situation. Finally, actualization is future
resonance as readers continue to interpret data in their own ways, thus contributing to the
development of knowledge beyond this dissertation. The first two—balanced integration and
openness—are under the control of the researcher while the final three—concreteness,
resonance, and actualization—are aspects the researcher can only influence, especially
through clarity of thought and writing.
Limitations. The limitations of this study were primarily a function of its
methodology. Choosing qualitative methods limits the generalizability of the findings
without sacrificing their potential to be transferable across a variety of return experiences
from a variety of deployed locations. Transferability may be limited to service members
belonging to the United States military versus the armed forces of other nations. Although
this study was conducted over a longer period of time than most empirical research on
reservists, the 18-month scope may not have captured the entire course of reentry.
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Working with eight participants who share common experiences while deployed
decreases the variety of possible reintegration experiences. Participant variation is frequently
sought in phenomenology in order to provide the fullest possible account of the phenomenon,
but few researchers provide a clear rationale justifying their specific need for variation as it
relates to their research question (Norlyk & Harder, 2010). In my case, variation among
participants occurred demographically but their common experiences were deliberately
homogenous. There was also risk of not reaching a saturation point. Saturation is achieved
in qualitative research by continued engagement until no new substantive data is found. The
decision to limit the number of participants to eight was based on the number of volunteers
within the eligible pool of participants. Furthermore, the eight participants were interviewed
in depth three times each in addition to my own three sets of self-interviews and journaling
logs. Over two-dozen interviews helped in achieving a high level of thematic saturation but
there was a risk it did not.
There are further limitations based on the difficulty scholarly-practitioners find
balancing emic and etic issues. Unfortunately, the guidance available to researchers on how
to surface their own biases is scant and can only be gleaned by reviewing a patchwork of
journal articles. In addition to limited guidance on bracketing techniques, the literature on
data analysis within the interpretive phenomenological tradition is sparse and it was only
after bringing in a line-by-line gerund coding technique from grounded theory (described
above) that I achieved the interpretive breakthrough I was seeking. I believe more work is
needed to fully outline all of the possibilities for bracketing and data analysis for interpretive
phenomenology to reach the level of acceptance it deserves within the community of
scholarly-practitioners.
Ethical considerations. Since this research was not sponsored by the Air Force, Air
Force Institutional Review Board review and certificates of assurance are not required (US
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Air Force, 2005, 2009). Interviews were not conducted while participants or the researcher
were performing military duties nor were interviews conducted on Department of Defense
property. Military email addresses were not used to communicate with participants. Due to
the time sensitive nature of this inquiry, Antioch’s Institutional Review Board approval was
received in October, 2010, and the first wave of interviews was completed in November,
2010. The IRB application can be found at Appendix C. The second wave of interviews
occurred in May, 2011. The final round of interviews occurred in November, 2011.
During data collection participants shared stories about difficult events that occurred
while deployed. They also chose to self-report difficulties encountered during the
reintegration process, including symptoms of depression, anxiety, etc. Personally identifying
information about the participants has been veiled to the maximum extent possible.
Participants signed consent forms (found at Appendix D) that included a list of support
resources and during interviews they were reminded of counseling resources available
through the military healthcare system and Air Force chaplaincy. These risks were offset by
the benefit of broader understandings of reservist difficulties following extended deployments
and the possibility of helping the wider community of military members and their families.
My insider status had important implications for this project but introduced an
element of risk. Confronting and engaging my own biases and experiences with return was
critical to the success of this project. I conducted self-interviews in order to foreground
(Gadamer, 1975/2004) my own experiences related to reentry are included these findings in
Chapter IV. The risk of triggering my own negative emotions about the deployment was
possible but unlikely.
Relevance to Practice
The gap between the military and society has grown wider since the end of the draft.
This work attempts to bridge that chasm by developing a new appreciation of the subjective
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experiences of our newest combat veterans. This work takes on increased urgency given the
promise of continued deployment cycles. In addition to the intrinsic value of illuminating the
challenges of being a post-9/11 reservist, I believe this research can impact change theory
and theories concerning the movement between cultural spaces, adaptation, belonging, and
marginalization. The findings of this study contribute to our understanding of the dynamics
of crossing culture boundaries and specifically to reentry studies. From a pragmatic
perspective, the findings should be relevant to senior level policymakers concerned with
creating the right balance between active duty and reserve force use. This research should
also be relevant to mental health practitioners who offer services to veterans and their family
members. Lastly, this work should be valuable to returning reservists, their families, their
communities, and their employers as they collectively adjust to life after a deployment.
Conclusion
In this chapter, I described the rationale for choosing phenomenology as a method,
presented the method itself, and described the bracketing procedure I used in order to prevent
my own experiences with return from clouding the data. The interview method was
discussed along with the data analysis procedure. I also described ethical considerations of
working with a population who may be experiencing adjustment difficulties.
In the next chapter, I summarize the key events that occurred during the deployment
to help the reader understand interview data. This is followed by a discussion of the
bracketing process. Interview data is presented in alignment with three major categories:
physical and mental health, post-deployment social interactions, and participant selfreflections on the return process.
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Chapter IV: Findings
In this chapter, I begin with a summary of the key events that occurred during the
participant’s deployment to Afghanistan in order to assist the reader in understanding
interview data. This is followed by a presentation of findings from the bracketing process
and an explanation of how bracketing influenced data collection and analysis. Participant
findings are presented in loose alignment with the original interview questions and organized
along three major categories, including the participant’s assessment of their physical and
mental health, their post-deployment interactions with active duty, civilian employers, and
social networks (including family, friends, and perceptions of society), and finally their own
reflections on the return process.
Excerpts from interviews are in italics and end with a 6, 12, or 18 in parenthesis to
signify which round of interviews the quote came from.
Key Events During Mobilization
Reservists received official notification about the impending mobilization four to six
months prior to reporting for active service. After reporting to their squadrons, the reservists
spent two weeks attending to individual training, medical requirements, and equipment issue.
Two weeks after mobilization participants travelled to a training center to meet the team with
whom they were deploying and to participate in collective training tailored to Afghanistan
and the surrounding region. Training included weapons firing, vehicle training, training on
equipment, combat operations in built up areas, and extensive medical training. After
spending two weeks at the training center, the reservists returned to their home units for a
week then disembarked for Afghanistan. The team deployed immediately before the 30,000person troop surge was announced; much of the surge arrived while we were in Afghanistan
(Garamone, 2009).
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Upon arrival at Kandahar Airfield team members were assigned quarters and began the
process of replacing the incumbent unit and learning location specific responsibilities, tasks,
and organizational structures. Within two days of arrival they experienced their first rocket
attack.
Four-dozen rocket attacks would occur during the six-month deployment. Rocket
attacks usually occurred at night and were accompanied by an alarm broadcast over a
loudspeaker system. Since the study participants were all members of the base’s police force,
a rocket alarm meant it was time to go to work. They responded to the impact area to
rendered aid and assistance as needed. Although most of the rockets landed in areas that
caused no damage, several attacks during the deployment caused a loss of life and limb.
Our time at Kandahar Airfield was one of the most violent periods of Operation Enduring
Freedom. In 2010 nearly 500 US service members would be killed and 5,242 would be
wounded (US DOD Defense Manpower Data Center, 2012). To put this in perspective, 615
US service members were killed in Afghanistan between 2001 and 2009 (US DOD Defense
Manpower Data Center, 2012). Between rocket attacks, the team was responsible for law
enforcement and safety on the base, including some of the more mundane aspects associated
with enforcing discipline among thousands of people packed into a small area. Duties
included traffic enforcement, drug and alcohol investigations, and responding to the
occasional fight. During our tenure members of the unit were the initial responders to several
suicides and deaths from accidents or natural causes. Their normal duties were similar to law
enforcement operations conducted in the United States with several notable exceptions.
Everyone on the installation was armed with a handgun or rifle, thus creating an
opportunity for even the most benign interactions with the public to rapidly escalate. Their
role as police officers also changed during several periods of heightened security. Normal
law enforcement duties were abandoned for extended periods and team members were
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required to set up checkpoints, conduct sweeps and searches of facilities, and observe the
perimeter. The participant’s daily responsibilities placed them on a continuum between
normal police operations and defensively oriented infantry.
Replacements arrived after the team had been on the ground for approximately five and
half months. After training the incoming group, members of the unit departed from Kandahar
Airfield, flew to a staging area, and then flew back to the United States. Once they arrived on
the East Coast they received individual tickets to fly to airports nearest their respective bases.
The transit time from Afghanistan to home station was several days.
Family, friends, and at least one member of their assigned unit met reservists at the
airport. The following day they reported back into their squadron to start the demobilization
process. This included cleaning and turning in individually issued equipment like body
armor, helmets, and gas masks, filling out forms related to travel pay, medical issues, training
records, and taking leave. Outprocessing took anywhere from three to five days. Members
then began a month of paid leave. At the end of leave they were officially demobilized and
ceased to have a full-time military obligation.
Participants were covered by military health benefits for six months after
demobilization, but beyond medical coverage their only service-related responsibility was to
resume their normal drill routine (which is sporadic because they were Individual
Mobilization Augmentees [IMAs], not Traditional Reservists drilling one weekend per
month) and to take an on-line health assessment at some point during their first six months
home.
The entire process, from initial notification through the termination of health benefits,
was 15 months long. The amount of time participants spent away from civilian jobs was
approximately eight months and the time spent away from family was roughly seven months.
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Results of the Bracketing Interview
My own return process was influenced by four previous extended absences from
home during my twenty-year career in the military. I deployed to Cuba for four months in
1994 where I ran migrant encampments for Haitian and Cuban refugees, spent a tour at a
staging base near Afghanistan in 2002 (including a brief trip to Kandahar Airfield), had a
deployment to eastern Afghanistan in late 2002 and into 2003, and spent six months running
the Security Forces Squadron at a base in Florida in 2007. The bracketing self-interviews
revealed I had pre-conceived ideas about how a ‘normal’ return worked.
After each of my previous returns some type of positive transformation occurred, both
physically and mentally. My typical pattern was to return home physically exhausted from
the deployment but motivated to become more fit; within six months of returning home from
Cuba I ran my first marathon, attended the physically grueling Air Force Pre-Ranger
screening course, and graduated from the demanding Army Air Assault School. Within six
months of returning home from my first tour in Afghanistan I was running in competitive
road races weekly and completed a second marathon. After coming home from six months
away from my family in Florida I exercised religiously and lost nearly thirty pounds. This
pattern of post-deployment fitness did not occur after I returned from Kandahar, and my
fitness levels deteriorated over the course of 18 months. This led to confusion and
disappointment. The bracketing interviews revealed a deep-seated belief that a ‘normal’
return is characterized by physical transformation which is visible evidence of the interior
transformation that occurred while away from home. This reveals a twofold-assumption
about the return process; that an interior transformation occurs while deployed and positive
fitness growth is a natural by-product of this interior transformation. I believed physical
transformation is a proxy for successful integration. If I was trim, fit, and fast within six
months of return then I had successfully reintegrated. When performing data collection and
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analysis I reminded myself of these assumptions (and all of the assumptions that follow) by
reading the list of self-held beliefs the bracketing process illuminated and was mindful that
my own beliefs may not be true for participants.
The second set of self-held beliefs related to thoughts of loss and grieving I
experienced after returning from the deployment. On one level, the rocket attacks, suicides,
accidental deaths, and other duties I performed at Kandahar served as a reminder of my own
mortality. This magnified the normal process of self-reflection and doubt that tends to
accompany men as they approach middle age (I am in my early 40s). On another level, I
experienced a loss of control once I left my position as Chief of Police and resumed by
civilian career as an information technology consultant. While deployed I felt as if “I was
king of my own little area. I was in control” (12). My participation in the Reserve serves as
a counterweight to a civilian world I experience as full of uncertainties, but the demands of
juggling two careers take a toll:
I guess maybe that’s what it means to be a reservist. On the one hand you have this
very anchored part of your life and you go and do drill and then the other hand it’s
like, it feels like to me total chaos. You know, the chaos of a civilian career. And, you
know, it’s like chaos in one area and stability in another and they don’t cancel each
other out, they make each other worse and it’s just tough. (18)
The bracketing process also revealed surprising insight about how I viewed my
departure from the combat zone in contradictory terms. Although the desire to come home
occupied significant cognitive and emotional space while deployed, the return also meant
leaving behind my colleagues and a community where I felt understood. Furthermore,
returning home meant leaving behind the strong sense of purpose and clarity experienced
while deployed. In one section of the self-interviews, I describe attending a military awards
ceremony three months after returning home and being back in uniform for the first time
since coming home from the deployment:
…you’ve got to picture a huge auditorium with 1,500, to 2,000 other Air Force
people, and you know, I felt like I was at home. That seemed to snap me out of my
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funk. It was wonderful to be in a place where I felt understood. And there were even
other people there who were with me in Kandahar. It was like a reunion of sort of,
and that was just a wonderful, wonderful two-day experience. Getting the award was
good, but just being around all those folks was fantastic. (12)
The bracketing process helped me understand that I was experiencing what was supposed to
be a joyful return as a period of loss, a departure from a place I felt accepted and purposeful.
With an awareness of this personal dynamic, I expanded the list of my assumptions about
return and was careful not to seek evidence supporting these beliefs among participant
transcripts. Specifically, I avoided assuming participants were struggling with issues around
mortality, assuming they were feeling a loss of control as acutely as I was, and finally,
assuming they were strongly attached to the military.
Physical Health and Fitness
Most of the participants reported improvements in physical health after coming home
from Afghanistan. Health equates to fitness in the minds of participants and many
maintained fitness improvements made while deployed. Easy access to fitness facilities and
having time available to exercise were commonly cited reasons why fitness improved while
deployed. When asked about his physical health, one person responded, “I would rather go
back to Afghanistan. I would actually run and work out. So yeah, [I am] physically not
good, just because I’m back in the busy world and excuses. Too busy to work out, too busy to
run” (Chris, 12). Fitness levels and attitudes towards health remained stable through the
three waves of interviews although two participants reported feeling exhausted or having
disrupted sleeping patterns (due to time zone differences) during their first month home. One
participant, James, underwent a significant transformation towards improved health. After
returning home he quit smoking, improved his diet, and began exercising regularly. He
explained that the physical demands of the deployment and being surrounded by fitnessminded peers “opened up my eyes a little bit that, you know, I was out of shape. I wasn’t
where I wanted to be” (James, 6). Simply leaving Afghanistan improved the health of two
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participants who both reported having respiratory difficulty at Kandahar due to the dust,
smoke, and generally poor air quality.
Not every participant experienced health improvements after returning. Two returnees
suffered from a post-return onset of chronic and debilitating migraines. Although uncertain
about the causes of the headaches, one participant believes they were linked to the daily antimalaria pills he took while deployed. Neither of these two reservists received treatment for
their migraines through the military healthcare system. They chose to work with their
civilian doctors for convenience (one member lives two hours from a military clinic) and the
familiarity of their long-time healthcare provider. While one of these participants assured me
he would give his civilian medical records to the military, the other participant was not sure
he would want information about his migraines in his military records because it might make
him ineligible to serve.
A third returnee, Edward, suffered a serious non-combat injury late in the deployment
and was not completely healed by the time he returned home. His interactions with the
military medical community in the United States “started out OK” (6), subsequent
appointments have been a “hassle” and feels he constantly gets “the run around” (6).
During the first six months home he saw military providers repeatedly, but “all they do is
give me meds. I keep telling them, you know, to try something else, but they’re just kind of
stuck on meds” (6). Edward also filed paperwork to initiate a Line of Duty determination, a
process that closely resembles a civilian’s workmen’s compensation filing. Edward became
caught between human resources administrators who needed documentation from healthcare
providers and healthcare providers who refused provide documentation. After 12 months and
three different attempts to get a Line of Duty determination, Edward eventually felt the effort
was futile and gave up.
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Edward’s injuries took a long time to heal and he was finally taken off his medical
profile (which restricted his duties while on drill to allow him time to heal) 16 months after
coming home. Program administrators in his unit immediately required him to complete his
annual physical fitness test despite regulations mandating a six-week grace period between
coming off of a profile and taking a fitness test. Edward failed the fitness test, which can
have grave consequences for a person’s career.
Edward’s experiences (unsatisfying medical care, feeling caught in between the
military’s human resources system and the medical establishment, and unrealistic demands
by program managers) may not be unique to reservists, but it should be acknowledged that he
was attempting to navigate these issues while he was off full-time military orders. Stated
another way, active duty members undoubtedly have the same challenges but they attend to
them while serving in the military and as part of their normal duty day. Edward dealt with
these challenges as a non-mobilized reservist struggling to adapt to his civilian life.
To summarize, it is difficult to derive one overarching theme from the three very
different characterizations (improvement, decline, injury) of physical health and fitness. One
commonality among participants who needed post-deployment care is their shared perception
about difficulty accessing care through the military system. Two opted for treatment outside
of the military and a third describes having to overcome a series of obstacles to finally see a
doctor.
While the deployment can be a catalyst for improving one’s health, it appears to have
degraded wellness for some. No participants reported their health remained the same from
pre-deployment, through deployment, and post-deployment. Physical health was in a state of
flux for all members. An example of longitudinal improvement came from one participant
who reported he felt “quite off” (Chris, 6), then commented his fitness levels were
“improving” (Chris, 12), and finally, deployment related maladies are under control: “the
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headaches aren’t as bad as they were but I’m taking medicine so that probably helps” (Chris,
18).
For members who improved their fitness levels in Afghanistan the gains proved
difficult to maintain, “my health has gotten better from losing all that weight and keeping it
off” (Michael, 6), “I’ve gained some of [the weight] back because of all the sodium products
we eat here” (Michael, 12), and finally, after reversing his downward slide, “I feel as healthy
as I can be right now” (Michael, 18). Changes (for better or worse) in health and fitness
levels were an integral part of the participant’s return process.
Mental Wellness
The interviews revealed unexpected findings concerning the mental well-being of
participants. Five out of eight participants required counseling within 18 months of returning
home although only two sought treatment through military channels. Convenience and
difficulty gaining access were the two most commonly cited reasons for seeking treatment
outside of the military. Feelings of isolation and withdrawal led three members to seek
therapy. Anxiety and difficulty coping with stress resulted in a fourth member going to a
counselor, and a fifth participant entered into marriage counseling with his wife after being
home for sixteen months. Substance abuse (alcohol, illegal drugs, prescription drug abuse)
did not appear as a topic in any of the interviews. There were no questions designed to probe
for this specifically and no participants opted to mention any issues related to substance abuse
during our conversations.
Comparing the experiences of the two participants who received treatment through the
military with the three participants who used unofficial channels reveals unique challenges
faced by reservists.
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Edward realized he should seek treatment after getting feedback from his family that
his moods seemed depressed and his normally buoyant personality had become more sullen.
Using resources available to active duty personnel, he reported
the counseling went well. Once the military figured out who I was, and that’s just a
whole other monster there, if you’re a reservist, they’ll do everything for you when they
need you, but when they're done with you, they pretty much just throw you out there.
They tell you all the services they offer, but when you try to get them, it’s just a lot of
red tape and no one knows who you are and no one does anything. It took a while to
finally get it, but once I got there the sessions were good. (12)
Chris’ story is a slightly more complicated but underscores the point Edward made
about how difficult it can be for reservists to receive treatment. Chris had been involved in
an incident that gravely injured several people. After coming home, he did not talk to his
wife or family about the incident because “they wouldn’t understand and I wouldn’t want to
scare them” (6). His inability to talk with anyone led to a period of withdrawal, and when he
participated in a mandatory on-line Post-Deployment Health Reassessment survey he
indicated he would like to receive counseling. He did not receive an immediate response
from survey administrators so he contacted his civilian doctor to discuss his deteriorating
mental health and chronic headaches. His civilian provider gave him a list of therapists but
none would accept his employer’s insurance. Chris, at wit’s end, contacted the military and
through them successfully initiated therapy with a local counselor at no charge.
Unfortunately, the counselor wanted to pursue a type of therapy deemed ineligible by the
military13 and Chris’ sessions terminated prematurely.
Several months after these sessions ended, Chris attended a reintegration event for
reservists and learned about mental health services offered through the Department of

13

Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing (EMDR) therapy.
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Veterans Affairs (VA). After waiting six weeks get an initial appointment, Chris spent an
additional two months going to appointments at the VA hospital without seeing a therapist:
It’s a slow process. I think that it’s probably been two months since I started and
they’re quite busy, so it takes a long time for appointments. I just had my third
appointment, because at first you have to have an appointment with a doctor [to review
physical health], and then my last appointment was with a social worker, I’m not sure
what it was for, just—they have to go over my family situation and all that—but I still
haven’t had an appointment with the counselor or anything, because it just takes that
long. (12)
Chris’ story demonstrates how difficult it is to receive the care he believes he needs.
He experiences the military healthcare system as nameless, faceless, and inefficient. Seeking
treatment for stress was in itself stressful. Even Chris’ participation in the reintegration event
(where he learned he could get treatment at a VA facility) was a difficult process. He initially
received approval to go to the all-expense-paid out-of-state event only to learn his funding
was cancelled several days before his planned departure. After spending considerable
personal time contacting program administrators, his funding was approved and he and his
family were allowed to attend the event.
Chris admits accessing benefits offered by the military is extremely difficult but feels
the herculean effort is worthwhile. Three study participants felt the barriers to military
benefits were insurmountable and opted to seek treatment outside of Air Force channels.
James went straight to the local VA hospital in order to seek treatment for sleeplessness and
nightmares he attributed to coping with the post-return pressures of his civilian job. He
experienced none of the delays reported by Chris and reports an overwhelmingly positive
experience with the VA, so much so that he continues to serve as a VA peer counselor. Fred
used counseling services offered through his employer to deal with feelings of isolation
within six months of returning. He and his wife later used those same counseling services
between 12 and 18 months of returning to address marital issues. Luke initially received
informal counseling through his employer (a therapist works just down the hall from his
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office) and later received marriage counseling through his employer. In all three cases the
participants found therapy to be easy to access, convenient, and with minimal (if any) cost.
Two participants (of nine, including myself) reported feeling an unexplained and
unjustified sense of anger during the first six months home. From my own journaling, I
found “I am constantly uncomfortable and angry. This is what being miserable feels like, a
sense of constant tension” (6). Pamela reports a similar dynamic, “I guess two months in,
like, two months after I came back, I was just angry all the time (laughs) for no real reason”
(6). Pamela and I both mention feelings of generalized anger had dissipated by the second
interview, but Pamela reports during our third interview the development of a new sense of
bellicosity that appears when she plays sports,
I’ve gotten in three fights and I never used to fight on the field...it made me think and
made me wonder, well maybe that’s something having to do with all of the things that
have happened in the last, you know, year and a half or so. I don’t know. I mean, I
definitely think that there is more progress to be made (laughter). (18)
Finally, Michael reports significant changes for the better in his own sense of mental
well-being based largely on a strengthening of his marriage. His wife was also on the
deployment and they spent working hours, meals, and off-duty time together although rules
on base prohibited them from cohabitating. They had been married for two years prior to the
deployment and grew closer during and after the experience: “being forced to having to talk
to each other really made us even closer” (6), and “we got closer as we—we were in
Afghanistan, because of the situations we were put in” (12). While the separation caused by
deployments can contribute to strained relationships for spouses who were apart, we find in
Michael’s case an example of relationship growth and improvements in his mental well being
as a result.
In summary, five of the eight reservists in the study sought professional help because of
difficulty adapting to their post-deployment circumstances. Three of these reservists chose to
use resources completely outside of military channels while a fourth went straight into the
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VA system without a referral from the Air Force. Finding that unencumbered care is
preferred to going through ‘official’ channels (non-local, bureaucratic, and with the potential
for professional repercussions) is not especially surprising. However, seeking local and
convenient providers has at least two negative implications, the first of which is
underreporting by the Department of Defense about the rates of adaptive disorders for
reservists. The second implication may be more serious. By seeing providers outside of the
military system, participants are less likely to work with therapists who are experienced in
counseling veterans, let alone reservists. In all likelihood this negatively impacts the quality
of care.
Over the course of interviews we see two spikes in help-seeking behavior. Participants
initiated therapy for themselves within six months of coming home. No participants initiated
therapy for themselves or initiated marriage counseling between our six- and 12-month
interviews. Two participants sought couples therapy with their spouses between 12 and 18
months after returning. This suggests members in distress realized they were having
difficulty coping fairly early in the reintegration process, but it took longer for a couple to
decide they needed help. This implies the participant’s relationships hit a breaking point
within ten to sixteen months after return. This observation is strengthened by third data point
(discussed in an upcoming section on relationships) involving the termination of a longtime
relationship with a girlfriend between 12 and 18 months after return.
Furthermore, no participants admitted to seeking therapy prior to the deployment. Like
physical fitness, the deployment was a catalyst for changes in mental wellness. We see five
participants in a state of decline to the point they sought professional help, two participants
(including myself) dealing with unexplainable (to them) feelings of anger, and one participant
who describes feeling much better about himself and his relationship with his spouse.
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Interactions With Military Units of Assignment
The isolation experienced by participants calls attention to the limited post-return
contact the group had with their fellow deployers and the military at large. The deployment
team was composed of people from over a dozen different bases so the chances of living near
or being stationed with a comrade were low. While all participants mentioned staying in
contact with other team members through social media, they reported telephone and face-toface conversations were limited or non-existent. Most said they were simply too busy with
their civilian careers and school for much socialization with local friends and family let alone
geographically separated colleagues. Unlike traditional reservists who assemble once a
month for collective drill, the participants were Individual Mobilization Augmentees (IMAs)
assigned to active units. IMAs are required to participate 24 to 36 days per year and the
program is popular because it allows members to schedule drill at their convenience (to some
extent). Most IMAs participate one week per quarter. Given this high degree of freedom,
almost all of the participants opted not to perform drill for six months after their return. They
chose to minimize the military dimension of their lives while adjusting to the demands of
their civilian circumstances. While this strategy made time management easier and allowed
the participants to focus on rebuilding civilian careers, one drawback was self-imposed
isolation from a community with deployment experience.
Participants reported strained relationships with their units of assignment. Although
Pamela received excellent support immediately upon return (her commander and most of her
unit greeted her at the airport), the support ended once she demobilized. She reports, “the
one thing I was disappointed in was that there was really no follow up from my unit, and
really almost zero communication between any of the members who deployed and the staff
from my unit, commander or otherwise” (6).
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A lack of support from their active duty squadrons eventually drove two participants
out of military service. Both members were exceptional performers during the deployment
and were presented prestigious decorations for meritorious service. Stewart had been
interested in becoming an officer and had worked toward this goal while deployed. After
returning to his unit, Stewart’s active duty commander refused to support his application
package for reasons that seemed petty to Stewart, so he separated from the military within six
months of returning. James returned to his squadron only to find he had been given a
lackluster annual performance report largely on the basis of a mediocre (but not failing)
physical fitness test score. He believed this report was unjust, especially given his
exceptional service while deployed, and within six months he was considering leaving the Air
Force to focus on his civilian career. Within a year of his return he separated from the
military. He felt like he could have a good civilian career or a good military career, but not
both. James’ last day with the military was disappointing because he was afforded none of
the ceremonies usually given to members after years of service. James describes his last day
as follows:
I went up to the base, and they shook my hand, and they said ‘Have a nice day’ and that
was it. Um, just, I guess it was kind of a shock, ‘cause you see these guys get out and
there’s a big dog and pony show, and—and all that, but there really wasn’t—for me,
you know, which, I didn’t really want anybody hootin’ and hollerin’ over me anyway, I
just wanted to—to separate and do my time and get out, but, uh, uh, there—there was
no, you know, shadowbox or anything like that, it was just, uh, here’s your piece of
paper, have a nice day. (12)
James attributes this rather painful and disappointing experience to the unit’s hectic
operational pace and the high turnover of active personnel who knew little about his longtime relationship with the unit.
Over the course of the 18-month study five participants performed the minimum
required amount of drill, between 35 and 50 days each. Two participants separated from the
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military and one was voluntarily re-activated; her case is discussed in an upcoming section.
Fred’s account exemplifies the experience of the five currently drilling reservists.
During our first interview Fred was preparing to perform drill for a full week. He had
virtually no contact with his unit for six months after demobilizing and was dreading his
upcoming week back in uniform, primarily because “it’s kind of messing up a routine, I
guess, that I’m trying to get going. I feel like I finally hit a routine and then I go to drill” (6).
He feels some amount of guilt over leaving his civilian job for a week after an eight-month
absence during the mobilization. Going to drill also churns up negative feelings that he
associates with the deployment such as family separation and hardship. When we discussed
drill during subsequent interviews, he describes it as alienating, unproductive, and a place
where he suffers a series of minor humiliations. Since the active members of his unit usually
get new assignments within three years there is a constant flow of new people. This high rate
of turnover means Fred rarely works with people he knows and he almost never sees fellow
reservists during drill. During Fred’s six-month absence from drill one of his weapons
qualifications expired. While waiting for a re-qualification class he had to carry a rifle
instead of a handgun. This had two consequences for Fred. First, handguns are required for
high skill jobs (like patrolling, working as a dispatcher, or being a shift leader) so he was
assigned a post normally given to junior ranking service members. Second, carrying a rifle
was unusual for a person with his rank and the rifle served as a highly visible reminder of his
lapse in qualification. Even after successfully re-qualifying Fred was assigned a low-skill
post by an active duty supervisor he had not worked with before. After the second day of
working the post, Fred confronted the supervisor and pointed out “I’d like to work an
assignment similar to what my rank is, you know, ‘cause it’s not too often that I do work
rank” (18). The supervisor reluctantly acquiesced, stating, according to Fred, “Oh, you’re,
you’re an extra body,” with the implication that Fred is seen only as an unskilled laborer.
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Michael describes feeling significantly undervalued as a reservist by the active unit he
serves, “even though we’ve been here six years and we know the whole deal, they’ll treat us
like we don’t know what we’re doing” (12). When asked what he would say to his unit
commander if he had the opportunity, Michael says “don’t treat us like stepchildren from
another reserve unit. Treat us like we’re one of the team. We’re part of your IMA program,
I’m part of your active-duty unit” (18).
Since participants collectively view drill as disruptive to their reintegration process and
a place where their contributions are undervalued, I asked them why they continued to
participate. None of the study participants cited annual salaries (between $5,000 and $7,500
per year for drill) or medical benefits as reasons they continue to serve. While retiring from
the military was a goal for most participants, they were unlikely to mention that retiree pay
(beginning at age 60 for reservists) was a motivator. Most participants continued serving
because of the amount of time they had already invested in the military and because retiring
from the military would be a source of pride. Fred describes both of these aspects when he
says,
I definitely want to retire. I do. Um, because if I don’t retire then I feel a lot of those
years of my life [12 years] were just wasted…retirement is an accomplishment and a
goal that I’ve set. That’s mainly what it’s about, not really the, uh, you know, the
benefits and whatnot that you get for retiring because I won’t see anything until I’m 60
or something like that. It’s more of an accomplishment. (12)
Edward is already eligible for retirement because he has served over 20 years but his
cost-benefit equation for staying is complicated. He sees the military and his unit as petty
and absurd at times and views drill as a significant disruption to his civilian life. The fact he
can retire at any time helps him cope with his frustration. Edward continues to participate
because his likes the opportunity to do a challenging job that meets needs unmet by his
civilian occupation (“the job [while on drill] connects me to a part of my life that I know I
wouldn’t be able to do in the real world because of health concerns” [6]) and because of the
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sense of connection he feels with other military members. During one of his drill periods he
was able to spend time with several of the people who deployed to Afghanistan with him.
One would expect a reunion of this sort to illicit conversation about the deployment, but “we
occasionally talk about what was going on [in Afghanistan], but other than that we talk
about the present, mostly” (12). This feeling of belonging is difficult for Edward to find in
the other dimensions of his life, and it is interesting that the history he shares with people
from the deployment allows him to focus on the present and the future.
Study participants still serving in the Air Force Reserve did not feel the government
was compelling them to participate as much as their own goals and situations made service
attractive. However, one participant had no better employment alternatives after returning so
she felt compelled to volunteer for a six-month tour within a year of coming home. The Air
Force became her employer of last resort after months of searching for work and taking jobs
she considered demeaning. After her tour in the combat zone, Pamela terminated her civilian
employment in order to move to a new state and become the primary care provider for her
grandmother. Her grandmother passed away shortly thereafter and Pamela was unable to
return to her previous job. After getting rejected for jobs she “could have gotten in high
school” (12), Pamela, a highly competent officer who oversaw critical aspects of base
security while deployed, ultimately took a job as a ride operator at an amusement park. She
recounts an exchange with her employer during the interview process:
Everyone else in the room was pretty much 19, 20 years old. I’ve got like ten years on
you, I’ve been in the military, you know, eight of those years, I just…oh. And I’m
getting paid—and the lady looks at my resume and says, ‘Well, are you willing to work
for $9.05 an hour part-time?’ And then she—you know, as she’s looking at my resume
and my past salaries, um, she says, ‘Oh my gosh, I’m so sorry.’ (laughs) I was just like
‘Yeah, me too. But you know what? I’m willing to work if you’re willing to give me a
job.’ So there you go. (12)
Pamela continued working at the amusement park until she received a call from her unit
asking if she would be willing to mobilize for six months to replace an active member who
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was deploying. She agreed without hesitation due to her precarious financial situation and
the relative stability of a six-month position. However, her six months back in uniform were
far from stable.
After agreeing to be re-mobilized, the assignment was cancelled due to insufficient
funds. Pamela was then informed only two months would be funded so she reported to the
unit with the implied understanding her tour would be extended to the full six months
originally promised. The extensions came but they were piecemeal. After her first two
months ended she was given another two-month extension, and the day before the second
extension expired approval came through for a final two months.
While Pamela appreciated the work, money, and feeling like she was making a positive
contribution, the extensions hampered her ability to be an effective manager. She initially
dealt with animosity from active members because they felt like they could run the section
without her. Over time she noticed her staff resisting changes she tried to implement and
were simply waiting for her to leave. The temporary nature of her tour (two months at a
time) undermined her effectiveness. The end of her tour coincided with our 18-month
interview and she was planning to move to a new state and begin a new civilian career.
Longitudinally, the most noticeable feature is the participant’s exercising of their
independence as IMAs to avoid performing drill until the last possible moment, roughly six
months after deployment. This was a deliberate strategy to allow more time to focus on
rebuilding their home life and civilian careers, and it is interesting to consider how long they
would delay if given even more time to be away from the unit. The participants believed
minimizing the military dimension of their lives was essential to successful adjustment. It is
possible, however, the hiatus hampered their adjustment to the extent being away from a
military community increased their sense of isolation.
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Over the course of interviews we see participants attitudes toward the IMA program
soften. The first drill after a six-month absence was seen as highly disruptive but after
multiple drills (and the third interview) participants seemed more comfortable with the
systems, training, and personnel that are part of their military lives. Feeling competent with
performing drill did not, however, translate into feelings of acceptance by their active duty
units.
Returning to Civilian Jobs
The seven participants who remained employed after returning home describe their
civilian careers as anything but stable. Five of these seven participants assumed new
positions with their pre-deployment employers and two participants began jobs with new
employers. Six participants made beneficial lateral moves or were promoted. One
participant’s work life became significantly worse than it was prior to deploying. Key
themes about civilian jobs included a lack of transition programs, surprise at the amount of
change that occurred while they were deployed, not being able to discuss the deployment at
work, feeling like they went from one combat zone to another, and work as a major cause of
stress.
Only two of the seven different employers offered reentry programs. One employer
granted two weeks of paid leave and had a peer-counseling program in place. The second
employer had mandatory re-training for people returning from extended absences; the
participant found himself in a weeklong course alongside women returning from maternity
leave and people coming off medical leave. The remainder of participants reported their
supervisors gave them cursory orientation and they were left to figure things out on their
own. Participants were generally shocked at the amount of small changes that occurred in the
eight months they were gone. Michael, a law enforcement officer, said going back to work
“was overwhelming. I had to adapt to all the new paperwork, they had put in a new
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computer system, and changed how we processed people” (12). Chris, also in law
enforcement, initially says “everything was exactly the same as before” (6), but reconsiders
this statement and adds “minus the numerous new faces that weren’t there before. The same
few old ones and then actually kind of a bunch of new ones, rookies” (6). While the
reception from co-workers was warm, multiple participants reported their colleagues
expressed a morbid curiosity about the deployment by asking, “Did you kill anyone?” (6).
Most colleagues chose not to ask about the deployment at all. Stewart states “people don’t
really know what to ask. So they don’t ask. So, you know, the conversation does stay pretty
short” (6).
Six participants described their workplace as populated by people with prior military
service, but working with other veterans did not necessarily result in feeling supported. Fred
describes how inter-service rivalry plays a role in minimizing and belittling his deployment:
There’s a lot of other servicemen [at work] so there’s always rap about the Air Force
being babies…the other guys are Army, couple guys in the Navy and a couple guys in
the Marines. And so they’re—you know, they’re making all these, ‘Oh, you're Air
Force. You didn’t do nothing over there.’ You know? It’s kind of funny. (6)
Others participants avoid discussing the deployment entirely. Chris reports that he talks
about Afghanistan with co-workers “very little. Um, not, I mean they’re not military so they
wouldn’t understand so I don’t talk to them about it really” (6). Luke, who has been
established at his job for a number of years, reports long-time colleagues expressed an
interest in learning about his deployment but the conversations did not go well:
There’s several times I’ve had to correct them, you know, that it was not Iraq, that it
was Afghanistan...they want to know what it’s like and stuff, and then when I would get
into some of the nitty gritty, and they’d sit there with their eyes glazed over, you know,
just that disconnection there, it’s like, wow. It’s unbelievable, and they can’t believe it.
(6)
When one participant attempted to describe a deadly rocket attack he was involved in,
his confidants find it difficult to relate or empathize with his story and after several of these
types of interactions he chooses not to bring it up anymore. After sharing his experience,
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civilians “don’t have a lot to say. They’re just, like, ‘Wow.’ And that’s kind of—that’s it, you
know? They don’t have much to say” (6).
Four of the participants have careers in law enforcement and this adds an interesting
dimension to their return experience, specifically the desirability of a complete reintegration
and abandonment of the behaviors that helped them survive in the combat zone. Chris
periodically experiences his civilian police work as more dangerous than the threats he faced
in Afghanistan. When asked if he found Afghanistan more dangerous than his work along
the U.S-Mexico border, Michael stated:
Oh, only a little more. Only a little more. I [recently] encountered a two-hour gun
battle on the Mexican side. I was witness to that and few other ones that were
spreading. Gunfire between Mexican military and two factions of cartels. But, yeah,
and heavy gunfire and then I heard some rockets or grenades. So it’s a little more
dangerous in Afghanistan than being in our own country. (18)
Michael sees his civilian work as an extension of Afghanistan with the same need to be
constantly vigilant. While most returnees from the combat zone
have to somehow tone it down and [let] the edge come off. But for me, in my case, I
have to keep it going, considering where I’m working and what I do. So it’s kind of
unique for me, uh, from one war zone to, to an environment, like, where my—where I’m
at is—it’s, it’s, uh, crazy. I don’t know how to put it into words. (6)
Luke describes the surreal feeling of donning his civilian body armor, helmet, and rifle
during a standoff with a murder suspect shortly after he returned to work:
And I’m like the fourth person on scene, and of course, in our patrol cars we had M4s
[rifles] with scopes on them. And we have the Level Five flak vest. You know, we carry
three, six, nine round magazines for the M4, we’ve got Kevlar [body armor]. Well I’m
out there on a checkpoint, and I’m head to toe in all of this gear again, and I’ve got
vehicles coming up to me, and some of them aren’t stopping, and I’m thinking man, I go
from one war zone to another. (6)
Behavioral carryover from Afghanistan led James to two quick promotions at his
civilian job. James was intensely committed to the mission and his colleagues at Kandahar.
He describes one of his biggest fears while deployed:
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I didn’t want to let somebody else down. If it was my time to go, it was my time to go,
but I didn’t want it to be because of me if somebody else got hurt...I was scared to death
that that’s what was going to happen. (6)
This sense of commitment transferred to his civilian job where he worked obsessively:
I’m so busy 90% of the time, you know? I leave at six o’clock in the morning and come
home around one sometimes...and I feel, I think, kind of in the same sense as what I did
there in Kandahar, that if I don’t—you know, I don’t want to let them down. So I put in
the extra hours. (6)
Within two months of returning he was promoted and a month later he was promoted again.
He was promoted a third time (within his first six months home) and made the general
manager of a multi-million dollar operation. While the promotions were welcome and he
loved the responsibility, James’ devotion to work had negative consequences and he found
himself overwhelmed. He put himself into counseling at the local VA facility because of
difficulty coping with his new responsibilities on top of adjusting to post-deployment life:
I was starting to dream about [work]—and I was losing sleep because all I could think
about was [work] and it was stressing me out so much to the point that I couldn’t think
straight. And, and I couldn’t sleep and I was, you know, biting my nails in half and I
mean I was, you know, I—I couldn’t—I couldn’t sleep. (6)
Experiencing high levels of stress on the civilian job was not unique to James’ case.
Edward returned from Afghanistan only to find out his position had been eliminated. In
accordance with federal law designed to protect the jobs of mobilized reservists, he was given
another position at the same pay rate but lower prestige. While things began cordially
enough, Edward found himself surrounded by strangers at work and in a position he was not
enthusiastic about. During our 12-month interview, Edward stated outright that he hated his
job but felt like he had no other alternatives. The only meaning his job held for him was a
paycheck. During our 18-month interview he revealed his work environment had become
untenable and was doomed from the beginning. His relationship with his supervisor had
completely deteriorated, a situation Edward attributed to his forced placement in compliance
with federal law, that he “took jobs that they wanted to give somebody else, and you’re
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thrown in a job that you really don’t want to do, so it’s, it’s hate from the beginning” (18).
Stress in the workplace had triggered nightmares related to Afghanistan. Edward describes
his work environment and his stress as follows:
So the funny thing is, is that—well, it’s not funny. But the stress that I’ve put—I’ve
allowed them to put a lot of stress on myself. I shouldn’t do it, but the amount of stress
that has occurred was beginning to affect me sleep-wise, because—it was funny,
because I had began to, uh—that first time, I actually had a flashback, a dream, when I
was back in Kandahar. I never, never had one. Never had issues with Kandahar.
Kandahar was past. I got over it after I had adjusted to—back to home. After the
adjustment occurred, the stress reminded me of that, I guess, so much that I kind of—I
began to feel the same way I did when I first came back home from Kandahar. (18)
To summarize the way participants experience the return to the civilian workplace, we
can say generally they tend to suppress discussions about their experiences in Afghanistan.
Their deployment is a taboo topic of conversation, either unwelcome or, if one finds a person
willing to listen, the lack of reciprocal and meaningful dialogue discourages future
engagement. Conversely, the attitudes and behaviors that reservists bring with them from
Afghanistan tend to be valuable in the workplace. The extreme commitment to duty is
transferable to a range of different occupations and the heightened vigilance in the combat
zone transfers well to certain occupations. Carryover is experienced in contradictory terms.
On one hand it leads to promotions, praise, and feelings of competence. On the other hand,
operating at a high level of intensity in addition to the other adaptive demands of return
caused confusion and strain.
Over the course of interviews respondents reported feeling off balance in the workplace
initially then growing more comfortable over time. By the third round of interviews almost
all participants felt comfortable with technical dimensions of their job although none felt
socially well understood by their peers. While a cross-sectional design at the 18-month point
could have generated a list of the different positions participants held since deploying, the
longitudinal design captured how unexpected these changes were to the returnees. Even
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though most of the changes were positive, they were largely unanticipated and accompanied
with all of the turmoil and uncertainty associated with taking a new position.
Interactions With Family, Friends, and Society
The participants reported stable pre-mobilization relationships with their families,
spouses, and significant others. Only one participant, Fred, was aware that he would be
returning from Afghanistan to a very different home life because of a new addition to the
family while he was deployed. In addition to Fred, three other reservists described major
upheavals in personal relationships over the course of the study. Two of these four
participants reported spouses undergoing periods of crisis, one returned to become the
primary caregiver for a dying grandparent, and the final member saw his three-year
relationship with his girlfriend dissolve.
When Fred returned from Afghanistan he had to “hit the ground running with having a
baby around” (6). While deployed he felt he was only responsible for himself on a daily
basis and describes feeling a tremendous sense of pressure when he returned to his family: “I
had spent seven months or whatever by myself, without a family. And then—then all of a
sudden, you get your family back, and, um, you know, it took some getting used to” (12).
Fred describes his relationship with his wife becoming strained as they struggled to cope with
the demands of two small children. Fred reported his wife was expecting help around the
house when he returned, but he too emotionally distant and physically exhausted from his
civilian job to give her support. During our 18-month interview he described the most
difficult part of his adjustment process was “our struggle in the marriage. There was a point
where we were, like, separated for a month or so. And so that was pretty hard to go
through” (18). The marriage stabilized by the time Fred had been home for a year and half,
largely the result of marriage counseling the two attended. They decided to enter into therapy
after Fred and his family attended a Yellow Ribbon Reintegration Program event, a
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Department of Defense sponsored and funded four-day trip designed to help reservists adjust
after deployments.14 The Yellow Ribbon event helped Fred and his wife realize they were
not alone in their struggles and they decided to try therapy offered through Fred’s employer.
Luke’s spouse was going through a different type of crisis because of a death in her
family while Luke was in Afghanistan. While Luke was aware of his need to support her
through the grieving process he underestimated the severity of her struggle. Between our 12month interview and our 18-month interview, he realized “there was one lady that was there
when I left and when I come back she’s totally different” (18). At his urging, they entered
therapy together through a provider connected with Luke’s civilian job. Luke felt like he
could have been more supportive and helped her move through the grieving process if he had
not been dealing with his own post-return readjustment. He says his wife’s grieving process
“has taken a little bit longer because there’s other things, you know, that I had to deal with,
you know, getting back into society especially probably those first six months or so, six, seven
months after I got back” (18).
Pamela, single and in her late twenties, was raised by her grandparents for most of her
youth and they provided the only stable family life she had known. While Pamela was in
Afghanistan her grandmother’s health deteriorated. Immediately after coming home Pamela
quite her job, moved out-of-state to care for her grandmother, and left behind a close network
of friends. Pamela acted as the primary caregiver for her grandmother for several months and
unfortunately her grandmother passed away. The return experience was disorienting for
Pamela on multiple levels. Not only was she grieving the loss of her grandmother, she had
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The Yellow Ribbon Reintegration Program’s mission is to “promote the well-being of
National Guard and Reserve members, their families and communities, by connecting them
with resources throughout the deployment cycle” (US DOD Reserve Affairs, 2012, p. iv).
More information about funding and attendance can be found in Chapter VI.
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restructured her life such that she was completely cut off from her pre-deployment career,
home, group of friends, and the military.
Stewart had been in a three-year relationship with his girlfriend prior to deploying.
During our initial interview their relationship appeared to be stable, but by the one-year mark
it was headed for dissolution. During our 12-month interview, Stewart attributed the distance
in their relationship to their busy and hectic lives:
It just kind of seems like we are sort of growing apart. You know, I kind of—you know,
I’m pretty busy, I would consider myself to technically have like three full time jobs
with, you know, work, and then school, and [a time consuming hobby]. (12)
The relationship terminates between our 12- and 18-month interview, and by our third
interview Stewart is less inclined to attribute the break up to scheduling conflicts. In
hindsight, he attributes the breakup to internal transformations that happened during the
deployment. Looking back, Stewart says,
I guess for quite a while things were kind of rocky, especially when I got back. She felt
that I was different. I had changed. I wasn’t so much into the relationship anymore
and, I don’t know, I guess, you know, certainly I was different. (18)
For Fred, Luke, Pamela, and, to a lesser extent, Stewart, the return is dominated by
difficult personal circumstances that were not pre-existing before their departure to
Afghanistan. After six months in the combat zone they returned to find challenging
situations that offered little respite. This group described having to muster energy and
internal resources already at critically low levels because of their deployment.
During the first two rounds of interviews, this group tended to frame their return
experiences around these major post-deployment events and downplay the role their
deployment played in shaping their current circumstances. However, these participants had a
more synthesized perspective by the final interview. For example, Luke realized that coping
with his own return process prolonged his wife’s grieving process and Stewart now
understands his breakup in terms of internal re-orientations brought about by his deployment.
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Participants reported feeling separate and different from the rest of society as a result of
their deployment. This was especially acute within the first six months of return and tended
to dissipate over time but not entirely disappear. Feelings of frustration and anger with the
general public appear aligned not only with differences in experiences but differences in
values. Society is perceived to be oblivious to the sacrifices made by deployers and, after six
months of relative austerity, participants were sharply critical of American consumerism.
McDonald’s or Starbucks was mentioned with disdain while describing perceptions of the
American public:
I think aggravating moments would be dealing with whiny Americans, you know, like,
coming back. You know, people complain about the smallest things. And, you know,
after being over there, well, you know, we sucked up the small things. And, you know,
just listening about, like, ‘Oh,’ you know, ‘...the creamer in my Starbucks coffee isn’t
just right?’ whatever, it’s, like, ‘Really? Is that the biggest problem you have?’ It’s
just crazy. (Stephen, 6)
The same interviewee made a similar comment during our second interview:
When you come back you just hear people complaining about stupid things. Say, for
example, you go to Starbucks, and someone’s complaining about how their coffee isn't
just right. And, you know, after going to Afghanistan, and seeing all of the stuff that
you dealt with, deal with for, you know, six months, and um, you know, less than
average conditions, then you come back and you’re in a nice environment where you
know, plenty of food and what not, but I don’t know, just kind of hearing people
complain. That really got me when I got back. (Stephen, 12)
Two other participants also offer a critique of American society:
So, coming back—and a lot of times, you know, like, you listen in on people's
conversations, you know, what—when—when you're in line for—for Starbucks or
whatever, and you hear people talk about Afghanistan or you hear people talk about,
you know, ‘Why can't they just end this war? Why can't the military just pull out?’ And
you're like, you have every answer, and you don’t wanna get involved in somebody
else's conversation. It's not your place. So it was frustrating. (Pamela, 6)
Nobody else is going to understand unless they were there. You know these people
[Afghans] are living like paupers, and they’re poor, and they don’t really have much,
but that’s their way of life. They don’t know any different. They [Americans] don’t
understand that unless they’ve seen it. They don’t understand that someone can work
16 hours a day just to survive. And you know, they don’t see it while, you know, they’re
sipping on their McDonald’s cup or something like that. (James, 18)
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The critique of consumerism is juxtaposed against a plethora of post-deployment
acquisitions made by returnees. Fueled in part by an infusion of tax-free wages and delayed
gratification, participants reported making a wide range major purchases, including new cars,
new homes, new property, and expensive vacations.
The reservists I spoke with believe they are not capable of being understood by the
civilian communities in which the conduct their daily lives. Stewart describes feeling that his
civilian colleagues and friends are so disconnected from the war that it simply doesn’t exist
for them. He uses the powerful metaphor of a snow globe to communicate his point:
Kandahar is just kind of a little place on the other side of the world that is, I don’t
know, like, you know, most of the people that you or I will hang out with here in the US
will never see that, or experience it. I guess in their minds, it doesn’t exist, although
that’s something that we lived with. So, I don’t know, it’s just like a little place in a
snow globe somewhere that doesn’t really exist, but you and I know it’s there…I guess I
have that feeling that, you know, I’ve been there, done that, seen it firsthand, you know,
compared to, you know, like, 95% of the other Americans. (12)
James feels that he and other combat veterans are carrying a burden of knowledge unable to
be shared with civilians. While this may not be problematic for active duty members who are
surrounded by fellow returnees, the ‘secret’ that James is describing below keeps him
distanced and unable to trust civilians:
[Combat veterans] all feel like they have a secret. They all feel like they have a secret
and the only people that know it are the other people that were in the military. That
there’s this huge secret that the things they’ve done and the places they’ve gone and the
things they’ve seen, that nobody will know that secret except for another military
person...if you always feel that there’s a big secret, and you always feel that there’s this
big thing that you’ve got to cover, um—you know as well as I do that if you feel that
you’re being undermined or that you’re doing something, there’s guilt that eats you
alive. (18)
The strategies the participants used for coping with the sense they are somehow
different include a mix of aspirations, behaviors to isolate themselves from casual social
contact, and actively seeking out other military people. Luke feels more knowledgeable
about international affairs as a result of the deployment and aspires to run for political office
in order to put this knowledge into practice. Both Chris and Edward have isolated themselves
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from their social networks almost entirely, the former using every free moment to spend time
with his wife and children and the latter to pursue academic interests. Since leaving the
military, James has forged a new identity as a veteran and surrounded himself with other
returnees by participating in a veteran’s club and volunteering as a peer counselor at the VA
hospital. In fact, James seeks out veterans at every opportunity, and despite living in a
community that has a statistically low number of veterans, he believes,
…anywhere you go anymore, I don’t know what the percentage is of just random places
that people have either been in the military or served, but it’s got to be high, because
everywhere I go, there’s somebody that was, or is, military. (18)
The reservists I spoke with are also concerned about how they are perceived by society.
Stewart described his own feeling of uncertainty about how the combat zone had changed
him. His fear of being seen by civilians as “the weird guy in the corner” (6) shaped his
entire return strategy. Stewart describes his strategy as a “low-key” (6, 12, 18) approach to
reentry and during his first few weeks home he quarantines himself from the public. In his
own words, he describes his approach below:
I guess—I kept my expectations low. And, you know, like I was saying, I kind of want to
stay low-key, just to kind of integrate back slowly into civilization and with my friends.
You know, I wasn’t sure how much had changed and if I had changed, you know? That
was the biggest thing. I wasn’t sure if I was kind of, like, the weird guy in the corner,
you know, that didn’t talk. (6)
Stewart goes on to describe his efforts to self-edit his stories when interacting with nonmilitary friends. This behavior could be seen as both self-protective and an attempt to protect
others from understanding the ugly realities of the combat zone:
You know, saw bunch of my friends from the past, so, you know, kind of, you know, did
the update, you know, like, ‘Hey, what have you guys been doing since I’ve been
gone?” And, ‘This is what I did over there,’ and, you know, kept most of the stories
pretty clean, so. (6)
Fred also uses a form of self-editing when describing Kandahar to his colleagues. In an effort
to be understood, he describes his work in the combat zone as “basically the same” (6) as
civilian police work and the anti-terrorism policy enforcement he performed is like
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“enforcing city code” (6). In both Stewart’s self-editing and Fred’s translation of life at
Kandahar into recognizable terms, we find reservists spending significant effort to find
acceptance.
The way in which returnees interacted with family, spouses, friends, and strangers
was profoundly impacted by the deployment. Spouses who had previously gone through
extended absences were not immune to marital discord; there appeared to be no ‘deploymentproofing’ to protect marriages and relationship from degenerating. In addition to
withdrawing from spouses and girlfriends, participants also isolated themselves from casual
social interactions with civilians. Isolation was sometimes part of a conscious and deliberate
adjustment strategy, but more often it was the by-product of immersing one’s self in school or
work in order to make up for time lost during the deployment.
One would expect their critique of American society to wane over time as participants
resumed all the small civilian habits they suspended while in Afghanistan and become more
‘civilianized.’ Consciously or unconsciously, they appeared resistant to abandoning the
values they cultivated during the deployment. They felt different that their civilian peers and,
as we shall see in the next section, participants engaged in a variety of behaviors that
reinforced (rather than diminished) the difference.
Reflections on Their Own Return Process
Participants were, for the most part, seasoned military members with multiple
mobilizations and deployments. Although only two of eight participants had deployed to Iraq
or Afghanistan, half had deployed to countries near the combat zone since 9/11. Only two
returnees had not had an extended absence from the United States. Prior return experiences
shaped expectations about the reentry process following our deployment. Participants
thought their most current return would be like previous returns despite differences in
deployment duration and intensity. None of the participants reported having been on a more
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difficult deployment that the trip to Kandahar Airfield. They found their prior returns were
easy by comparison and participants commented that coming back from Afghanistan was
more difficult than anticipated.
One of the more surprising findings among the reservists I spoke with was a desire to
return to Kandahar at some point during their adjustment process. This revelation surprised
and confused participants, especially considering none of them were volunteers for the
deployment. During our six-month interview, Pamela states:
One of the things I found interesting, was about a month ago, once my grandmother
had passed, I started thinking about deploying again. I thought after coming back from
our deployment, I would never wanna deploy again, ever (laughs) in my entire life. It
was not the best experience in the world. I, you know, had a—I had a rough time there.
I figured I'd never wanna deploy again. And then lately, I think in the last three weeks
or month, I've thought about, you know, signing up for another trip. (6)
One might attribute her desire to return as evidence of her struggle with the extremely
difficult circumstances of losing her grandmother, but we also hear this same wish voiced by
participants with comparatively easier circumstances and strong support networks. Luke, for
example, has tremendous support from his family, work community, and military unit, yet
during our 12-month interview he admits,
You know, I don’t know if it’s normal or not, but, you know, sometimes I think, man—I
just want to go back over there. I don’t know why. But sometimes I think I just want to
go back over there. And it’s a little surprising. You know, I’ve talked to other guys,
and I tell them, and, ‘yeah, man, I think about that.’ (12)
When prompted to elaborate, he explains, “maybe I’m thinking there’s some unfinished
business, or maybe I’m thinking I can help someone” (12). During our 12-month interview,
James, who separated from the military after coming home, commented that Afghanistan is
still very present for him and he is confused by thoughts about wanting to go back:
Every day I think about [Kandahar] and what we accomplished there and it’s definitely
something I’m proud of, you know? I think part of me would say, you know, I’d go
back in a heartbeat, [pause] you know. And—and it’s weird for—to hear me say that,
but (coughs) I think that, uh, at times I miss Afghanistan, too (laughs). As weird as that
sounds. (12)
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His reasons for wanting to go back included the closeness he felt with teammates, pride in the
mission, and the sense of purpose he felt:
[I would go back because of] the camaraderie and for the reason that they sent us over
there for, and taking action where it needed to be taken, and the unity of the different
nations, and everything. I mean, it was a way of life for us for six months, and I think
that, uh, it’s a way of life that I’ll always either miss, or—or remember. (12)
Over the course of interviews participants began to idealize their time in Afghanistan,
possibly as a reaction to (and a way of escaping from) the adaptive demands of return. This
was not unique to reservists experiencing difficult reentry. One reservist returned to a job he
liked, he had strong network of friends, and would be considered well-adjusted by any
measure. During our final interview he suggested his life was better in Afghanistan. He
offered a critique of excessive social media use below and I have underlined a key sentence
for emphasis:
I don’t really text a whole lot. I don’t do social media, so I guess I’m I wouldn’t say
different because, you know, if people want to do that, that’s great, you know? It’s just
not for me. I tend to like, you know, hanging out with people, face to face
conversations, that type of stuff. So I kind of did like that about Afghanistan, you know,
you’re forced to hang out with people. And that’s awesome, you know? That’s how life
is supposed to be. It’s not all about hanging out online and commenting on people’s
pictures (laughter). (Stephen, 18)
Reservists also think about returning to Afghanistan as part of the new deployment
cycle associated with the operational reserve concept wherein reservists will be mobilized
every five years. Fred discusses mentally rehearsing his next deployment when asked during
the six-month interview if he ever thinks about going back: “yeah, I’ve thought about going
back, yeah. Just preparing what it would be like. How it would affect the family. Um, you
know, how it would affect me and my job” (6). During our 12-month interview he describes
that his mental rehearsals continue to occur:
I think about going back and just have to prepare myself with, you know, if I get asked
again I would, I definitely wouldn’t volunteer. But if I get picked again then I think I’d
be a lot more prepared. (12)
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The prospect of deploying again shapes the way Chris interacts with his family, which is to
say that his thoughts about the future are shaping his present reentry. Chris withholds
information about the dangerous aspects of his deployment because he believes it would only
make future deployments more difficult. The impact of this strategy is an incomplete
disclosure that contributes to Chris’ feelings of isolation. When asked if he openly discusses
events that occurred at Kandahar with his family, he responds:
I haven't, um, I guess because they wouldn't understand as much and I mean I wouldn't
want to scare them either. Because if I ever have to do go back then they know the
possibilities. You know, they’d probably be frightened. (6)
Finally, we find Luke actively considering the impact the operational reserve will have on his
life as he uses humor to broach the topic of future re-deployment with his wife, “I told [my
wife] if I’m deployed, it will probably be Africa. (laughs). I said, I’ll bring you back an
elephant. (laughs). She didn’t think that was funny, she didn’t like that idea. (18)
When reflecting on their own return process, participants admit to underestimating how
much would change while they were gone. They relatively short duration of the deployment
(just under 180 days) lulled several reservists into falsely believing they would resume their
relationships and activities where they had left off.
The myth that nothing had changed continued throughout the course of our interviews
for only one person. During each wave he commented about the static nature of his civilian
job and family: “everything was exactly the same as before” (6), “the integration back into
family…is just as I expected” (12), and “luckily for me, nothing changed” (18). However,
the list of actual changes he described during our conversations is quite lengthy, including
returning to a new set of employees at work, a promotion and reassignment to another office
location, dealing with a child preoccupied with his leaving again, and his own health
difficulties with chronic headaches and nightmares.
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The participant’s assessments of their own adjustment generally followed a pattern of
belief that they were mostly or fully adjusted at the six month interview, becoming less
certain about their own adjustment by the 12-month interview, and rejecting the possibility of
adjustment (as they had previously defined it) by the 18-month interview. Stewart’s case
represents the general evolution experienced by nearly all the interviewees. During our sixmonth interview, he said he was 90% assimilated and felt the only reason he was not 100%
adjusted was his daily scanning of the media for news about Afghanistan. During our 12month interview he said he only thought about Afghanistan a few times a week, and when
asked if he felt fully adjusted, he commented, “Yeah, I don’t know. I don’t know if one could
ever be, I guess, fully, you know, reintegrated” (12). During our final interview he offers a
more definitive and coherent viewpoint when asked if he felt fully adjusted:
I don’t think I am. The reasons why, I guess, I’m sort of unsure. You know, the term
‘integration.’ There are so many things that go with that. So I guess to fully define it,
(laughter) yeah, I mean, there are just so many different ways you could go with it and,
I don’t know, I guess what I’ve done in the past year and a half has worked and for the
most part, you know, I have had some big changes—certainly the relationship status
and, you know, moving and job status. (18)
Luke was upbeat and positive about his adjustment during our six-month interview and
commented he “felt normal” (6) after being home for three months. During our final
interview he questions what ‘normal’ is and hesitates to describe his situation in terms of
normalcy:
I wouldn’t say necessarily normal. Just more along the lines of a better understanding.
It’s not like—you know, things change, and you have the support there, you know, you
have to understand that you have to adapt to some of those changes. I mean, I don’t
think anything will ever go back to how it was before. (18)
This gradual loss of certainty concerning the possibility of returning to ‘normal’ is
reflected in the advice participants offered to other returnees (during the second interview
they were asked “What advice do you have for someone who has just returned?”) and to their
imagined former selves (during the final interview they were asked “If you could go back in
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time and talk to yourself right before leaving Kandahar, what would you say?”). In both sets
of interviews the question served as a proxy for their understanding of their own adjustment
process and was an alternative way of asking for a self-assessment.
The advice participants offered after being home for 12 months encourages other
returnees to be patient, take things slowly, and talk to someone if they are struggling.
Edward wants returnees to recognize things are not the same, that both the person returning
and their significant others have undergone a transformation. Self-advice during the third
wave of interviews is clearer and takes on a sense of urgency, reflecting deeper levels of
understanding about the adjustment process on the part of participants. The nature of the
question (advising one’s former self rather than strangers) also led to remarks that were more
direct and less likely to be platitudinal than the advice given to a hypothetical stranger. Selfadvice comments include:
You haven’t seen the worst of it yet. (Pamela, 18).
You could never be the same. Don’t try to be the same as what you were before.
(Michael, 18).
Don’t deny that nothing’s changed. Because things have changed, and you’re going to
have to be able to change and be open to the change. Because I think I came back
thinking, you know, we [only] did six months. Coming home, there’s not going to be
much change. I didn’t change. I’m the same person I was when I left. I’m going to be
the same person when I go and I’m going to pick up. But that didn’t happen. So I think
the biggest thing is to prepare for the change. Prepare, prepare, prepare for the
change, because you’re going to need to prepare for it. Because when I came back, I
didn’t prepare for it. (Edward, 18)
Over the course of our interviews participants continually revised their self-assessments of
adjustment. If we had terminated this study at the six-month point, we would have concluded
returnees (for the most part) felt ‘normal’ within six months of coming home. The multiple
waves of this project revealed participants moving from an understanding they were
‘reintegrated’ to a general rejection of ‘reintegration’ as a concept and admission that things
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will never be the same as they were prior to deploying. The deployment was a
transformational experience and caused shifts in philosophies, values, and attitudes.
The advice they offered others and their former-selves indicated the adaptive demands
of return are as difficult as adjusting to life in the combat zone. Edward’s exhortation,
“prepare, prepare, prepare,” could easily be given to people getting ready to deploy, not just
those returning from a deployment.
The influence of interviews on the reflective process. Since interviews gave
participants the opportunity to reflect, process, and make meaning of their own return, their
responses should be viewed as qualitatively different than those that might be offered by
returnees who have not had similar opportunities to process reentry in this way.15 Interviews
helped participants cope with the return by requiring them to articulate and surface their own
reentry process. While this function could have been performed by nearly anyone willing to
listen (therapist, family member, friend), I believe discussing the return with a person they
had deployed with had the secondary benefit of connecting participants with a community of
fellow deployers, albeit a community of one. This was of special significance for
interviewees dealing with a sense of isolation. Furthermore, two participants had the
trajectory of their reentry altered based on our interviews. While discussing reintegration
programming offered by the military in general terms, the conversation turned the Yellow
Ribbon Reintegration Program (YRRP). These two participants had misconceptions about
their eligibility to attend and after talking through the matter they investigated YRRP and

15

Put in phenomenological terms, simply articulating reflections to an active and nonjudgmental listener were expressions of Being-in-the-world (Heidegger, 1962, p. 204) and
promoted self-understanding. The non-judgmental nature of the interviews is of particular
importance; I made no effort to triangulate or externally validate the claims made by
participants consistent with Heidegger’s treatment of aletheia, that the act of lettingsomething-be-seen (also called unforgetting) reveals a truth as perceived (Heidegger, 1962).
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eventually attended. After the event one participant entered marriage counseling and the
second discovered an avenue to continue his therapy sessions.
Conclusion
In this chapter, I presented background information on the mobilization, deployment,
and de-mobilization of participants, described themes that emerged from bracketing
interviews, and presented findings from three waves of interviews with participants.
Conducting three waves of interviews showed how dynamic virtually every aspect of
the participant’s life was after returning home. The deployment was, in some ways,
experienced as a pause, a suspension of and separation from what participants variously call
“the world,” “the real world,” or “civilization.” This is reflected in nearly manic activity
levels after de-mobilizing; enrolling in graduate schools, making major purchases, ending
relationships, gaining more responsibility at work, or starting new careers. It is difficult not
to interpret these as acts as attempts to gain control after an extended period where these
reservists were not in control of their own lives. Conversely, the rapid pace and dynamic
nature of post-deployment life demanded coping resources few reservists were able to
muster. Unable to connect socially with colleagues at work and distanced from a military
community capable of understanding their deployment, these reservists began to think about
returning to the combat zone as an escape from a never ending list of demands. In reality, the
imminent nature of a re-deployment dictated by operational reserve policy influenced
participant’s current return process thus giving the return from Afghanistan a lack of
completeness and a sense of finality.
These themes are explored further in Chapter V where I associate these themes with
our current understanding of reentry.
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Chapter V: Discussion
In this chapter, I describe how the findings and themes presented in the previous
chapter complement the original intent of this dissertation. The purpose of my inquiry was to
gain a better understanding of how United States Air Force Reservists experience reentry
after returning to their civilian homes from Afghanistan. By focusing on reservist’s
interpretations of everyday experiences within the context of their civilian careers, military
careers, and social network, I hoped to gain insight into the life-world of returnees.
Participants dwell outside of the groups who normally receive scholarly attention, especially
as veterans without diagnosed Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) and without significant
medical or economic challenges (addressed by the adjustment approach).
The findings are discussed in the three main sections of this chapter. The first section,
From Order to Chaos, explores the paradox of experiencing the highly unpredictable world of
the combat zone as ordered and the routine experiences of the civilian world as chaotic. This
section is aligned with findings topics that include physical and mental wellness, social
interactions, and interactions with military and civilian workplaces. The next section, The
Reintegration Myth, aligns with the reflections reservists had about their own return process.
The Reintegration Myth section addresses changing perceptions of ‘normal’ and the role
future deployments play in shaping the present reentry. The final section, The Impact of
Method, describes how interpretive phenomenology fostered unexpected levels of
engagement by participants and explores the criticality of creating reflective space for
returnees. Specific recommendations for returnees, their social networks, their places of
work, and for policymakers are discussed in Chapter VI.
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From Order (in the combat zone) to Chaos (in civilian life)
One of the most interesting features of participant interviews was the gradual
realization that the combat zone offered a sense of stability and order not afforded during the
return process. In this section I discuss life in the combat zone as highly institutionalized and
describe the challenges faced by participants as they re-enter what is known as the reserve
triad, the delicate balance of family, military, and civilian life each reservist is asked to
maintain. Participants did not anticipate many changes to the external features of their lives
because the deployment was only six months long, nor did they expect dramatic internal
transformations that would ultimately reshape their identities. They returned home to find
adaptive demands in every quarter. Their responses followed patterns described by Musheno
and Ross (2008) and the longitudinal nature of this project highlighted the fluidity of the
Musheno and Ross typology. Whether they were considered struggling or adaptive
reservists, nearly all participants admitted to a desire to escape from their current situation
and return to Afghanistan. Part of the sense of disorder experienced by returnees can be
understood in terms of belonging, or, more specifically, a lack of belonging and acceptance
within civilian and military domains. In light of the literature on belonging, their seemingly
irrational desire to return to the combat zone appears completely rational.
Institutionalized life in the combat zone. To understand how participants
experienced their time at Kandahar Airfield as orderly and manageable, some background
information is required. Participants (and deployed military members in general) referred to
their daily routines in the combat zone as ‘groundhog day,’ a reference to the 1993 movie
Groundhog Day wherein the lead character (played by Bill Murray) is forced to continually
relive the same day. The predictable routine of deployed life can be drudgery, but over the
course of their return participants found they missed the sense of stability and simplicity they
experienced while deployed. The number of small, everyday personal decisions (not related
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to job performance) was completely minimized in the combat zone. In the deployed
environment participants had only two choices of clothing ensembles, either fatigues or
physical training uniforms; civilian clothing was not permitted. Laundry service was
provided by contractors; one simply dropped off a bag of dirty clothing at the laundry facility
and picked them up clean and folded three days later. Meals were provided in cafeterias and
pallets of free bottled water were ubiquitous. There was almost no need for cash and
shopping opportunities were limited. Most people’s wallets only contained a military
identification card, a driver’s license, and a military issued debit card that served as proxy for
cash. The daily commute to work was a 200-meter walk. Vehicle trips were confined to the
base and the speed limit was a mind-numbing ten miles per hour in order to ensure pedestrian
safety. Smartphone use was virtually non-existent, slow internet speeds prevented surfing,
and television was not readily available. People in our unit had one day off per week,
although this was usually truncated or skipped altogether due to mission requirements. Most
people used down time to catch up on sleep. Recreational choices were limited to watching
movies, playing sports, attending religious services, or working out. Alcohol was prohibited
and opposite sex visitation in living areas was against the rules. Participants lived four to six
people per room and a person was never alone for very long.
In many ways the combat zone was a highly institutionalized environment and almost
perfectly matches the daily life of prisoners or patients in a psychiatric facility. A newly
released inmate could have easily made Jason’s statements about his post-return difficulties:
You’re gonna do things that you still did there, you know, stupid things, like folding
your clothes, and your time management as far as when you’re gonna take a shower,
and when you’re gonna brush your teeth, and all that, and then something’s gonna
come along that’s gonna throw a wrench in it and one or two things is gonna happen.
Either you’re gonna adapt, or you’re gonna panic. Me? I panicked. (12)
The difference between those truly institutionalized and deployed military members lies in
the amount of latitude military members exercise in their professional domain. Military
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members demonstrate significant agency while performing their duties 12 to 16 hours per
day. Participants were routinely confronted with novel and complex problems. Furthermore,
rocket attacks, the constant threat of insurgent activity, and the likely possibility of a fatal
industrial accident (e.g., accidental weapons discharge, getting struck by tactical vehicles)
made the environment highly unpredictable and dangerous. A military member’s ability to
cope with these features and exercise sound decision-making in a complex and dangerous
environment was enhanced by institutionalized daily life.
The contrast between personal dependence and professional independence is striking.
Deployed service members have as much control over their personal lives as the average
American child. Meanwhile, their professional lives are filled with decisions that literally
have life and death consequences. I believe the reduced quantity of mundane decisions
increases the quality of the few critical decisions without creating overwhelming adaptive
demands.
Packing and unpacking the reserve triad. Institution-style dependency occurs for
both active duty members and reservists while deployed, but reservists experience an
additional simplification to their lives because the “reserve triad” (USAF Air Force Reserve
Command, 2006, p. 19) of family, civilian employment, and military commitments collapses
down to one dimension, military commitments. Reservists who have grown adept at juggling
tripartite (and often competing) demands suspend this practice while deployed. Etzion et al.
(1998) described this respite from competing demands as a vacation. However, thinking
about reserve service (and a tour in the combat zone) as a “special case of stress-relieving
get-away” (Etzion et al., 1998, p. 577) not only devalues the sacrifices and hardships suffered
while serving, it implies reservists return fresh and ready to face multiple demands again in
direct opposition to the Hawthorne (2006) thesis of finite adaptive capacity. My research
participants describe suspending multiple roles while deployed then struggling to adjust to the
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encumbrances of the reserve triad when they returned. Confronting their former reality after
an extended absence gave participants an unanticipated opportunity to reevaluate their
situations. While this second-order perspective had important implications for postdeployment development and learning, Luke’s comments show us the reevaluation process is
disorienting:
Sometimes I sit there and think wow, I didn’t realize how busy I was…and sometimes
I think well, I wish I could go back and be simple, you know? Like I said, I guess it's
just an emotional roller coaster. You know, my thoughts go left and they go right, you
know? (6)
Their ability to balance multiple demands atrophied and needed to be reactivated once they
return “back to the busy life” (Chris, 6), when “all of a sudden you get your family back”
(Fred, 12), but they are not the same exact people returning to the same exact juggling act.
The assumption of stability. The way in which participants framed the deployment
contributed to underestimating the depth of external and internal changes and subsequent
adaptations. Participants tended to think about the deployment as separate and disconnected
from their civilian lives, even otherworldly. Framing the deployment as a suspension implies
an expectation of stasis, and this stasis is compounded in its fixity by the short deployment
length, after all “we were only out of the US for six months” (Pamela, 18; Stewart, 12).
Returnees are forced to confront the reality that spouses, children, and work
environments continued to evolve in their absence. Furthermore, the assumption of stability
is amplified in proportion to perceived hardship. Home becomes increasingly idealized under
dangerous, undesirable, and challenging circumstances. These changes appear more dramatic
when the deployment location is especially demanding, although further study is required to
establish this empirically. Suffice it to say participants in this study found it difficult to
anticipate the quantity and quality of changes that occurred in their absence.
Interior transformations for leavers and stayers. Coincidental to these absolute
external changes were the participant’s internal transformations and development while
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deployed. A reorientation of values, attitudes, and beliefs among deployed military members
is not a new finding and appeared as a common feature among participants. Edward, Chris,
James, Michael, and Luke all reported new feelings of closeness with their family and
Pamela, Stewart, James, and Luke described significantly changed attitudes concerning
American society and consumerism.
What has not been covered in previous work is how the depth of these reorientations
created a new sense of self. The deployed location is in fact a site of new identity
construction. Participant’s self-definitions included their time in the combat zone; when
Pamela noticed that when she met strangers had “a tendency to say ‘yes, I am in the military
and I deployed last year’…I make sure that it is somehow mentioned. I don’t know if it is
subconscious or not, but I notice it definitely happens” (12). While it may be easy for
returnees to predict they will feel closer to their families or return with more clarity about
their values, reservists find themselves unprepared for the development of an entirely new
identity and unable to readily explain (as in Pamela’s case) the dramatic shift.
Equally surprising to the returnees are the changes within the people who the returnee
left behind. Edward is slow to realize the ‘stayers’ underwent transformation of their own,
stating he “wasn’t the only one affected” (12), and it takes Luke 18 months to recognize his
wife was “one lady that was there when I left and when I came back she’s totally different”
(18). Grappling with transformations among key actors in the returnee’s life makes the
process of recognizing and integrating one’s new sense of self even more challenging, thus
prolonging the sense-making journey. The evolution from a hyphenated sense of self to a
more integrated social identity develops slowly as evidenced by James’ story; he moves from
a fractured self-understanding (“separating the Afghanistan James from civilian James…was
the hardest thing for me to realize” [12]) to a position that allows himself to express his new
identity as a veteran through involvement with veteran’s clubs and volunteer work with the
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VA. This evolution towards an integrated self clearly supports previous research on identity
development, particularly Ebaugh’s observations about role exit and specifically that
successful “exes…must establish new identities that incorporate their past social status”
(1988, pp. 4-5). James’ integration highlights the transitory dynamics of the return process.
Adaptive, struggling, or both? Seeing return as a highly dynamic process also reveals
gradations among categorizations of reservists as adaptive, struggling, or resistant as offered
by Musheno and Ross (2008). For example, Michael has virtually all of the salient attributes
of an adaptive reservist, including a sympathetic social network (his wife deployed with him),
an extensive deployment history as both an active duty member and reservist, he is
supportive of the war, and he is proud of his contributions to the war effort. Michael’s health
and fitness have improved since returning, he reported no symptoms of psychological
distress, he performs well in his civilian career as a federal law enforcement officer, and he
describes being more appreciative of his children and extended family after coming home.
However, he describes his civilian career as only slightly less dangerous than Afghanistan,
specifically, “it was a little more dangerous overseas in Kandahar than [my civilian job].
Oh, only a little more. Only a little more” (18). Furthermore, the remote nature of his
civilian work site requires him to be away from his family for extended periods. Michael’s
civilian life is nearly indistinguishable from the demands placed on deploying personnel. His
interviews show the gap between his civilian and military lives is quite narrow. Michael has
almost no need to lucidly shift or flip flop identities, the hallmark characteristic of Musheno
and Ross’ adaptive reservists. Since his sense of continuity is so strong, few adaptive
demands are placed on him; in the terminology of transmigrants, we would consider Michael
to be mono-cultural because the borders between his civilian and military domains are
missing. While Michael’s sense of seamlessness may only apply to a minority of reservists,
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his situation appears to defy standard definitions of what it means to be an adaptive citizenairman.
Fred, on the other hand, meets most of the characteristics of a struggling reservist.
With a new addition to the family, he returns home to find his support network in distress.
Fred describes how abnormal he feels after being home for six months and how tumultuous
his reentry has been: “Getting back into the swing of things has probably been the hardest
part, establishing a normal life again” (6). He and his wife separated for a short time,
attended a Department of Defense sponsored reintegration event, and sought counseling
together. He reports at least two dimensions of his life have stabilized by our second
interview: “As far as my civilian job and my family, I think I am fully integrated. Just the
military [drill] experience right now is—is frustrating” (12). By our 18-month interview he
feels positive about his home life, feels competent at his civilian job, and sees value in his
military duties (after a period of doubt). During our last interview he commented, “I feel
equally comfortable” (18) in his military and civilian worlds. Over the course of his return
Fred progressed from struggling reservist to adaptive reservist. Musheno and Ross are clear
that being an adaptive reservist does not mean the absence of struggle and ultimately Fred
demonstrates strong adaptive capacities. However, if Fred were only interviewed at the sixmonth interval he would have met all of the struggling reservist criteria. His emergence as an
adaptive reservist adds a sense of fluidity to Musheno and Ross’ typologies and demonstrates
the dynamic nature of their categorizations.
Musheno and Ross (2008) open their chapter on struggling reservists with an
interview excerpt: “And sometimes I was wishin’ I was still back in Iraq, ‘cause none of my
problems were really back there” (p. 101). Their participant’s desire to return to the combat
zone is an escape fantasy, and struggling reservists are defined, in general, by challenging
personal circumstances that lead them to experience the deployment as a break, vacation, or
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respite. My research indicates the desire to return is not limited to struggling reservists.
Otherwise well-adjusted and adaptive reservists express this sentiment.
Wanting to return as part of the reentry process. Rather than evidence of
struggling, I believe the desire to return to the combat zone is a normal part of the return
home. As mentioned in Chapter IV, wanting to return to Kandahar both surprised and
confused participants,
You know, that you miss being in combat. Who says that? Who honestly, you know,
says that sometimes I think things were better over there! That's a real…(long pause)…
I can't believe that I just said that out loud. (Brent, 12)
And then lately, I think in the last three weeks or month, I've thought about, you know,
signing up for another trip. (Pamela, 6)
You know, I don’t know if it’s normal or not, but, you know, sometimes I think, man—I
just want to go back over there. I don’t know why. But sometimes I think I just want to
go back over there. And it’s a little surprising. (Luke, 12)
I think part of me would say, you know, I’d go back in a heartbeat, [pause] you know.
And—and it’s weird for—to hear me say that, but (coughs) I think that, uh, at times I
miss Afghanistan, too (laughs). As weird as that sounds. (James, 12)
This finding could be interpreted as a regressive reaction to a developmental
challenge (Lewin, 1951) or an attempt to reverse out of the discomfort of a transitional zone
(Bridges, 2004), but what makes this feature interesting is that returnees did not mention
wanting to return to a pre-deployment state. Participants expressed a wish to return to the
combat zone because this was the last place they felt a sense of order and belonging, a finding
that defies a conventional understanding of life within the combat zone. It also accentuates
the tremendous difficulty of adapting to post-deployment life after a relatively short
deployment. Further research should explore the upper and lower limits of deployment
duration as it relates to adaptive challenges. For instance, do people deployed to the combat
zone for one month (as is the case for some air crew members) or four months (in other
cases) experience similar challenges?
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Agentic behavior. If the desire to return is a normal affective response to the
demands of return, the returnee’s high levels of acquisitiveness and undertaking of major
projects are behavioral attempts to recoup a sense of control and power during and after a
period where they feel out of control. Participants reported buying new cars, homes,
motorcycles, computers, pets, and making other major expenditures after returning, fueled in
part by extra income earned in Afghanistan as an income tax exclusion zone. Furthermore,
Edward and Stewart began earnestly pursuing academic degrees and Pamela applied to
graduate programs.
In the previous chapter I alluded to these features of the return process as a response
to feelings of powerlessness in light of involuntary mobilization, but they should also be
viewed as performances of control given the lack of control participants felt about the return
process. Self-initiative restores one’s sense of agency, but in some cases it created a new set
of demands that inhibited post-deployment adaptation. Edward’s commitment to completing
his degree takes him away from his family, removes him from his social circles, and
effectively piles a second part-time job on top of his normal civilian career and his military
responsibilities. Although Edward reports “that was the only thing that actually really saved
me, going back to school, because that's where I feel very comfortable” (6), his commitment
to school precluded interactions with his support system and created an even greater sense of
isolation: “[I] just focus on goals and finishing them as soon as possible…but I don't
socialize anymore. I don't participate in activities like I used to” (12).
Starting major undertakings after returning from a deployment is understandable
given increased means, greater clarity of goals and values, and a desire to recoup lost time. It
is also understandable that IMAs would choose to delay performing military drill for as long
as possible after returning in order to focus on repairing civilian careers and family
relationships. Unfortunately, both of these practices can be counterproductive to the return
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process because new projects levy new burdens. Additionally, these new projects may, like
avoiding military drill, disconnect returnees from communities that could aid in their
integration. At least Edward feels comfortable in an academic environment and it played a
stabilizing role during the upheaval of his return; finding places of belonging and acceptance
appears to be challenging for reservists.
Membership does not mean belonging. The findings presented in Chapter IV
demonstrate participants find little understanding in their civilian work environments and are
treated as less-than-full members of the active duty military communities to which they are
assigned. Distinct forms of marginalization take shape in each work setting.
The suppression of military experiences in the civilian workplace discount the
profound personal transformations experienced by participants; the deployment is an offlimits topic and, on the rare occasion it is discussed, participants feel an acute sense of
rejection because their stories are unable to be understood. While participants discussed the
continued development of competencies and civilian work-place skills over our three waves
of interviews, no returnees described close feelings of mutual trust and respect among their
colleagues. It is difficult to assert they felt a full sense of belonging in the workplace.
Indeed, Edward’s placement in a new civilian position neither he nor his supervisor agree
with shows the unintended consequences of federal law designed to protect his civilian
position, and although he has a job, his situation is stressful to the point it is triggering
nightmares about his deployment.
While difficulty being understood as a veteran leads to feelings of exclusion in the
civilian workplace, the military workplace appears to reject participants on the basis of their
part-time service. When Michael asserts Individual Mobilization Augmentees (IMAs) are
seen as “stepchildren” (18) he means reservists are perceived as a hindrance even though
their service overseas has helped lighten the deployment load for active duty members. If the
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active component is unable to perceive reservists assigned to them as valuable and reservists
are unable to feel as if they are perform meaningful work (as Pamela states, “I do not enjoy it
when I come in for two weeks and don’t have any effect whatsoever and no direction and no
goal to meet” [12]), one has to question the long-term viability of the IMA program and
consider whether a new arrangement may better suit the needs of all parties. Active
Component skepticism and difficulty fully accepting reservists between the Vietnam-era and
the late 1990s is explainable given the infrequent contact of components, but the persistence
of exclusion after a decade of integrated operational experience in Iraq and Afghanistan
suggests full acceptance may be unachievable, thus jeopardizing the future success of the
operational reserve concept.
It is impossible not to notice the role that gender and gender roles played in the
interplay of return, belonging, marginalization, and adjustment. The only female participant
was also the only participant without a steady civilian job after return. In fulfilling her
obligations as the primary caregiver for her grandmother she had to deal with the same
difficult work-or-family decision so many other professional women encounter. Based on the
gender-based norm of ‘caregiver,’ Pamela’s personal situation became more complicated, her
reentry was the least stable, and she was the first of the participants to express a desire to
return to Afghanistan. We also see gender-based norms playing a prominent role in Fred’s
reentry. As the family’s sole wage earner he filled his schedule with overtime. He would
return home at the end of the day exhausted and unable to interact with his family, further
isolating him at a time when relationships needed to be restored. I suspect the combination of
coping with a near-death experience during the deployment, the gender based pressure of
meeting his family’s financial needs, and the physically exhausting amount of extra work he
performed after returning to his civilian job contributed to his need for therapy. Clearly more
qualitative and quantitative work needs to be done to understand the interaction of gender and
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reentry, but it is impossible to deny the role gender played in shaping the return environment
of some participants in this small sample.
The Reintegration Myth
Whether the operational reserve concept functionally meets national defense
requirements is a story that will unfold over the next several decades. In the meantime,
reservists will continue to experience mobilization, deployment, and demobilization cycles
with regularity, which brings us to the second main area of discussion, the Reintegration
Myth.
“I don’t think you ever become reintegrated, per se.” The paradox of
experiencing the return as a movement from order in the combat zone to an unpredictable and
unstable civilian environment leads to an understanding that re-integration may not even be
possible or, at a minimum, new definitions are required to capture the full meaning of postreturn stabilization. As discussed in Chapter IV, the longitudinal design of this project
demonstrated participants became less certain about the possibility of returning to “normal”
as time progressed. Specifically, Luke went from a state where he “felt normal” (6) to
feeling “[not] necessarily normal” (18). Edward initially reported the majority of his
adjustment was complete within three months of returning, but he expressed doubts during
our 12-month interview, and he later rejects the concept of reintegration outright, preferring
to use different terminology:
It took…a good maybe 3 months to finally get to where I wanted to be. (6)
You want to get back to normal, but you just can't get back to normal. (12)
I don’t think you ever become reintegrated, per se. I think you adapt. I think you—if
you’re successful, you re-assimilate to what’s gone on. I think you try to, try to lie to
yourself and think you’re going to make everything go back to normal, but I’m pretty
sure, with everybody you talk to, I’m pretty sure, even though they may not admit it,
you hearing the stories, you can see there has been change. (18)
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Stephen’s pattern of understanding is nearly identical:
I would probably say [I’m] 90% [back to normal]. (6)
I don’t know if one could ever be, I guess, fully, you know, reintegrated. (12)
I don’t think I am [fully adjusted]. The reasons why, I guess, I’m sort of unsure. You
know, the term ‘integration.’ There are so many things that go with that. So I guess
to fully define it, (laughter) yeah, I mean, there are just so many different ways you
could go with it and, I don’t know, I guess what I’ve done in the past year and a half
has worked and for the most part, you know, I have had some big changes. (18)
Participants slowly came to understand the impossibility of returning to predeployment circumstances. Reintegration back into their old lives (given all of the external
and internal changes) would not occur. Accepting the magnitude and implications of these
transformations was difficult and at least one participant remained in a state of denial,
continually asserting nothing had changed despite enumerating a long list of upheavals in his
personal and professional life. Accepting the impossibility of returning to ‘the way things
were before’ appears to be a decisive part of the return process, what Bridges (2004) would
call letting go of an old and invalid reality or set of circumstances. Participants came to this
realization at different intervals, some earlier than others, and some had not reached this
conclusion even 18-months after returning. This finding contradicts the Faber et al. (2008)
cross-sectional finding that the return process was essentially complete “around 6 weeks
following the reservist’s return to civilian employment, which helped to establish a routine”
(p. 228).
Referring to the return as reintegration is problematic for more than semantic reasons,
although participants clearly struggled with the semantics of the term (defined by MerriamWebster as “restore to unity” [2011]). Reintegration as it is commonly understood implies a
return to pre-deployment normalcy whereas a neutral term such as reentry may avoid setting
unrealistic expectations. Bridges (1991, 2004) would consider the reentry a situational
change while reintegration is a desirable but uncertain response to reentry. Reintegration is
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an outcome and more closely resembles the way Bridges (2004) defines a transition, “the
inner re-orientation and self-redefinition that you have to go through in order to
incorporate…changes into your life” (p. xii). As long as we think about the return, reentry,
and reintegration as a restoration to a previous state we ignore the way in which reentry was
actually experienced by participants. Internal transformations among both ‘leavers’ and
‘stayers’ make restoration impossible. While connections among social and professional
networks can certainly be re-established, these connections are qualitatively different than
before and may well be transitory when we consider reservists will be ordered to deploy
again due to operational reserve policy.
The specter of redeployment. The possibility of redeploying casts a shadow on the
return of participants who chose to stay with the military. Within six months of return Fred is
already psychologically preparing for the next deployment, stating, “I’ve thought about going
back, yeah. Just preparing what it would be like” (6). Chris refuses to discuss aspects of his
deployment with those to whom he is closest because “if I ever have to do go back then they
know the possibilities” (6). Within 18 months of coming home Luke has already brought up
the possibility of a redeployment with his wife to gauge her reaction, and “she didn’t think
that was funny, she didn’t like that idea” (18). By our 18-month interview participants were
very aware they would be eligible to mobilize again in just over two years, and by the time of
this writing (April, 2012) participants will have 20 months until their next deployment. The
real possibility of another deployment prevents complete dismantling, one of the major steps
Bridges (2004) identifies as part of the termination process critical to successful transitions.
The implications of their incomplete transition varied by case. James separated from military
service specifically to avoid another mobilization while Edward plans to exercise his option
to retire if he is mobilized again. Michael and Pamela seem to accept the inevitability of
another activation and did not mention actively preparing for this contingency, nor are they
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configuring their lives to be better able to deal with this possibility. In contrast, both Fred
and Luke are taking active steps to prepare themselves. Fred conducts mental rehearsals for
future mobilizations and Luke has sent out feelers about redeploying to gauge his spouse’s
reaction. Chris’ return is the most seriously affected by future mobilizations and his
unwillingness to share details about the deployment with his family undoubtedly contributed
to his feelings of isolation and subsequent counseling.
What were not apparent in the interviews were attempts to reorganize civilian lives to
make them more conducive to smooth transitioning between full-time and part-time military
service. From a practical perspective, the reservists I spoke to are not creating new strategies
to deal with future deployments. I suspect they would be unable to enumerate of list of
possible measures to make future transitions easier. This may be a function of the tools,
options, and resources they believe they can exercise as well as the relative recency of the
operational reserve concept. Understanding the strategies reservists use to manage their
reserve triad remains an open area of inquiry as operational reserve policy takes effect over
the next two decades. I would expect the frequent absence of reservists from their
communities and civilian workplaces to eventually erode formerly strong bonds to the point
that the citizen-airmen becomes nearly as isolated from these communities as the active
military, but the limited duration of this research did not reveal this prediction coming to
fruition quite yet.
The Impact of Method and the Creation of Reflective Space
This project was fueled by a curiosity to better understand the reentry process of Air
Force reservists returning from Afghanistan and epistemologically driven by two major
features, namely dealing with my insider status in a pragmatic way and responding to the
interpretive critique of reentry studies offered by Chirkov (2009) and Bhatia and Ram (2009).
This approach fulfilled its instrumental value and unintentionally revealed the importance of
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creating reflective space during the psychologically crowded reentry period. Furthermore,
this reflective space can be combined with sustained and ongoing engagement with the
deployment experience after returning home. Rather than locking the deployment away in a
compartment, interacting with one’s experiences can create a sense of continuity vital to
attaining an integrated self. These first two points—reflective space and ongoing
engagement—are especially relevant to deployers, but they also have implications for
practitioners who conduct scholarship while they are in the midst of practice.
“My thoughts go left and they go right, you know?” Interpretive phenomenology
had a dual impact on this project. The immediate (and utilitarian) consequence of this
method was the development of a rich data set from which to derive findings. The less
obvious and potentially more powerful consequence of interpretive phenomenology was the
degree to which it created reflective space. Participants reported being overwhelmingly busy
over the course of reentry; the opportunities to make sense of the process were quite limited,
leading Luke to comment “my thoughts go left and they go right, you know?” (6). The three
waves of interviews forced participants to think about their own return and articulate their
self-understanding, a point raised in the previous chapter. Reflection fostered self-awareness
among participants and contributed to their healthy reentry. The multiple changes reservists
experience make the reentry period especially hostile to deep reflection and the demanding
psychological work of processing and integrating the intense experience of deployment to the
combat zone. Detractors might add reservists (and military members in general) are
particularly pragmatic, biased towards action, and lack reflective capacity, but the interviews
I conducted clearly demonstrate advanced levels of thoughtful introspection. This assertion
is supported by off-the-record expressions of gratitude voiced by participants who
appreciated the opportunity to think about and discuss their progress during the three waves
of interviews. Reflection and its contribution to healthy adjustment should not come as a
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surprise, but within the context of smooth reservist reentry the implications are potent. If we
understand that the multiple changes reservists experience deplete adaptive capacities,
reflection and the opportunity to articulate findings from the reflective process offer the
possibility of restoring a sense of balance.
Ongoing engagement with the deployment. From a personal perspective, this
project demanded engagement with reentry on three levels as I simultaneously navigated my
own return process, studied reentry and reservists academically, and attempted to interpret
participant’s understandings of their own reentry. These sustained levels of cognitive and
affective interactions elongated my own reentry process because this dissertation required
continual reflection on the deployment. I suspect I will not feel a sense of closure about the
deployment until this work is complete. Ongoing engagement with the mobilization for the
past three years (beginning with the notification call in June, 2009) has been taxing but this
project kept me from attempting to ‘escape’ from the challenges of reentry after I would have
normally put it in the past, whether it was ready to be put away or not.
As the military and academic elements of my life have become more tightly
interwoven, I gained a sense of congruence difficult to attain for most returnees. Instead of
attempting to create an artificial dichotomy between the combat zone and civilian life, the
path towards integration may depend on blended and ongoing engagement with matters
related to the combat zone once the reservist demobilizes. General recommendations that
combine this concept of ongoing engagement with the previously discussed need to create
reflective space are addressed in the next chapter.
Implications of blending scholarship and practice. My work as a scholarlypractitioner was accompanied by a set of perceptual filters that enhanced the project in some
ways and limited it in others. The IMA community is not well known outside of military
circles and does not lend itself to inquiry despite features that make it perhaps the group most
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vulnerable to isolation, marginalization, and adaptive disorders. Choosing to explore reentry
with this IMA population allowed an immediate understanding of a complicated jungle of
terms and processes nearly inaccessible to outsiders. The insider status granted to me as a
person who had been with participants in Afghanistan and the shorthand we used when
discussing our time together served as a lubricant for our discussions but at the same time
some topics were not fully interrogated or articulated because of our taken-for-granted
understandings. For example, as a person going through the reentry process, I chose not to
dwell on the actual homecoming despite the amount of attention tearful and heartbreaking
reunions receive in the media. While this is a powerful moment for a returnee and all of the
participants mentioned how emotionally significant it was to be greeted at the airport by
family members, friends, and co-workers, I do not think we (as a community of returnees)
believe it has much bearing on the reentry process as it unfolds over time.
The contours that shape our reentry reveal themselves after the dust of reunion has
settled. Understanding the return to the civilian workplace was an especially important
aspect of the return to me because of the multiple times I have done this since 9/11 and
because of the well-intended and occasionally clumsy reactions from my corporate
colleagues. Prior to conducting this research I had assumed that reservists returning to
paramilitary professions would find the reception and transition somewhat easier; in at least
two cases we found the feeling of moving from one combat zone to another functionally
consistent but the interpersonal reception was similar to my own experiences. Similarly, an
outsider doing this research might have assumed that a member would feel welcome within
the active military environment because IMAs are permanently assigned to these units and
they share the common purpose of supporting the base’s mission, but my experiences
(combined with the findings of this study) demonstrate the relationship is still evolving
despite over ten years of side-by-side interactions. Finally, approaching this project from the
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inside looking in lends credibility, potentially making this work more accessible to reservists,
their families, and policymakers.
Conclusion
The three main findings from this study—the paradox of experiencing the combat
zone as ordered versus a disordered civilian domain, the gradual abandonment of hoping for a
return to ‘normal,’ and the need for more reflective space during reentry—are profoundly
interrelated. The unexpected distress of reentry demands time, patience, and active reflection
so reservists can more readily accept and respond to the reality that virtually every aspect of
their lives has changed in a relatively short period of time.
The general framework of change offered by previous scholars is not invalidated by
this research. Indeed, these models of disruption, distress, and integrated stabilization are
supported by these findings, yet they lack a degree of specificity needed to help returnees.
Developing a reentry model was not in this project’s original scope, but we have moved a
step closer. By combining this work with the work of Musheno and Ross (2008) and
conducting further research on the role gender, deployment location, and deployment
duration play in the reentry process we can develop a comprehensive picture from which to
base intervention strategies.
In the next chapter I will discuss recommendations for further research and briefly
cover policy considerations that address the themes developed in this chapter.
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Chapter VI: Recommendations
In this chapter I discuss recommendations for further research and briefly cover policy
considerations that address the themes developed in the previous chapter. The radical shift in
reserve use over the last ten years and continued use of reserve forces under the auspices of
the operational reserve concept has not been met with equally radical changes in support
structures or programming.
Recommendations for Further Research
The people who participated in this study were relatively homogenous along three
major variables: gender, deployment location, and amount of time mobilized.
The reentry cannot be divorced from the context of the deployment, and deployment
locations vary significantly in terms of physical danger, hardship, and deprivation. The case
explored in this dissertation represents moderate levels of violence and hardship. There are
more dangerous places and more dangerous duties within the combat zone, but there many
more deployment locations that are less dangerous and more comfortable. Reentry for
reservists coming home from a place of relative ease (as compared to Kandahar Airfield) still
includes returning to family, civilian jobs, and so forth, but it may lack some of the defining
features of working in the combat zone such as a strong sense of purpose and the tight
friendships that form under extreme circumstances. Furthermore, participants in this study
were away from their civilian domains for nine months and in the combat zone for six
months. There are some reserve units, primarily aircrew, who spend less time mobilized and
deployed (under three months) and other groups of reservists who spend a year or more in the
combat zone. It would be extremely interesting to explore the upper and lower boundaries of
the effect of mobilization time on the reentry process. It is also possible a better mobilization
time balance can be struck between the needs of mission and the needs of individual
participants. Finally, the role of gender and gender-roles was briefly discussed in the
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previous chapter, but this area is in immediate need of further research considering the more
prominent role of women in combat, the prevalence of sexual harassment in the combat zone,
disproportionately higher rates of adjustment disorders among women, and their higher levels
of unemployment when they return home.
Finally, one of the main difficulties in conducting research on reservists is the lack of
differentiation between components and categories of service in existing quantitative and
qualitative studies. If we are to better understand the differences between active members,
traditional reservists, and IMAs these features need to be more clearly delineated. Research
on the 15,000 IMAs within the Department of Defense should focus on narrowing down the
unique programming needs of this minority. It is entirely possible that IMAs suffer adaptive
disorders at a greater rate then their traditional reserve colleagues although no differentiated
data set currently exists in order to reach this conclusion.
Policy Considerations
Just as the reservists in the study have been slow to adopt new strategies in
anticipation of future deployments, the radical shift in deployment frequency of reservists has
not been matched with a commensurate shift in support services offered to them. While there
have been improvements to reservist benefits since 2001, change has come slowly and the
budget climate is often cited as a limiting factor. The policy considerations in this section are
mapped sequentially to the overall mobilization cycle. I first discuss the practice of
deploying individuals instead of maintaining strict adherence to unit level integrity. I then
discuss the possibility of creating a set of practices and policies that makes the reentry more
gradual, effectively ‘ramping’ the reentry. While there is a Department of Defense reentry
program currently offered to reservists, I describe the criticality of enhancing this program
and, based on the findings in the previous chapter, including opportunities for greater
reflection and ongoing engagement for returnees. Finally, I consider modifications that fit
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under the umbrella of the adjustment approach discussed in Chapter II, including enhancing
the employment safety net as well as changes to benefits received by reservists.
Addressing a root cause by minimizing individual mobilization. Serious
consideration needs to be given to promoting programs that reduce the possibility of people
deploying individually or separating members from their units. One of the major findings
from the Vietnam War was the insertion of individuals into units was problematic on both a
professional and personal level, yet cross-leveling people with key skills has been a virtual
epidemic within the military (most notably in the Army [St. Laurent, 2006]) for the past
decade and is basically the same practice we engaged in during Vietnam. This is an inherent
problem within the IMA program. Individual-level mobilization works well when IMAs are
only used to fill in for deployed active duty members within their units of assignment within
the country, but under the operational reserve model these IMAs will in all likelihood deploy
(as we did) directly to an overseas assignment. While this approach may have some
operational merit, the consequences of reentry problems justify reconsidering the viability of
the IMA program as the operational reserve approach takes hold.
Creating a reentry ramp. Prisoner reentry programming may be the most appropriate
model to promote a gradual reentry for returning reservists. The criminal justice system
attempts to create a reentry ramp for offenders. If a person is in medium custody they are
transferred to minimum security for a period of time prior to their release. While in
minimum custody they may begin a work-release program and come into contact with the
outside world under supervision. In the ideal case, some form of community in-reach is
conducted to arrange for living accommodations and a job when the prisoner is finally
released. Once released, former prisoners may live in a half way house and be required to
check in with a parole officer or case manager periodically.
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Reservists, on the other hand, cycle from the combat zone to civilian status in a manner
more analogous to a cliff rather than the ramps provided to prisoners. The cases presented by
the research participants in this research study are illustrative. Within three days of leaving in
Afghanistan they arrived in the United States. Three days later they were done with military
outprocessing and began two weeks of accrued leave in addition to two weeks of Post
Deployment/Mobilization Respite Absence. Since most participants used the flexibility in
the IMA program to delay drill for six months, the outprocessing event would be the last time
they would be on a military base for nearly seven months. This process effectively meant
that within a week of getting rocketed at Kandahar they were out in the civilian world.
There are a variety of ways to make the reentry process more gradual, and my intent is
not to offer a comprehensive set of solutions but to point out ramped reentry may reduce the
vulnerability of reservists to PTSD, suicide, substance abuse, and adaptive disorders. The
ramp may take the form of proactive employer and community communication while
members are still deployed, allowing for structured team-level decompression time enroute to
the United States, elongating the amount of leave afforded to deployers (active duty members
have more accrued leave available than reservists), requiring reservists to perform drill within
60 days of demobilization, and, as the benefits environment grows more complicated, using a
case manager approach for the lowest ranking or least experienced reservists. Finally, the
current risk assessment process (a mandatory on line survey that collects information about
combat exposure, health habits, etc) should be expanded to include reservist specific
questions about civilian employment status, proximity to services, and their family situation.
Enhancing current programs. The Yellow Ribbon Reintegration Program was
extremely beneficial for two members of this study and I would hope this program continues
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long after hostilities in Afghanistan conclude.16 The Yellow Ribbon program puts reservists
in contact with resources that can buffer their transition and creates a sense of belonging
among participants by creating a temporary community of returnees. Making this program
more widely available and reducing obstacles to participation should remain a priority after
the conclusion of Operation Enduring Freedom. Additionally, steps can be taken to sustain
and foster the strong sense of community participants feel while attending Yellow Ribbon
events through ongoing communication, programming, and engagement. Unfortunately,
participation is optional and individual level funding can be difficult to access so I suspect a
portion of the target audience self-eliminates from attending.
The Yellow Ribbon program could be enhanced by greater inclusion and the
involvement of reservists who are going through their own reentry process but are several
months ahead of the intended audience. For example, an event geared toward people who
have been home for two months could include significant involvement and contributions
from people who have been home for six months. This type of inclusive and grass roots
effort addresses the need brought up in the previous chapter to create opportunities for
ongoing engagement with the deployment for recent returnees and is not conceptually
different than the volunteer work James is doing with the VA. Furthermore, these returnees
could participate in focus group sessions with the target audience in a way that creates room
for reflection and articulation of the reentry process.

16

Created in 2008, the Yellow Ribbon Reintegration Program (YRRP) was a late response to
the needs of reservists but has gained momentum over the last four years, notably a 60%
increase in participation from 2009 to 2011. Based on the Yellow Ribbon Reintegration
Program Fiscal Year 2011 Annual Report to Congress (US DOD Reserve Affairs, 2012), in
fiscal year 2011 over 2,100 pre-deployment, during-deployment, and post-deployment events
were held and 309,721 people participated, including 158,498 service members and 151,223
family members. Funding levels are expected to rise by 4.7% from $229,858,000 in 2011 to
$240,726,000 in 2012 although only 205,741 people are expected to participate in 2012, a
34% drop from 2011. Overall participation rates are not published.
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Adjustment approach considerations. Recurring cycles of deployment also bring up
questions of the government’s responsibility for reservist employment. If the government
mobilizes a person and their civilian career gets significantly off track, should the
government offer that person the opportunity to return to active service? The continuum-ofservice concept as it currently works is a one way valve that allows active duty members the
chance to continue their service in the Reserve Component but opportunities for reservists to
return to active duty are limited and dwindling due to active component downsizing. While
reservists are protected from discriminatory practices in the workplace (the Uniformed
Services Employment and Reemployment Rights Act of 1994), the advent of operationalizing
the reserves demands reform and strengthening of labor law.
Retirement benefits for reservists have been recently amended to use time spent
mobilized to reduce the member’s retirement age of eligibility. Reservists are able to receive
retiree benefits at age 60 and this can be reduced by a month for every month served on
active duty. This provision was only made retroactive to January, 2008, and efforts to modify
the law to be retroactive to 2001 have failed thus far. The issue should not be whether we as
a nation can afford to improve retirement benefits for reservists, the more relevant question is
whether the current state benefits are appropriately designed to match the new requirements
levied by the operational reserve.
Conclusion
As active duty military service increasingly becomes the axis point the lives of
reservists revolve around, there is a need for deep reflection on what we as a nation gain by
this approach and what we stand to lose. In light of Coser’s (1974) observation that greedy
institutions “seek exclusive and undivided loyalty and attempt to reduce the claims of
competing roles and status positions on those they wish to encompass within their
boundaries” (p. 4), the military is perhaps the greediest of institutions. As its reach extends
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we should make special note of what groups are, and are not, affected. Reservists and their
families are now accustomed to sacrificing the stability that once a defined reserve service.
Their dutiful acceptance is a testament to their commitment and willingness to do as their
nation bids.
The time to debate operationalizing the Reserve Component has come and gone. The
immediate question is not whether we should require recurring mobilizations but how we can
best buffer the effects of multiple exits and reentries. As reservist duties shift from missions
in the combat zone to supporting ongoing operations in places like Europe or Korea it
remains uncertain how much they will be disproportionally affected by higher rates of PTSD,
substance abuse, suicide, and economic troubles simply based on their removal and
reinsertion into civilian life, but we can safely predict these will be matters of ongoing
concern.
If left unbuttressed by policy, legislation, and other protective measures we should
also expect the operational reserve to limit the capacity of reservists to develop and excel
within their civilian careers. This lack of civilian expertise is a casualty felt on multiple
levels; by the reservists who have their civilian career prematurely plateau, the employers
who are now saddled with a less-than-full-time employee, and by the Active Component who
will fail to benefit from harvesting those civilian skills within a military context.
While the reservist may acutely feel the bitter irony of being rejected by the military
for being ‘too civilian’ and by her civilian domain by being ‘too military,’ the consequences
of rejection go beyond the individual. The Active Component stands to lose an element of
diversity and becomes more homogenous, more isolated, and more exclusive than at any
point in American history.
Cloisterization may be the most damaging implication of operational reserve policy
and one has to ask if this makes us stronger or weaker as a nation. Reversing the trend of
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outsourcing the burden of national defense to a handful of people can only occur through a
broader based engagement of the polity in military and non-military service. The question
should not be one of balancing the force mixture between Active and Reserve Components; it
should be about distributing the load between the military and the society it defends.
Economic feasibility is a secondary matter in light of the gravity and consequences of
continued drift. The discourse about fostering and incenting broader engagement does not
need to wait until our next national security crisis catalyzes a response. More bases in more
communities and more programs that involve more people in national service may be the
only way to restore what is needed to help our nation thrive in uncertain times.
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Appendix B
The author is an Air Force officer and has been in the military for twenty years. After
serving eight years on active duty, he began a career in information technology marketing
and became an Air Force Reservist. The author has been mobilized three times since 9/11
and deployed twice to Afghanistan and once to Southwest Asia. He is in his early forties and
is married with children. After returning from the deployment he resumed work with his
civilian employer.
Chris is an Air Force non-commissioned officer and had been in the military for
approximately thirteen years. After serving for several years on active duty, he began a
career in law enforcement and became an Air Force Reservist. Chris was mobilized after
9/11 for a year and half and had deployed once before to Southwest Asia. Chris is in his
early thirties and is married with children. After returning from the deployment Chris
resumed his career with his civilian employer
Edward is an Air Force non-commissioned officer and has been in the military for over
twenty years. After serving for several years on active duty, he began a career as a teacher
and became an Air Force Reservist. Ernest has been mobilized twice since 9/11 and
remained stateside on both occasions; the tour to Afghanistan was his first deployment.
Ernest is in his late thirties and is married with children. Upon returning the deployment
Ernest was placed into a new position within the same organization.
Fred is an Air Force non-commissioned officer and has been in the military for
approximately ten years. After serving on active duty for eight years, he began a career in
law enforcement and joined the Air Force Reserve. Fred had deployed to Southwest Asia as
an active duty member but the 2009-2010 deployment was his first mobilization and
deployment as a reservist. Fred is married with children and after the deployment he returned
to his previous employer.
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James was an Air Force non-commissioned officer. He was in the military for twelve
years. After serving on active duty he became a reservist and began a civilian career in the
transportation industry. James had been mobilized multiple times since 9/11. He deployed to
Iraq twice and Southwest Asia twice prior to our deployment to Kandahar. James is married
with children. After the deployment he left the military to focus on his civilian career.
Luke is the oldest study participant and is an Air Force non-commissioned officer. He
has been in the military for over twenty years. After serving on active duty he began a career
in law enforcement and has been a policeman for over fifteen years. Luke had been
previously mobilized as a reservist and had deployed to Southwest Asia. Luke is married
with children and after the deployment he returned to his previous employer.
Michael is an Air Force non-commissioned officer and has been in the military for over
thirteen years. After serving on active duty he began a career in civilian law enforcement and
joined the Air Force Reserve. Since 9/11 he has been mobilized several times and had
deployed to both Southwest Asia and Afghanistan prior to our tour in Afghanistan. Michael
is married with children and after the deployment he returned to his previous employer.
Pamela is an Air Force officer and has been in the military for approximately seven
years. After serving a tour on active duty, she joined the reserves and began a career in
emergency services. The deployment to Afghanistan was her first mobilization and first
extended trip away from the United States. Pamela is in her late twenties and single. After
returning from the deployment, Pamela resigned from her civilian job to serve as the primary
caretaker for her grandmother.
Stewart was the youngest study participant. He was a non-commissioned officer and
served in the military for approximately eight years. After serving on active duty he became
a reservist and began a civilian career in the information technology sector. Stewart had not
been mobilized before and had not deployed prior to Afghanistan but had served in a remote
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location in the Pacific. Stewart is single and in his late twenties. Shorty after returning from
Afghanistan, Stewart left military service and began a new civilian job within the information
technology sector.
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Appendix C
Antioch IRB Application
1. Name and mailing address of Principal Investigator(s):
Brent Edward French
HOME ADDRESS PROVIDED
2. Departmental Status: Student
3. Phone Number: PROVIDED
4. Name of Core Faculty Advisor: Al Guskin
5. Name & Contact Information of other Program Faculty Involved in this Project:
Dr. Al Guskin
6. If this ethics application is for your dissertation, the name of your Dissertation Chair:
Dr. Al Guskin
7. Learning Achievement: Dissertation
8. Title of Project: Post-deployment experiences of Reservists
9. Source of Funding for the project (if applicable): n/a
10. Expected starting date for project: 11/01/10
11. Anticipated completion date for data collection 12/31/11
12. Describe the proposed participants—age, number, sex, race, or other special
characteristics:
Participants are military reservists ranging from 25 to 55 years old. There are
between 15 to 20 people participating, 90% of whom are men. 20% are African-American or
Latinos.
13. Describe how the participants are to be selected and recruited:
All participants are former members of a unit I led from Oct 2009 to Jun 2010. Their
inclusion is voluntary.
14. Describe the proposed procedures, e.g., interviewing survey questionnaires, experiments,
etc. in the project. Any proposed experimental activities that are included in evaluation,
research, development, demonstration, instruction, study, treatments, debriefing,
questionnaires, and similar projects must be described. Continue your description on
following page if necessary. USE SIMPLE LANGUAGE AND AVOID JARGON. Please do
not insert a copy of your methodology section from your proposal. State briefly and concisely
the procedures for the project:
Participants will be interviewed using a semi-structured questionnaire. Interviews
will be conducted over the phone and sessions will be recorded. Participants will be
interviewed during the 6th, 12th, and 18th month after their return from serving in the
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military in Afghanistan. All members are Reservists. This project extends research I
conducted with them during our time together, the purpose of which was to design
and implement an intervention to foster resilience. The overall line of questioning
deals with their transition from serving in combat to their work and life roles postdeployment. The first set of questions are based on their recall of their emotional and
attitudinal state as they prepared to return home and I plan to ask them to describe low
points during the deployment in order to gauge their level of perceived strain. The
second set of questions asks participants to describe their reintegration experiences,
their perceived levels of acceptance, and their perception of the quality of their health
and relationships. This second series of questions will recur through the duration of
the study.
15. Project Purpose(s) and Benefits:
This project is continuation of a Change Project which buffered the effects of stress at
the individual level through an intervention at the organizational level for a newly
formed team of Air Force Reservists deploying to Afghanistan. My objective is a
longitudinal data set that spans from Oct 2009 through Oct 2011 and addresses what it
means to be a post-9/11 Reservist in an unprecedented way. Existing studies are
retrospective and few are longitudinal. This research will extend our knowledge of
the relationship between leadership and resilience.
16. If participants in this proposed research may thereby be exposed to an elevated
possibility of harm—physiological, psychological, or social—please provide the following
information:
a. Identify and describe the possible benefits and risks.
b. Explain why you believe the risks are so outweighed by the benefits described in
(15) as to warrant asking participants to accept these risks. Include a discussion of
why the research method you propose is superior to alternative methods that may
entail less risk.
c. Explain fully how the rights and welfare of participants at risk will be protected
(e.g., screening out particularly vulnerable participants, follow-up contact with
participants, etc.).
Participants will be asked personal questions about the progress of their transition
from service in Afghanistan to life back in their civilian capacities. During data
collection participants may choose to share stories of difficult events that occurred in
combat. They may also choose to self-report difficulties encountered during the
reintegration process, including symptoms of depression. These risks are offset by the
benefits of contributing to a broader understanding of Reservist difficulties following
extended deployments and ultimately benefit a community of tens of thousands of
military members and their families. The welfare of participants will be safeguarded
by providing them access to mental wellness hotlines at their respective Air Force
bases.
17. Explain how participants’ privacy is addressed by your proposed research. Specify any
steps taken to guard the anonymity of participants and/or confidentiality of their responses.
Indicate what personal identifying information will be kept, and procedures for storage and
ultimate disposal of personal information: Interviews will be recorded with no mention of the
participants name on tape in order to protect their confidentiality during transcription.
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Recorded conversations will be kept on a password-protected laptop. I will be the
only person able to associate interview content with a particular individual.
Appointment schedules linking participants to interviews will be maintained in a
separate password-protected file. Appointment scheduling, consent forms, and other
associated materials will be performed via personal (not military) email domains.
18. Informed consent statements, if one is used, are to be included with this application:
Attached.
19. If questionnaires, tests, or related research instruments are to be used, then you must
submit a copy of the instrument, or a detailed description (with examples of items) of the
research instruments, questionnaires, or tests that are to be used in the project. Copies will be
retained in the permanent IRB files.
20. Will electrical or mechanical devices be applied to participants?
No
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Appendix D
Participant Consent Form
Project Title: Post-deployment experiences of Reservists.
You have volunteered to participate in a research study conducted by Brent French a doctoral
candidate in the Leadership and Organizational Change program at Antioch University,
Yellow Springs, Ohio.
This research involves the study reintegration experiences following deployment to a combat
zone. This study will include 15-20 participants who are over the age of 18. The study
involves semi-structured interviews about your deployment experiences, your return back to
your civilian career, and your ongoing transition at three time periods: six months after your
return, twelve months after your return, and eighteen months after your return (Nov 2010,
May 2011, Nov 2011). Interviews will take place over the telephone and are expected to last
one hour per interview. Transcripts will be available should your request them and will be
send to you in an encrypted file in order to maintain your confidentiality and anonymity. At
no time will your name be associated with interview content and made known to parties
beyond yourself and the principle investigator.
The risks to you are considered minimal; although unlikely, there is a chance that you may
experience some discomfort as a result of the interviews. If you do, please contact your Life
Skills Support Center (LSSC) representative to discuss your reactions. Air Force chaplains
are an alternative resource and your conversations with them are protected from disclosure.
The Air Force offers a full range of support services and materials at the Air Force Suicide
Prevention website, http://afspp.afms.mil. This site offers links to resources related to
helping your family understand your reintegration, financial resources, substance abuse
programs, and anger management counseling. Alternatively, in order to combat stigma
associated with seeking care, Air Force officials have partnered with the Defense Center of
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Excellence of Psychological Health and Traumatic Brain Injury and information is provided
at www.realwarriors.net. Included on this site are phone numbers for the Outreach Center
which provides information and resources (866.966.1020) and the National Suicide
Prevention Lifeline 1-800-273-TALK (8255) Press "1". There are also postdeployment
wellness resources at http://www.afterdeployment.org
The principal investigator will begin and end each interview session with contact
information of the nearest military mental health treatment facility. In addition, you may
withdraw from this study at any time (either during or after the interview) without negative
consequences. Should you withdraw, your data will be eliminated from the study. There is
no financial remuneration for participating in this study. If you have any questions about any
aspect of this study or your involvement, please contact Carolyn Kenny, Ph.D., Chair,
Institutional Review Board, Ph.D. in Leadership & Change, 150 E. South College Road
Yellow Springs, OH 45387, Tel: 805-618-1903 e-mail: ckenny@antioch.edu
Two copies of this informed consent form have been provided. Please sign both, indicating
that you have read, understood and agreed to participate in this research. Return one to me
and keep the other for yourself.

___BRENT FRENCH____

___________________________

Name of Researcher

Name of Participant

____//signed//___________

___________________________

Signature of Researcher

Signature of Participant

___1 Nov 2010__________

____________________________

Date

Date
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Interview questions for post-deployment project with Reservists
Recurring questions to be asked at the 6, 12, and 18 month intervals from the Reservists
return from Afghanistan:
How is your transition from Afghanistan and reintegration into your civilian life going?
How does this reintegration compare with your expectations?
Do you feel accepted and understood in your workplace?
Do you feel accepted and understood in your social environments such as family and friends?
What has been the most difficult part of you reintegration?
How would you characterize your current overall health?
Asked during first wave of interviews only:
What were some of the most difficult challenges of your deployment?
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